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PLANNING OF TRANSPORT
PLANNING IN THE SOCIAL SECTOR

D R A F T
THE CARIBBEAN SHIPPING SECTOR*:

A PLANNING

AND POLICY PERSPECTIVE
By ¥inston Dookeran
Lecturer in Economics
UWI, St. Augustine
Traditional trade models ascribed a neutral role to the
transport factor in the development of international

trade.

Empirical evidence has invalidated this hypothesis.

Studies

on non-tariff barriers to the exports of the developing
world have identified shipping cost as a significant

non

neutral factor in the formation of international prices.

Con-

sequently, there has been some recent attempts to extend the
basic trade model to explicitly include a transportation
sector.A

recent study on the movement of shipping cost in

the developing world over the period 1965-74 concluded rather
disturbingly that "the increase in the nominal shipping cost
has cancelled out some of the benefits accruing from multi-

2/

lateral negotiations on international trade".—'

This study

goes on to argue that while declining transport costs induced
the development of periphery economies in the 19th century,
this process was not repeated in the events over the period
1938-7^.

Developing countries are expected to face rising

shipping costs in the future.
The incidence of rising shipping costs may be even
greater in the Caribbean region.

The geo-economic

location

of the region, and the structural openess and inherent
dependence of the Caribbean economy do not insulate the region
from rising shipping costs.

In addition, a large part of the

development effort in the area calls for greater penetration

l/ See for example Cassing, (2) and Falvey, (3) and (4).
2/ Olechowski and Yeats, (l) p. 263°
*In this paper the Caribbean refers to English-speaking
countries of the region.
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of export markets and dependence on import markets for traditional
imports and more raw material sources, which will make further
demands on the existing shipping services.

Technological

changes

in the shipping world may produce a level of cost that cannot be
efficiently absorbed through the scale economies prevailing in the
region.
In these circumstances the market forces cannot be relied
upon to produce a soeially optimum allocation and distribution of
resources for th® shipping sector.

These factors underline the

need for a clear focus on shipping policy.

In these

circumstances

the market prices cannot be relied, upon to produce a socially
optimum allocation and distribution of resources for the shipping
sector.

These factors underline the need for a clear focus on

shipping policy.
Features of the Caribbean
Shipping Economy
Traffic?

The international ocean freight traffic in the
Caribbean is concentrated on specific trade
routeswhich have remained largely unaltered even

•

3/
during the post independence period.— 7

Export

and import cargoes are not in balance.

In

addition, the characteristics of export freight
differ from those of imports.

This in turn makes

for differences in the respective
markets and freight structures.

transport
A large part of

the Caribbean exports are of a bulk commodity
nature and utilizes tramp-like vessels.

On the

other hand, imports are mainly manufactured
goods transported by regular liners.

Freight

rates for export commodities are subject to
3 / It has been estimated that over 75$ of Caricom imports of
general cargo and 40$ of Exports are with the USA, Canada and
Western Europe.
40$ of the several cargo exports are intraregional.

-
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fluctuations which are caused by changes in the
demand for the products themselves and by the
low elasticity of the supply of ships.

Import

freights are generally established through the
liner conference system.
Firms?

In the operating environment, firms face "a
structure and level of cost that are determined by forces largely outside the region's
control.

f]he cost of acquisition of vessels,

the cost of chartering vessels, insurance and
fuel costs, the cost of port equipment and in
general the cost of technological changes are
all determined thru the interplay of inter4/
national market forces".-7
This feature reinforces the cost dependency of the region.

On

the revenue side, shipping firms find their
rate earning capacity to be constrained by
local economic factors like the level of
income, cost of living, and what the market
will bear.

International carriers do not

however face the full effect of this constraint, as the foreign part of their tariff
are exogeneously determined, while the local
part is largely influenced by non competing
considerations.
Linkss

In the Caribbean environment, extra regional
links are more developed than intra-regional
links.

This is due partly to the history of

the region but has been reinforced by the
existence of unchanging commercial forces.
An internal transport network would only be
commercially viable on a self sustaining
4/ Dookeran (7).

_ 4 »
basis if it were to extend to the external network or
employ cargo reservation techniques within the region's
economy.

Since neither of these two measures were

employed (there is strong international opposition to
both approaches), intra-regional links developed in a
slow and almost haphazard manner.

Also, the intra-

regional carriers (both sea and air) were charged
primarily with a service function and were called upon
to discharge a social responsibility to the region.
Service:

Shipping services for general cargo could be categorized into three groupings?
and small vessel shipping»

external lines, regional lines
All of the external trade

are carried by external lineso

Some of the external

lines are Columbus Line, Geest Line, Sea Land, Sea
Train, Saguenay and Carol (Caribbean Overseas Line)»
Recently, nationally owned lines (Jamaica Merchant
Marine, Guybulk Shipping Corporation) have entered
the trade and are currently moving externally bound
cargo.

The major regional line is the West Indies

Shipping Corporation (WISCO) which has traditionally
operated a general cargo service within the region.
Recently, WISCO has extended its service to Miami.
NAMUCAR is another shipping line owned hy Governments of the Caribbean Basin and serves the Caribbean
and Central America.

A large part of the small vessel

trade takes place in the southern half of the Eastern
Caribbean,,

The small vessel sector is very important

to the region's economy.

Apart from its contribution

to saving foreign exchange, generating income, moving
goods, and employing sea-faring personnel, this sector
provides the main forum for developing entrepreneurial
5/
qualities in this field for the people of the Caribbean.—'

5/ For further information see AMB (15).
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Institutions?

The major public Institution is the Standing
Committee of Ministers responsible for
Transportation which was established in 1975
and succeeded the Regional Shipping Council
which came into being in 1962 at the dissolution of the West Indies Federations

The

Caribbean Shipping Association is a grouping
of shipowners interest and has been a major
forum for public discussion of shipping
mattersi

Attempts to form Shippers Councils

have not been very successful.

In this

regard. Export Corporations expect to play
an important role in protecting the shipper's
.interest.
Conferences?

There are many liner conferences operating in
the region.

The most important is the

Association of West Indian Trans-Atlantic
Steamship Lines (WITASS).

WITASS has been

in operation since 1896 and represents 33
shipping lines, 5 associated lines and 21
different nationalities.

Its services cover

more than 100 ports in Europe and about 120
in the Caribbean and Latin American countries.
Other conferences include US Atlantic and
Gulf Jamaica conference, Japan/Latin American
Conference, Brazil/Caribbean/Brazil Freight
Conference and US Atlantic/Leeward and
Windward Islands Conference.
Legislation?

There is no uniform legislation in the
Caribbean governing maritime affairs although
this has been on the agenda of the Standing
Committee for a number of years.

The most

significant legislation in the area is the
recently enacted Jamaica Cargo Preference Acs

6

which provides cargo preference in favour of the
Jamaica Merchant Marine.

The existing legal frame-

work is an open one rendering the Caribbean environment totally dependent on external legal constraints
and conditions.
National
Shipping
Lines?

State owned shipping companies in the region include
Guybulk Shipping Limited, Transport and Harbour
Shipping (Guyana), Jamaica Merchant Marine-Atlantic
Line Ltd», Puerto Rico Maritime Shipping Authority
(PRMSA), Vest Indies Shipping Corporation (WISCO),
NAMUCAR (Naviera Multinaci onal del Caribe) and the
Shipping Corporation of Trinidad and Tobago (SCOTT).
SCOTT however is not in operation.

Historically, the shipowners have played an important role in
forming the shipping environment in the Caribbean region.

In many

cases, agents who represent the shipowner's interest (i.e. for
external lines) were also large exporters and importers.

As such,

external lines were partially vertically integrated into large
local plantation conglomerates.

This feature is peculiar to the

region and may partly explain the difficulty of forming effective
Shipper's Councils in the region.
sector has shown

Within recent times, the public

a major interest in influencing the Caribbean

Maritime environment.

The main vehicle used by the public sector

for increasing its influence in the shipping world of the Caribbean
has been thru the establishment of national shipping lines in joint
venture arrangements with foreign firms.

In addition, there have

been attempts to effect consultation procedures with the Conference
system.

Attempts to establish consultative machinery have met with

little success^/

Cargo reservation practices have not been employed

6/ In 1969 the Eastern Caribbean Consultative Committee was
established. WITASS refused to cooperate and the Committee did not
receive sufficient inputs from interested private and public sector
organizations. Although there have been many attempts to revive the idea
of "consultation" since that time, there have been no meaningful results.

in any significant way.
A Framework for Analysis
Planning and policy analysis requires an identification
of the goals, the selection of means to achieve these goals
and the development of an organic process that generates
appropriate directional impulses.

Too often the planning

exercise identifies the goals and the means that may be used
to achieve these goals and leaves the mechanics of change,
the process by which change will take place, largely untouched.

For instance, to merely state that the establish-

ment of a regional shipping network is desirable and to
provide a planned programme for resource use will not be
enough if the commercial forces operating in the environment lead towards opposite goals.

A key to planning in the

shipping sector, as indeed to other sectors of the economy
is to concentrate on generating appropriate directional
forces that would be consistent with the programme of action.
Like the rest of the economy, the shipping sector of the
Caribbean is characterized by an open dependency relationship.
The nature and degree of this dependency constrain® •• the
policy choices that are open to positively influence the
economic environment.

The limit of policy prescriptions

will depend on the extent to which exogeneous factors could
be endogenized.

In situations where this is not possible,

policy and planning measures may attempt to contain the
adverse impacts of structurally exogeneous factors.
The distribution system of which the shipping sector is
a part lubricates the production structure and the consumption
pattern in the economy.

There is an interactive process

among the distribution system, the production structure and
consumption pattern.

The distribution system mirrors the

production structure and consumption patterns existing in the
economy and at the same time provides the basis upon which the
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production structure is built and the consumption pattern is
formed.

This is seminal to the understanding of the economics

of change;

The distribution system, the production structure

and the consumption pattern are cumulatively self-reinforcing.
This framework leads to two approaches to policy formulation:

the aggregate approach and the incremental approach.

The aggregate approach focuses on the interactive processes,
the cause effect relationship and may result in a multi-faceted
policy approach.

The incremental approach is directed to

responses to contest specific situations.

Ideally, the incre-

mental measures should be integrated into the aggregate programme of action.

In general, there has been a variance be-

tween micro economic efficiency and social efficiency in the
methodology for transportation planning in the Caribbean
•
7/
region.—'
Planning and Policy Issues in
the Caribbean Shipping Sector
In the context of the framework for analysis as outlined
above public policy initiatives in the shipping field during
the last decade have been of an incremental nature.

The

following major policy interventions were employed during the
period in the regions
i)

A planned programme of investment was agreed to so
as to expand the intra-regional shipping service.
(WISCO).

ii)

National shipping lines were established. (Jamaica,
Guyana, Trinidad)» In addition, Jamaica and Trinidad
became full members of the Multinational Shipping
Corporation of the Caribbean (NAMUCAR) which was
formally established in May 1975 by Costa Rica, Cuba,
Jamaica, Nicaragua, Mexico and Venezuela.

iii)

There were attempts to set up Consultative Machinery
between Regional Governments and the Conference System
(Caricom)»

7/ For a f-ull discussion of this point see Dookeran (5).
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v)

vi )
vii )

viii)

Caribbean Governments established the Standing
Committee of Ministers responsible for Transportation (Caricom).
There were attempts to set up Shippers Councils
so as to increase the bargaining position of
Shippers (Jamaica).
Legislation was enacted to encourage cargo
reservation practices (Jamaica).
There were discussions on a proposal for the
establishment of a Caribbean Shipping Corporation
(Trinidad).
Numerous technical reports on the provision of
training facilities for all levels of shipping
expertise were reviewed.

These policy interventions on the part of Caribbean Governments fall into the categorization of "incremental" as they
were measured responses t© contest specific situations.

The

geopolitical situation of the Caribbean did not encourage a
common extra regional policy towards international shipping.
In fact, it is somewhat paradoxical that the establishment
of a Standing Committee of Caricom Transport Ministers came
at the same time when a new wave of aufonationalism rolled
on the Caribbean scene.

The situation manifested itself in

independent action by each Government on the question of extra
regional shipping and in some instances also with regard to
intra-regional shipping.
In general, the focus of public policy in the shipping
sector has been in terms of accommodation to developments in
the world shipping economy.

Frequent increases in freight

rates led to the establishment of a Consultative Machinery
and to suggestionna ®Eid attempts to form Shippers' Councils.
The expansion of the iatra-regional shipping service was
meant to provide feeder capacity that will be required to
serve the extra regional shipping network, oblivious that
such a feeder gystem would structurally be not financially
viable in the current environment.

The establishment of
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national shipping lines were partly in parallel to such developments among large developing countries (India, Nigeria, Brazil,
Mexico) and partly a result of the changing fortunes of international carriers.

These public interventions in the shipping

sector were of an incremental nature and proyided a "visibility
content" to Caribbean shipping measures without affecting the
direction of commercial forces existing in the region.
The Need for Policy Reappraisal
The Caribbean region will face an increasing demand for
shipping services and if the economies were to expand this
demand would increase even further..

Secondly, the rise in the

cost of shipping will adversely affect the terms of trade which
are already deteriorating in response to falling export prices
'

and rising import prices.
reinforce these trends;

8/

World protectionist policies—'may
Thirdly thè international nature of the

shipping industry and the openess of the Caribbean economy almost
make transport technology a,n exogeneous factor in the planning
process.

In a dynamic sense, high technology levels may consume

larger quantities of resources and in the absence of scale
operations yield a proportionally lowrer output»

This implies

that there must either be a lower level of technology or an
increase in the scale of operations, otherwise the balance
between resources used and macro benefits may not be achieved.»
In light of these considerations, there is need to develop
a methodology for a policy reappraisal and the evolvement of a
new planning perspèctive in the maritime economy.

In this

methodology, a clear distinction between the short and long
9/
term must be made« As was pointed out by Sturmey^ "in the short

8/ Protectionism embodies several facets including subsidies
Vconstitution, operation, financing), bilateralism, flag
discrimination (cargo reservation), coastal trade reservation,
UNCTAD code (40/20/20 principle) and national monopolies.
9/ Sturmey (8) p. 202.

- 11 run the responsiveness of total international trade to
changes in transport costs is quite low because it is
generally only goods with inelastic demands for which
carriage constitutes a large part of total cost.

In the

long term falling costs of carriage are a significant
factor in increasing trade."

In addition 9

changes in

the structure of shipping (vessel>type, routes, commodity
carried etc.) takes time.

During this period, immediate

measures are necessary to protect and improve the terms
of trade.
A second aspect of the methodology will be to examine
shipping priorities itt terms of other factors that may
affect the terms of trade.

There may be.a high trade off

between heavy capital investment in shipping and the
removal of tariff and other non-tariff barriers (or higher
export prices/lower import prices).

The possibilities for

such a t r a d e o f f must be explicitly measured, and a program
of complementary action developed.

Included in the action

plan must be measures on tariff and non-tariff barriers to
trade, fiscal measures and retaliatory responses by affected
countries and parties.
A third aspect of the methodology is to integrate
shipping policy with development of trade policy ¿o as to
plan in unison and within a policy reinforcing

framework.

A recent example of the absence of such a synchronization
mechanism is the decision of some countries to join NAMIJCAR
without effective trade promotion policies which will ensure
new trading opportunities and greater use of the NAMUCAR
services.

This has meant that the anticipated benefits to

be accrued by such membership did not materialize»
A fourth aspect of the methodology is to separate the
endogeneous factors from the exogeneous factors and develop
adjustment mechanisms that will maximize the net social
benefit to the regional economy.

In this regard, it is
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somewhat paradoxical that in spite of the political geography of
the region which makes ocean and coastal shipping a principal mode
of transport, there has been little evidence of a maritime tradition among the peoples of the area.

The development of human

skills

remains still an exogeneous factor that could be easily endogenized.
In this context, the linkage effect of shipping must also be examined.
Shipping policy reappraisal must take into account the distinction between short and long term measures, the complementarity
of action programmes between shipping and non-shipping measures,
the integration of trade, shipping and development policies and the
endogenizing of exogeneous factors wherever appropriate.
reappraisal

Such a

scheme may be more appropriate if pursued in a regional

context consistent with the global aspirations of the developing
world.
Factors in Planning Perspectives
The most important factor in developing a planning perspective
for the future is the drive for national shipping.

A large part of

the current north-south dialogue is pre-empted by the recognisation
that developing countries should share more equitably in world
commerce.

It has been argued that the development of national fleets

is one way to move in this direction.

The drive for national

ing fleets is partly in response to recurring
conference system by the developing countries.

shipp-

complaints against the
While developing

countries export 60$ of sea borne eargo by tonnage, they own only
about 8fo of world tonnage.

Some of the arguments against the con-

ference system are itemized as follows:
major decisions on shipping services and freight rates
are made by conferences accountable

only to their

members and are inimical to the interest of the
national economy.
liner rates are not subject to free bargaining between
carrier and shipper.
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the conference system encourages collusion on price
fixing and discriminatory competition to nonconference operators, including "closed shop" admission rules.

-

the conference system is based on cross subsidization where freight revenue from the developing
world supplements the freight revenue in the more
advanced couatries based on a ton mile measurement.

These arguments are reinforced by positive arguments for the
development of national fleets.

Some of these arguments are

as follows?
-

national fleets may improve the balance of payments
either through savings on foreign exchange or
foreign exchange earnings especially on cross trades.

-

national fleets may earn income directly or via
linkage effects in other sectors of the economy.
national fleets may provide diversification of
employment opportunities and generate

entrepreneurial

qualities in shipping.
-

«rational fleets reduce econoaic d@pendence on other
nations and provide a security of service even in
periods of unusual disruptions»

-

national fleets may more effectively

influence

shipping conferences aad the level and structure
of freight rates.
-

national fleets may be used to promote exports and
foster economi® integration movements.

A second: faet®r for

planning perspective for the

future is the introductiaa ©f the €®de of C®adact for Liner
Shipping.

This has sot y«t resolved sufficient

support to bring it into opsfatissa'.

international

The basic objectives of
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the Code are, as expressed by UNCTAD —'ares
"(a)

The objective to facilitate the orderly expansion of
world seaborne trade?

(h)

The objective to stimulate the development of regular
and efficient Lraer services adequate to the requirements of trade concerned;

(c)

The objective to ensure a balance of interests between
suppliers and users'of liner shipping services;

(d)

The principle that conference practices should not
involve any discrimination against the shipowners or
shippers of the foreign trade of any country;

(e)

The principle that conferences hold meaningful consultations with shippers' organisations, shippers®
representatives and shippers on matters of common
interest, with, upon request, the participation of
appropriate authorities;

(f)

The principle that conferences should make available
to interested parties pertinent information about
their activities which are relevant to those parties
and should furnish meaningful information on those
activities"»
•

The Code provides for a 40t40?20 formula which is in conflict with
the philosophy of liner shipping as it has evolved.

It gives the

trading partners the carriage of 40$ of their trade, leaving 20$
for third flag operators.

Several traditional Maritime

have not found this proposition acceptable.

states

At the UNCTAD 5 meeting

in Manilla it was proposed that the cargo sharing principle be
extended to bulk shipping and that Flag of convenience

shipping

should he phased out.
A third factor in the planning perspective

is the crucial need

to reduce the cost of shipping in the short and long run».

This

factor is related to the development of national fleets and the
adherence to the Code of Conduct.

The Code of Conduct

enunciates

an environmental frameworlr within which national fleets may expand
and operate at higher levels of viability.

10/ UNCTAD (14).

This does not necessarily
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mean that the cost of shipping may reduce

commensurately.

There are provisions within the Code which may allow for
more accountability by ship operators to national governments.
It is unlikely that these measures would significantly reduce
the cost of shipping.

The form of technology,, the economic

exploitation of scale considerations, the adequacy of infrastructural facilities, the level of shipping expertise and
the industrial climate prevailing in the shipping sector are
all important factors that would influence the level of cost
in the shipping sector.

The planning perspective must

harmonize the internal and external factors as they affect
the cost of shipping to the region.,
Conclusion
Control of the Caribbean Shipping Sector is today
largely outside the influence of the national or regional
economy.

It is still to© early to say whether the UN Code

of Conduct^ and the development of National Shipping lines
in the region will form the basis for reducing the shipping
dependency in the region and the prospects for independent
action by the region.

A policy reappraisal requires th<B

development of a methodology that incorporates the short and
long terms perspective, the reordering of priorities in terms
of shipping and other terms of trade factors, the integration
of shipping, trade and development policy and the separation
of the endogeneous and exogeneous factors in the Caribbean
shipping environment.

A planning perspective may take

these factors into account and in the context of the peculiar
features of the Caribbean shipping sector provide a framework
within which private and public policy decisions in shipping
may be both evaluated and effected.
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MARITIME TRANSPORT IN CUBA
ITS LINK WITH ECONOMIC PLANNING
By the Central Planning Board

Introduction
Economic planning opens great possibilities for nations and entire
regions to make use of their resources.

Nevertheless in order to realise

the advantage of economic and national planning, favourable conditions
for this planning are necessary.
The emergence of the socialist society in Cuba allowed for the
first time in Latin America for the posing of serious objectives and the
ability to count on the involvement of all workers towards achieving
these objectives.

The fundamental objective of social production within

socialism is the full satisfaction of the growing material and spiritual
needs of man.

In trying to achieve this general goal, different

intermediate tasks have emerged.
The nature of these tasks has been determined by the level of
development of the productive forces in each given period and by the
objective economic conditions, but all these tasks ought to be used to
achieve the fundamental objective - and that is to increase peoples'
well-being and to develop the productive forces within the society.
On preparing their plans, the developing countries pay great
attention to the development of. production for export and also to foreign
trade.

The economy of almost every liberated country depends, to a great

extent, on the world market.

One of the most difficult problems of this

group of countries is the lack of qualified personnel to man the modern
sections of the economy, for that reason the liberated countries make
great efforts to train their key personnel.
It will be necessary to continue the efforts of giving to the national
economy the infrastructure in accordance with the needs of the development
that is foreseen.
The economic development of a country demands the increase of transport
facilities for freight as well as passengers, with all of these working
under principles of proper security, promptness, reduction on the time spent
waiting and reliability of the established schedule.

All the indices and
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measures within the

plan for the development of transport in Cuba ought to

have economic bases, by means of the use of planning methods and economic
stimulus according to the principles established by the System of Direction
of the Economy.

The fundamental task within the area of transport is to

ensure interrelated development of all the means of transport, with the aim
of fulfilling all the growing needs of the national economy.
The transport plan includes the performance indices and also the
development of rail, sea, air and motor transport.

This plan is based on

four fundamental elements:
(i) The transport demand;
(ii) The efficiency of the transport facilities at our disposal;
(iii) The circulation capacity of the existing infrastructure
(railroads, highways, ports,. etc.) .and also the available
modes of transport;
(iv) Determining the capacity of the modes of transport and
infrastructure necessary to satisfy the demand for the future.
Taking into account the importance, of foreign trade in our economy,
special attention is given to international freight and also to movements
within the ports.
Important investments are allocated, for the expansion and modernization
of port facilities, providing, them, with techniques-of high productivity.
Shipyards are built and expanded- and the merchant fleet are increased with
modern ships for international transport as. well as coastal transport.
Maritime Transport (Background)
In the years preceeding 1959 maritime.activities in Cuba were not
directed towards the interest of the country.

Freight transport was carried

out mostly by regular transnational lines., because there did not exist a
truly Cuban enterprise which had the. necessary experience to negotiate shipping
contracts and manage ships of foreign flags.
On the other hand coastal transport with truly Cuban characteristics did
not exist in the context of freight traffic in the territory.
After 1959 there emerged enterprises, which were responsible for promoting
and managing a national fleet not only for coastal trade but also for

- 3 international voyage.

In addition, there was the creation of an

enterprise wholly in charge of the freight transport of Cuban foreign
trade, as well as the hiring and management of ships of foreign flags.
Since then the growth of the merchant fleet has been rising at a fast
rate.
The new dynamism given to th^ Cuban economy, made it possible to
locate markets for its products in much farther places than before.

It

also allowed for the growth of the volume of the country's foreign trade
to outstrip the growth of our own merchant fleet.

This reality has led

to the adoption of new measures aimed at avoiding a situation whereby
these maritime activities become the unequal link limiting the progress
of the rest of the economy.
General Considerations of the Plan
As its objective, the Transport Plan must satisfy, with as little
expense as possible the needs that the national economy and the population
has of it as well as the improvement of the quality of services given.
To this end it must guarantee increased efficiency in operations in
the use of the means of transport and of basic investments.

It must also

accelerate delivery of freight and produce economies in labour, material
and fuel expenses.
a)

Specifics
The plans for the development.of transport must anticipate the

subsequent improvement of the use of the basic means, the development and
technical reconstruction of all types of transport components of unified
transport system for the country, the mechanization of the processes of
loading and unloading, repair and other works and measures in order to
increase work productivity, reduce the transport cost and increase income
and profitability of the different types of transport.
The transportation volume which determines the level of development
of the technical means of transport must be internally consistent to freight
transported must correspond to the demand resulting from the activities
that may develop in the production of goods and services - passenger
transport must fulfill the needs that the population has to move from one
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place to another, taking into account the most economic means of transport
and the preferences of the user.

The development plan for permanent

facilities and of the supply of means of transport must guarantee not only
the meeting of incremented demand but also the creation of the necessary
reserve capacity in infrastructure and transport mode.
The development of the unified transport network must be co-ordinated
with the development and location of the productive forces, as well as with
the increase in foreign economic links of the country.

The bases for its

development is the rational links between the economic regions and the
industrial centres as well as the optimum freight transport distances for
the different modes of transport.
In the development of the different modes of transport one must make
allocations based on the rational distribution of transportation between the
modes of transport bearing in mind both the physical capacity of a given mode
and also the capacity of the infrastructure.

These allocations must also be

considered in the development of permanent facilities.
All the indices and measures included.in the plan for the development
of transport must have:economic foundation by means of the use of planning
methods and economic stimulus in accordance with the principles established
by the system of the Direction of the Economy.
The value of the production (Gross Production) of the transport sector is
equal to the value of the transport services, destined for sale, created by
specialised transport enterprises, in addition to other income produced by
them.

Included in the value of transport services are the value of

transporting goods and passengers.and.other operations related to it.
Specifically the values reflect the cost to state transport enterprise for
the transportation of goods, passengers and mail, the loading and unloading
operations carried out with the resources of the enterprises within railway
stations, ports and airports, as well as storage.

Apart from these it

includes the income received from the renting of equipment to other enterprises, as well as rail, port aeronautic and airport services.
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Assessment of Production of the Transport Sector

All the elements that make up the Gross Production of transport
will be valued according to the tariffs in force, - they will take
into account the criteria relative to economic benefits derived from
use of the transport modes, the transport distances and the agreements
on international tariffs.
For the elaboration of the Balance of the Overall Social Products
one must take into account while elaborating the transport balances a
breakdown of the transport gross production, according to the end use
(industry, agriculture, export and individual consumption).
The transport plan is linked to the remaining sectors of the plan
of the national economy, by way of the balances elaborated for the
transport activities and by the resource requirements of the different
categories of the plan.

In elaborating the national transport balance

it is necessary to have:The Country's Production and Foreign Trade Plans
The value of trade production and the imports of the different subsectors of the industrial and agricultural sector, as the physical
production in tons and the value of the mercantil production and physical
import and the nominal value of products are used to elaborate this
balance.

This information will permit the elaboration of the transport

coefficient and determine the quality of the information given about the
transport demand.
The demand for transport is calculated in tons according to origins
and destinations.
The Construction Plan
Port facilities are put into operation within planned periods with
basic guidelines such as length guage speciality and capacity.

These

elements will permit analysing of the link between the volume of the
freight and the capacity of the transport infrastructure.
The Foreign Trade Plan
The demand by Cuba to transport general as well as specialized
cargo, requires that attention be paid to the origin and destination of
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goods.

One has to make clear distinction between the geographical areas of

embarkation for imports and the overseas reception areas for its imports
in such a way as to define the international transportation plan.
The demand for freight transport facilities for imports and exports
within the national ports, is the basis on which the port services are
determined.

For each section of the plan the resources needed for its

successful implementation are identified.
b)

Planning of the International Freight Transport Demand and Port Services
The international freight transport plan guarantees the satisfaction of

the demands resulting from foreign trade, while aiming for the highest
efficiency of external costs, without underestimating the possibility of
earning foreign exchange when the operational conditions so permit.
The international service is structured by classifying freights and/or
movements according to the direction of the exports or imports, a matter which
is governed by the analysis of maritime activities.
In order to calculate the demand of activities two types of analysis
should be done:
(a)

The port (services facilities) demand;

(b)

The international freight transport for Cuba Resulting
from foreign trade.

Port Services Demand
It is determined by the services demanded by foreign trade of the total
exports and imports as well as the traffic from other countries and also
coastal cargo.
The basis of the calculation of each element is as follows:
Freights for foreign trade must be defined in terms of ports of
destination for imports and ports of embarkation for exports.
All of this is the result of a plan drawn up by the Ministry of
Foreign Trade and according to information given to it by the
agencies using it as to the place of consumption of the imports
and the origin of the exports.
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Passenger transport handled within the national ports are
as a result of agreements signed between enterprises of
socialist and capitalist countries and from the Ministry
of Transport, who will inform of the effects of these on
the elaboration of the plan.
The service given to coastal transport will be a result of
the national freight balance for internal transportation.
International Freight Transport Demand
This is a result of the agreements foreseen by the Ministry
of Foreign Trade frdm the FOB imports and CIF exports.

In

order to calculate the necessary capacity for its operation,
the origin and destination of the cargo at the level of
selected geographical areas will be defined, classified as
imports and exports.

In order to def ine the possible countries

for contract or sale the foreign trade organization will take
into consideration the value of transportation services with
the aim of achieving the most efficient alternative for the
national economy.

The allocation between the national fleet

and the rented fleet is defined, based on the balance between
the demand and the needed capacity.
To elaborate the balance between the port capacity and
the international maritime transport, a product index has been
created, which includes classification at the packing stage.
The latter (corresponding to a breakdown of the foreign trade
demand) permits the separation of the nominalized products by
type of packaging, facilitating its classification.

In order

to calculate capacity, it is classified in terms of exports,
imports and coastal products, making groupings of basic
products.
Taking into account the importance that irregularity of
demand of services has on maritime activities, the annual demand
must be presented and examined on a quarterly basis, with the
idea of maximising service at any given time.
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Planning of the Capacity of Different Means of Transportation
On determining the level of transportation for freight and p a s s e n g e r s
for each mode of transport, the next step is to calculate the c a p a c i t y
needed for each, in order to fulfil the demand of the proposed services.
Two basic indicators have to be taken into consideration:
(a)

Performance of the functioning capacities, which the transport
production shows (tons or .tons/miles) related to each ton
operating capacity.

(b)

Operating coefficient of the capacity which expresses the
percentage of total functioning capacity.

The calculation is done on relating the transport demand resulting from the
capacity yield, determining the capacity that must function, and the latter
is divided by the operating coefficient capacity will show the total capacity
demand.
Within the area of maritime transport the calculation to determine the
needed capacity of ships and port facilities is determined.
For the calculation of the capacity demands of fleet the following is
established :
CT

Q1

=
Rce

Where:

-

+

Cr

+

Ci

Tde

CT is the total capacity of the fleet in tons per dead weight. (DWT)
Q1 is the freight traffic in tons/kilometres.
Rce is the operating capacity (tons - kilometres by ton of dead
weight yearly).
Tde ,is the tons per daily operation of a ship in a year.
per dead weight).

(Tons

Cr is the capacity of the fleet under repair.
Ci ls ,:the idle capacity.
In order to calculate the operating capacity the following calculation is done:
Rce
Where:

=

a.e.v

a. is the coefficient of cargo operating capacity
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_e is the coefficient of the sailing capacity
v is the average speed under operation (weighted
by the capacity).
For these capacity calculations the types of ships and where they
operate must be, taken into account.

The following pointers are used

as well:
(a)

Coefficient of the operating capacity (in freight and
passenger ships).

(b)

Available tons per day.

(c)

Coefficient of dynamic operation of the passengers'
capacity.

(d)

Average monthly price per ton of dead weight rented.

In order to determine the annual receival in tons operated by a
dock for general cargo the following calculation is made:
Qa

=

30.

Qad.

Cm

Coc

im
Where:

Qad

is the daily receival capacity

Cm

is the meteorological coefficient

Coc

is the dock operation coefficient

im

irregularity coefficient

N

number of working months in the year

(peak month)

In the calculation of the daily receival capacity the number of
daily work shifts and the tons per brigade, will be taken into account,
considering the latter, the level of mechanization, the type of ship and
the freight.
In the case of docks handling bulk freight the same is used but
each indicator will have the value resulting from the technology
installed in the docks, thus affecting, mainly the daily receival
capacity indicator.
For the elaboration of the plan, the following indicators will
also be used:
Utilization of the receival capacity (tons operated/tons capacity)
Dock meter in use.
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Tons according to meters in use.
Gross intensity.
Net intensity.
Average yield per worker.
Operation of Ships for Long Voyage
Attending to the

need to ensure transportation of Cuban cargo as

well as taking into account the volume and the character of trade our
country has established a set policy as regards buying and selling with
the main countries of the socialist bloc with developed capitalist
countries of Europe and Asia as well as under-developed countries of Asia,
Africa and Latin America.

It is usually on the basis of CIF (Cost Insurance

and Freight) and FOB (Free on Board) for imports and exports respectively.
Cuban Freight Enterprise (Cuflet) has the function of ensuring the shipment of goods for foreign trade, in those cases where the sea transport is
paid by Cuba using the capacity of the fleet for such shipment and using
additional capacity from foreign ships within the international freight
market or by means of bilateral agreements on sea transport.
Statistical Data before the Triumph of the Revolution Units and Capacity
Before 1959 the Cuban merchant fleet was comprised of 14 ships with 58
thousand D.W.T. (Dead Weight Tonnage), all of which were operated by
transnational corporations and enterprises.

After 1959 the Revolutionary

Government embarked on a wide programme for the development of the Cuban
fleet, so that from the beginning of that year state entities emerged destined
to promote and manage the national fleet.

Shippers enterprises were created

with the aim of assuming, on behalf of the state, the monopoly of the maritime
transport for goods as well as for passengers.
Sea Transport Enterprises
The organization structure of sea transport is as follows.

There are two

shipping enterprises which operate the ships of the national fleet and one
operator enterprise which is in charge of the use of the capacity of the
national fleet as well as those ships which are chartered in order to guarantee
the international sea transport.
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The forming of the two shipping enterprises is a result of the
interest of the national economy to develop its fleet.

The Mambisa

Shipping Enterprise operates the biggest ships and these are used for
making the longer runs in international waters.

The Caribbean

Shipping Enterprise has smaller ships and they are responsible for
making the coastal runs and runs within the Caribbean Basin.
On account of our country being an island which corresponds to a
country with an open economy, international maritime transportation has
exceptional importance to our external relations.
The development of coastal transport is conditioned by the harmonious
and proportional growth of the national system of transport.

On having a

planned economy, it is possible to study the role and area of influence of
each type of transport.

In the specific case of the Republic of Cuba the

situation exists where there is a developed system of public roads,
(railways and highways) throughout the country; as such the three basic
means of transportation - railway, motor and sea transport - compete
with each other.
After having done some investigation, it was suggested that the
main role to be played by coastal transport should be to make the long
journeys between ports moving specialised cargo.

This constitutes the

basic conditions governing the operations of the coastal fleet.
a)

Mambdsa Shipping Enterprise
(This makes international journeys)
It has 61 units consisting of general freighters, container-carriers,

carriers, refrigerated units, multi-purpose and training ships.
capacity is 779,000 D.W.T.
b)

Total

The average age of the fleet is ten years.

Caribbean Shipping Enterprise
This is reserved mainly for making coastal runs.

However, it

sometimes extends to the ports of the countries of the Caribbean and
occasionally trans-atlantic voyages.

It has a total of 23 freight ships

with a capacity of 113,634 D.W.T., including freight tankers, cementcarriers, tankers and trans-shippers.
and capacity for passenger service.

It has 13 ships of different types
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c)

Cuban Freight Enterprise (CUFLET)
As a state entity, this is designed to carry out the operations of

its own ships as well as the ships of the national fleet.

It must obtain

cargoes from third world countries in order to utilize the fleet in
moments when there is very little work to be done, this being a result of
the seasonal characteristics of transport demand.

In addition, a goal is

to try to earn foreign exchange.
Coastal Transport, Port Facilities
a)

Coastal Transport
The merchant fleet that deals with coastal cargo, transports general

cargo, liquids and dry cargo between the Cuban ports and also to other ports
in the Caribbean.
It is important to emphasize the projected development for the merchant
fleet responsible.for. coastal transport.
At the end of the five year plan 1976-1980, almost all our ships will
have been replaced with highly specialised, ones, ships for transporting bulk
cement, ferries, and cistern ships for all types of liquid.
With the development foreseen for transport of national traffic, the
demand for sea transport within the national economy will be satisfied and,
as it is well known, at the end of this five year plan, we intend to be able
to cover the coastal transport of oil with our own ships by increasing the
capacity and achieving the highest efficiency.
b)

Passenger Transport between Cuban Ports
At present the main ports for this type of traffic are Batabano and

Gerona in the Isle of Youth, this is due to the steady growth of the student
population that come from this region, as well as from other ports in the
eastern provinces of
c)

the country.

Port Facilities
In order to improve the performance of port facilities and to achieve

the maximum from the capacity of the fleet, an improved operative planning
system was established with the aid of the USSR.

In addition, investigations

were carried out jointly with foreign firms and they came up with immediate
measures to solve the most urgent problems.
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The operative planning system began with efforts aimed ac speedingup the withdrawal of goods from the ports with the help of the other
state organizations.

The building up of regular lines has contributed

to improvement of the freight traffic between national and foreign ports.
Other measures adopted in order to achieve increased efficiency
include the development of a standardization of freight; to such an end
a National Commission for Freight Standardization was created.

In

addition, there has been increasing tests in the use of pallets,
containerization and unslinging elements.
The country has more than 20 ports which handle all types of cargo.
Of these the most important ones are those in Habana Santiago de Cuba,
Cienfuegos and Nuevitas, since these handle container cargo.
Maritime Trade with Member Countries of the Council for Mutual
and Economic Aid (COMECON)
The existence of a Council for Mutual and Economic Aid as an
organization in charge of establishing economic links for the development
of the socialist countries, offers through this organization an example
of multinational co-operation within the area of maritime transport.

The

organization studies the participation of the countries in relation to
transportation; it looks into the efficiency of the use of their respective
fleet, tariffs, tonnage of port loading and unloading and other aspects of
maritime transport.
On account of the present level of development of maritime transport
in Cuba, it finds itself favourable in its relationship with the other
countries of the COMECON in terms of the different issues agreed on in
this area.
One concrete way in which this relationship was brought about was
with the forming of regular multinational lines, Bulcuba and Cubalco>
which links the Cuban ports with the European ports guaranteeing the
transportation of the cargo resulting by their trade relationship.
The Present Problem of Transportation in the Caribbean Basin and
Cuba's Trade
Since 1974 great efforts have been made aimed at promoting our
foreign trade mainly in the Caribbean area and Guyana.

Relative advance
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can be seen in this process since this area holds the greatest possibility
for the export of our non-traditional and new products.

Export management

has been achieved in spite of the fact that the underlying infrastructure
has not always been in existence.
For more than one reason there exists the need to develop a transport
policy particularly for the area of greatest commercial activity - that is
the Caribbean Basin.

At present, by virtue of the bilateral trade relations

established by Cuba in the region we can identify this geographical zone as
one which holds trade possibilities for our country.
In terms of maritime transport, based on the fact that it involves
small ship operations where schooners of 60 MT capacity and even ships of
800 and 1,000 TM can participate, all these capable of transportating dry
cargo and/or refrigerated cargo for this early stage.

However, for the bulk

of our products there is need for regular lines and a small tramper fleet
which can withstand eventualities and at the same time ensure its profitability
by carrying cargoes between the Caribbean ports.
On the other hand, the Caribbean Shipping Enterprise was formed with the
idea that it was needed to operate in an area of the service of foreign trade.
Cuba as a Member Country of NAMUCAR
During the last decades several independent movements have emerged in
Latin America.

Regional and sub-regional mechanisms have been gradually

growing with an aim to integrating their economy and have even openly suggested
the possibility of the economic integration by means of the formation of Latin
American Multinational Enterprises.
The first step was an attempt to break the established methods, creating
an efficient transport mechanism that would serve as an instrument for
development of the markets and promote the economic and social sectors that
comprise the Caribbean Basin, thereby complementing the services already
given by the established Naviera national lines.
It is an obvious fact that the Caribbean Basin has at present a wide
range of products that can be quickly traded.

On the other hand, much of

its economy is not complementary, but concerted efforts must be made aimed
at increasing the exchange terms and to decrease the factors of dependency.
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In order to increase the volume of intrazonal exchange we need
to remove once and for all the obstacle that presents itself.

The

irregularity and the deficiency of maritime transport, limit the
production capacity of the

countries and hinder trade to a great

extent.
Caribbean Naviera Multinational is the response of eight
countries, including Cuba, which have resolved to stand up to the
test of time and hoist the flag of independence and dignity in the
heart of America.

The formation of multinational fleets with state

participation offsets the negative effects caused by the prices of
export products on having to pay high freight rate to Conferences
that impoverishes our economy..
NAMUCAR now receives attacks from those who receive benefits from
the Conferences, and who barefacedly try to usurp the rights to carry
the trade of the Caribbean countries.
NAMUCAR has three ships of its own with more than 15,000 D.W.T.
It has an average of two ships leased, with a tonnage between 1,500
and 2,500 D.W.T.

The enterprise's capital is about 30 million dollars

and its agreed capital is 14 million dollars, and the contribution
made by the following countries amounts to $10,700,000.

(Costa Rica,

Cuba, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Venezuela and Trinidad and Tobago).
The cargoes carried by NAMUCAR have represented an annual average of
70,000 tons which constitutes less than the 18% of the cargo available
in the area.
NAMJCAR economic management has been below expectation because
since it has been in operation it has lost more than $5,600,000.
Starting with the last councils, measures were taken to modify
the situation considering that at present the personnel in charge of
the management of the enterprise has the necessary conditions to
achieve its goalsj

that is, not to obtain a profit but to give service

to help trade's development by at least breaking even.
Our country is willing to search for formula and ways to increase
the efficiency of our operations as a means of avoiding disbursements
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which impoverishes our economy.

All of this will bring concrete benefits

which will allow us to improve the standard of our people and the development
of the countries of the Caribbean area.
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TRANSPORT PLANNING IN HAITI: ORGANIZATION AND MAIN PROBLEMS
By Wilfred Trenard
Transport Division, Ministry of Planning, Haiti

I. PRESENT SITUATION OF THE TRANSPORT SECTOR
Development of transport is among the main priorities of the 76-81
Five Year Plan.

During the 1979/1980 fiscal year, the sector absorbed

almost 19% of the national investment budget.

Its significance is

explained by the fact that the demand for transport is a secondary one.
Indeed, a transport plan is linked in particular to agricultural development,
industrial development and urbanization.
In the case of Haiti, transport must above all else satisfy the needs
of the primary sectors and more particularly of agriculture, which contributes
over 40% to the gross national product.

Furthermore, in order to sustain

the government's decentralization programme, whose aim is to develop the
provinces, reinforce the economic integration of the territory, create new
markets and increase social contacts, it was necessary to strive very hard to
provide access to the principal towns of the national urban network.

In this

light, efforts were concentrated on the construction and repair of roads that
were national in scope and of bridges, as well as on the improvement of the
port and air infrastructures- so as to increase mobility and access facilities
and reduce, transport costs.
Thus, the government implemented an extensive transport programme, the
general aims, of which, for the. 76/81.Five Year, period, are, in short, as
follows:
"to upgrade the. transport infrastructure of the country
and improve efficiency; to plan transport infrastructures at the most economical cost to users and the
Haitian State, so as to allow year-round access to the
various regions of. the country and to facilitate
efficiency and. expansion of the transport services."
However, in spite of the setting up of operational plans to implement
these objectives, it must be admitted that the sector has multiple problems.
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II.

ORGANIZATION OF TRANSPORT PLANNING IN HAITI
Transport planning within the framework of a general development plan

is fairly recent in Haiti.
Five Year Plan 71/76.

It came about with the elaboration of the first

In the past, the sector's activities consisted of

intervention whenever immediate action was called for to meet urgent needs.
In practice, activity was therefore limited to repairing sections of roads
and other transport infrastructures that were completely destroyed so as to
ensure accessibility to certain parts of the country.

The few new

facilities that were built were done without prior planning.
a project feasibility study was seldom done;
sufficient.

At that time,

technical studies alone were

Nevertheless, for some ten years now, it has been observed

that a new orientation has been given to the sector.

This was direct

entry into the planning phase without really having all the basic administrative structures necessary for such an activity.

When the Government

became conscious of this weakness it created the following principal
planning structures:
The Independent Transport Service (Service Autonome des
Transports/SAT);

II.1

-

The National Transport Council (Conseil National des
Transports/CNT);

-

The Planning Unit (Unité de Programmation/UP) of the
Department of Public Works, Transport and Communications
(Département des Travaux Publics, Transports et
Communications (TPTC).
The Independent Transport Service (SAT)

The SAT was formed by decree dated 20 January 1977 as part of the
Department of Public Works, Transport and Communications.

Its main

functions are:
"to define all national policies on Transport: road, air
and sea; to decide on the implementation of any
feasibility study or studies of- any other nature and
on the preparation of all relevant projects."
In order to achieve this, it is organized in the following manner:
"a technical control division, a physical planning division and a transport
planning division".

The function of the transport planning division is to."seek

essentially to establish, any transport policy in relation to ..needs and possibilities
and in close coopération, with any institution:or agency equally interested."
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However, SAT has not yet managed to carry out its mission to the fullest.
The main reasons for this seem to be:
a) budget limitations which do not allow recruitment of
a sufficient number of qualified technicians needed
to execute the various tasks allocated to this service;

II.2

b)

the various administrative structures involved in
planning in the sea and air sectors, which do not seem
willing to submit up to now to the technical leadership
of the SAT and which,,- as a result, continue to act
on their own;

c)

the various-local., institutions , in particular those
responsible for integrated projects (DRIPP, CDN, CDPG,
...), which do several things in the area of transport
without cooperating or consulting with SAT.
This
hinders in a way the activities of the Independent
Transport Service;

d)

the problems of
both within the
as well as with
other technical

e)

the external, aid agencies-which sometimes exert very
strong pressure on national technical services in the;'
area of transport by channelling external funding to
the financing of projects not. identified in the Five
Year Plan and. the annual plans being carried out,
which makes.any real planning impossible.

inadequate dissemination of information
administrative structure of SAT itself,
respect to SAT's relationships with
branches of the transport sector.

The National Transport Council (CNT)
The CNT.was formed, by decree dated 31 March 1978.

Its main functions are:

"to establish and formulated national policy in the field
of transport.
It supervises, directs and co-ordinates
the activities of the various public or private services
in the transport sector: land, air and sea.
It approves
the objectives of their work programmes as well as the
amounts of their working budgets and the costs of all
work to be undertaken".
However, since its inception,- the CNT has not yet become operational,
which constitutes, considering its functions, a real bottleneck for planning
and development of the-sector.

Indeed, the sector's complete policy should,

in fact, be formulated by the. National Council which should at the same time
determine priorities.

In the absence of such a guiding light, the intra-

sectorial institutions study and submit their own plans which are accepted
or

rejected in part or.totally depending on financial availability.
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II.3

The TPTC Planning Unit (UP)
The UP was formed in 1978, as part of the Department of Public Works,

Transport and Communications, and made operational in 1979.

Its essential

functions are:
a)

to consider proposals of.the Five Year Plan and annual
plans from the sector;

b)

to articulate the sector's plan throughout the regions;

c)

to plan measures, projects and budgets for each objective
of the sector's plan;

d)

to study and evaluate, all projects of the sector;

e)

to contribute to the preparation of development and
operating, budgets for the sector.

The above mentioned functions make of the. UP "the.theoretic equivalent
of a central planning body" within the TPTC.

But it must however be

pointed out that, after only one year.'s operation, it has not been able
to satisfy all the hopes placed in it.

Projects meant to strengthen this

branch of planning are underway.
However, the problems encountered-in. transport planning in Haiti would
be incomplete if we did not turn our attention to sector planning.
III.

TRANSPORT SECTOR PLANNING: - THE MAIN PROBLEMS
Four essential phases can.be distinguished:
the global planning phase
the project, formulation phase
the execution phase
the control and evaluation phase

III.l

Global Planning

In the above discussion, of the. branches-of planning (SAT, CNT, UP) we
briefly outlined certain problemsvencountered, in global planning.

However,

we can further underscore these problems, by going into them in more detail,
in liaison with programmes and projects.
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The limits assigned to the sector in the general development do not stem
from a clear definition of transport needs in relation to the various growth
objectives.

Resource allocation is not determined by identification of

priorities, of demands created by growth and of development possibilities to
be derived from the improvement in transport.
The notion of programmes and projects is not well assimilated by most
of the sector's services and bodies.
Five Year Plan (76/81):

One finds, for example, in the present

road programme, sea programme, air programme...etc.

Whereas on going through the projects comprising these programmes and reclassifying them according.to certain criteria, one could find:
construction programme
-

maintenance programme

-

equipment programme

-

urban renewal programme, etc.

In addition, the statistical-data indispensable for the forging of the
tools of planning are-not always available, and when they are, they are
unreliable.
There is no available model for transport, planning.

Now, as it turns

out, data and models are two components useful in the analysis of an important
range of variants.

One also notes a lack of coordination between transport services and bodies
and the productive sectors (agriculture, industry...).
The result is therefore that one cannot, at the present time, elaborate
a global transport policy.and that one. is often forced to be content with
the juxtaposition of projects-and-to-come more. and. more with projects calling
for immediate action.

III.2 Project Formulation Phase
At this phase, the objectives, as. well as the relevant indicators, are
not always well defined.

Is it a question, in fact, on a particular project,

of increasing the length of.the pitched section from X kilometres in 78/79 to
Z kilometres in 79/80?

Or.of-making an investment of Y million gourdes during

the year 79/80. in order to.increase "transport's" share of the GIP from L%
in 78/79 to R% in 79/80?
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Furthermore, the need for the project in relation to development is
not often expressed.

Now development of transport can make accessible

new agricultural lands, encourage peasants to shift from subsistence farming
to market-oriented production, procure for industry the means of obtaining
raw materials, and allow towns, to improve their food supplies.

This can

also increase the possibilities of social exchanges and improve school
attendance.

But very often a road, for-example, is constructed on the

simple supposition that the economic.activity induced will gradually provide
it with traffic.

In this case, the project must be part of a series of

development measures, for, otherwise, the.expected, traffic may very well
not appear at all.
It can be seen that weaknesses, stem in particular:
from the lack-or non.representation of data; ' •
from the inadequate number of professionals qualified
in transport planning, project study and formulation.
Furthermore, external agencies.exert appreciable pressure on national
technical structures in order to have them subordinate the project studies
to the demands of external- financing and very: often they decide to finance
a project that has not yet.gone beyond the "idea" stage.
III.3

The Execution Phase

This phase, passing from the., abstract to the concrete, presents problems
of a different nature from those encountered.during elaboration.
Among problems linked to execution we shall consider only those whose
effects are at the level of financing:
-

There is a considerable-gap between.the time.a project has been

studied, the scheduled starting date and. the..-time-its execution actually
begins.

Nevertheless, funds allocated-are never related before execution

to national and international inflationist factors.

This leads either

to an inadequate execution quality-wise, or to considerable disbursements
in order to satisfy specifications while, provoking great pressure on internal
public resources of financing.
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III.4 The Evaluation Phase
Since planning is a repeated process, the problems encountered during
the above-mentioned phases are echoed at the evaluation level.

Indeed,

since objectives and indicators are not sufficiently defined at the socalled formulation stage, it becomes extremely difficult to evaluate the
impact of a project on the standard of living of the population, on production or on employment.

One is thus content to draw up a "completion sheet"

and not an evaluation in the true sense of the term.
IV.

PROGRESS TO BE ENVISAGED
The main-courses of-action to be undertaken, on a short term basis, to

deal with the various, problems indicated would be the following:
a) The systematic collection of data on transport from
basic structures, the strengthening of the system of
production of information and diffusion thereof to
all services and planning branches of the sector.
This would allow for correction of a situation which
results in this current fact as pointed out in a
report:
"imported technicians must at times not only study
and build roads..., but begin by collecting the
slightest data, which hot only proves expensive
but also gives less good results in the sense that
a complex global situation cannot be sized up in
a few weeks or a few months, unless it is not
previously partially well characterized"1.
b)

The improvement of the national capacity for transport
planning through recruitment of new trained personnel,
founded on objective tests, national and methodic
organization of institutions, continuous in-service
training of technical staff and strengthening of
external technical cooperation in this domain.

c) The use of new techniques of- analysis to translate, into
terms of transport needs the production objectives of
the different sectors.and development perspectives both
on the national and regional level.
d)

The improvement of the "evaluation technique" in order
to judge all the better the impact of a project on the
national economy.

POPULATION POLICIES IN THE CARIBBEAN
By Jack Harewood
Director, Institute for Social and Economic Research
UWI, St. Augustine
This paper is restricted to the

former British colonies in the

Caribbean, including Guyana, Belize and the Bahamas.

They include

a number of independent or self-governing countries which, with the
exception of the Bahamas, share a basic common population history.
BACKGROUND
The first population policy in the region involved the importation
of labour from wherever they could be obtained (Europe, Africa, Asia)
and under whatever conditions appeared at any given time most advantageous
for the sugar plantations (free workers, slaves, indentured labourers).
This extended over a period of about two and a half centuries.

During the

heyday of African slavery no attention was paid to the possible
contribution of the other components - births and deaths - to increasing
population, so that mortality (and morbidity) were high and fertility
very low, though some limited attention was given to these towards the
end of slavery.

In those countries where there was still a shortage of

labour for the plantations at the time of emancipation (particularly
Guyana and Trinidad), there was recourse to indentured immigration mainly
from India.
Since the single-minded purpose of this first population policy was
to provide and maintain "adequate" labour supply for the plantations,
population settlement concentrated in and around the plantations, while
there was a single important town which served as the sea-port and the
banking and commercial centre.

Peasant agriculture and small-scale

business unrelated to the plantations were met with either unconcern or
hostility.
During slavery and even after, there was strong opposition to the
education at any level of the masses of the population since an uneducated
and ignorant work-force was ideal for the plantations.

Similarly there

was strong opposition to any efforts to give religious instruction to the
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slaves and later •iBdaBtured uorkefs.' for the soet
part, the children of
i
the white popula.ti.oia ia the colonies- were' seat 'home5 to England for -their
education.

To ©est the dea&sad for education for the children of the less

wealthy white §>ogrolati©s, a few schools were started in the various
colonies with grants froa the piasters andraerchassis.

Children of the

non-white population ware accepted into these schools, particularly after
slavery, as a ©earns ©£ prsys'Miiag the clerical and low-level administrative
workers required.

The population history of the Bahamas is different.

Efforts to

develop the plantation cssltivdtiira of sugar during the eighteenth century
failed because of the poor soils.

Instead, significant population increases

came as the result of a flight of 'loyalists' with their slaves to the
Bahamas from the United States of America following the latter's war of
independence.

This was later augmented by runaway slaves from the

lion-British territories in the Caribbean and by Africans freed by the British
froa'ships still plying the slave trade, after the abolition of slavery by
the British.
After this brief historical background, we now look at the current
population policies i® the region.
POPULATION POLICY ADOPTION AMD IMPLEMENTATION
Immigration
Now that the regioa has shifted from one of a shortage of labour to
having a critical labour-surplus (see below)s immigration policy has
shifted to restricting immigration of unskilled and relatively low-skilled
workers which foraerly formed part of an iiitra-Carifebean migration from the
i^assprosperous countciea»..^TMs action was first necessary on the part of
Trinidad and Tobago which earlier had received large numbers of population
from Barbados and the Windwards.

Professional and highly trained workers

traditionally came froa the "wsther country', but with self-government and,
in many countries, full iBdepessdemce as well as improving levels of education
and aspiration osa t&e f&art of £tos nationals; most countries have adopted a
*

-

.

policy of restricting the isssaigration of foreign workers at all levels as far

as possible.

'£o achieve thiss wuld-be eayiloyers of foreign workers ®ust

obtaiui a 'work pertaifc® for eacia such worker, and this is g i v e n o n l y if no

national coffipetemt £0 fiili the particular post is available.

l a such

cases, employers are off teat ir&^ailffegl to undertake to train nationals
within some reasonable period so as to overcome this need for employing
foreigners.

In general this has not worked satisfactorily for a number

of reasonss isacliszdiisag am afos&atce of genuine support of the policy OEI the
part of employers, era the

-hand, and the 'brain drain' and other

factors affecting the supply of nationals, on the other.

These are

discussed helot?.
The two a&imlamdi countries - Guyana and Belize - which continue to
have an overall low population density, with vast sparsely populated
areas in their hinterlands, can still ¡benefit from appropriate large
scale iHEaigratioB„

They are both receiving some immigrants but would be

interested in saore rapid population growth to develop their hinterlands.
There is, therefore, in each case, an absence of restrictions on
immigration such as obtains in the islands, and a willingness to accept
immigrants frosi anywhere if they are prepared to assist in developing the
unused axeas0

Baapite £his, b&Zh coun&ries, and more particularly

Guyana« are'logsisag population who are emigrating mainly to the U.S.A. and
Canada.
Xn the case of the Bahamas» prior to 1967 when the newly elected
national government introduced a hard-line immigration policy, there had
been a tradition of a virtual open-door policy on immigration.

There

was a continuous stres® of immigrant unskilled workers mainly from Haiti
and to a lesser estasat frcrn the Turks and Caicos Islands.

But the

massive imfloe of umsiiilled ^rkers ifl the post-World. War II period led
to the eventual passing of the first restrictive iiEmigration Act in 1963
which required deposits for unskilled workers.

But there was also growing

concern among Bahaeians about the immigration at the higher levels as well,
and the consequent increasing expatriate dominance of the economy and the
high-level work-force.

Theire have,, therefor^» heen further restrictive

legislative acts in 19<&7 and 1970 affecting isnaigration at all levels*
This resfciricti'^e legislations h$s been associated with government campaigns

-

h -

to deport illegal unskilled immigrants though the'.problems of 'illegal1 ".
¿¿¡Migration coatimae»
Emigration
Since HorId War IIs with the ¿apld population growth, many
Caribbean governments have seen eLu.gr at ion as the quickest means of.
controlling an over rapid population growth, and aore, particular, of
dampening' the high levels of unemployment and tinder-employment.

A variety

of measures have been taken to er.^ourage emigration either on a permanent
or a temporary basis.

These include bilateral agreements for the

recruitment of persons from the region to work in the U.S.A. and Canada
as domestic servants and other categories of unskilled workers including
seasonal agricultural xsorkerso

There was serious concern on the part of

most countries of the region when Britain introduced its first legislation
in 1962 which virtually ended the large-scale emigration to that; country
that was then takiag ^.ace.
More recently Caiaada and the U.S.A. tended to encourage qualified
and highly skilled workers rather than unskilled workers.

This, along with

the other well kno®n reasons, why developing countries tend to lose h i g h - l e v e l
manpower to developed-.countries, have led to the emergence in the region of the
"brain-drain* of professional asd highly trained personnel.

In an effort to

get skilled and qualified nationals to return home, a number of countries,
notably Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago and Guyana, have sponsored official
visits to some metropolitan countries and through other avenues such as
extensive advertisement in the technical journals and the newspapers in those
countries, have sought to encourage such nationals to return home and make
their contribution to the tocos country's development.
appear to be backed

These appeals do not

in all countries by administrative arrangements for

prompt action to take advantage of responses to these appeals.
In recent years » -because of world economic problems and new concern
about immigration oa the part of the U.K.s the U.S-.A. and Canada? migration
to these countries fro© the Caribbean is becoming once again extremely
difficult.

As a result» once again there has developed important stirssâiEiiS oie

infcra-Caribbean aigration, particularly from the poorer islands to Trinidad
and Tobago and Barbados»

Internal Kjigrfctlcn/kwal Dsva '.G>~ _ •
Host

teiis.:":";*:;;.'.

",2ze v

.

..

eiih-sr

or

implicitj of trying te cV/. ^jt». -he rata <n>f ^rowih ©f cfe vriaeSpal
urban caatre (ia t^tlis c'.i Lb^ %x*aaterM city rather tfoaa the u&git s&ors
restrictedrtlf5£2lMcity) is >-;.-. effort to ©troiate problems related to
over-rapiii la&bi-aigfifiioa»

principal tasasusres tafesa to effect this

croi.ot'J.rwic ssiorts

policy iaci«£<fics

of asierai&ies {o.g.

to develop the crural arose in t<g&xt&

ys Koaus, ¿secondary schools, etc.) aid ia

£«¿103 &>£ sailero^^sMrfctSity r.~at&iee of agriculture principally
through She r<B-«iirtsfc£&0a

GSie&u^g^-^et) of industries.

In

additioQj, for roaa®s£u of ^ofosiatiota ^iistirifcutioa bat also ©f
productioa and of ssployaefflt j>. efforts aire being cade to upgrade
agricultural eaplo^eai: ia Gfee Binds ©f the population through tti&
inclusion of tssiiaiiEig in agriculture ia both primary and comprehensive
secondary schools and otherteeaaslacliMing' repeated exhort&tioiiu
In a nunber of cotsa^sifeiSs toc&aSiag ^easica » i

'Sucia» for'

G&aoplGp Csgxscial governnent ergauisaeiaias have heea set up to deal
wish t&® important matter of rural developoeiat <, As- iadic&ted earliar9
©spans

Ekaiiae are eopQeial CSOGS ia tfeot they have ail extras

patter®

osseiciisae wiftEa c®a£ ©fi'

smll

@U

g©g®lLoti©a residing in -sj-ery

.asrea ©£ tSia e«jiGit£y aad the bulk of £fee

country reoaies wiriiiasilly uninhabited.

Moreover both of these eowafcrie®

are faced ^jifeh -fcerzifcorial claims f roa neighbouring countries •
and SurixsaQe iffl the case of

afid ©sateaala in the .esse «f'Balise)

•which sapfesise 'the Kistea.-esscsciatedraith-'these••.vast, ninessi £<SfiTiegi!dLes
ia their cssa?.' -

is actively seeking to encourage significant

migration,feyits cifciseas to the hiffiCerlasiS in addition to covisideriiag
the possibility of encouraging issaigraiaiSs fir an mSgtofesdMr^iig
tesiiitcsiies alToe,^ <3isms8<s£l.
Fapilff, g lasm ipn
Ites.

©£ tta -^aEi&asaaa h:z\?o. IfiKsg. facefl .a UwSl&ey «af

serioiss social- atad aeesscalc problem ichae are
fro® rapid jnopjilation growth.
l e v e l s of imcaployDK&t:

as ia •psret •sieirtii'c&iBg

Tfcsse iBcltade: high aed

^^¿Qy-Gnplejn^eat» load efeorecige, l a c tietd

- 6 unequal incomes, malnutrition and poverty associated often with largì;
families.

The traditional popular response to these problems„ as is

shown elsewhere in this study» h&s been large-scale emigration, either
*

to less unfortuaate countries within the region, ©r to countries
outsiie of the r@gi#a.

The SoveriEaent response» ia recent decades has

basafcs>seek to speed up national social and ecoaoaic development as
the only final solution of these problems.

Increasingly, however, the

people and the Governmentst usually ifi that order, have been acknowledging
that the reduction of the v<ary high birth rates sad of the large family
size which have existed in the region, could make au early impact on some
aspects of these problems both at thè national and at the family level.
As a result» family planning programmes now exist in all countries
of the Commonwealth Caribbean except Guyana.

The introduction pf these

programmes has, in almost every case, been the subject of much controversy
and serious opposition fey certain sections of society-

The most

consistent objection, in earlier years, came from the Roman Catholic
Church.

However, while this source of objection undoubtedly delayed the

introduction and obstructed the progress of a programme in Trinidad and
Tobago, in the case of the smaller islands, fatally planning programmes were
started in the Catholic Windward islands, St. Lucia ami Grenada earlier than
in the non-Catholic Leeward islands«.
Usually, the provision of contraceptive supplies was started in the
various countries by voluntary workers who soon after have come together to
form a family planning association.

In the absence of Government support

in the early years, with a few notable exceptions indicated below, the local
progra&ae.s have relied heavily at the beginning on external support, mainly
froa the International Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF).

The national

associations have also received ispfiHrtasBt' advice aad guidance as regards
their, progresses,irosa -the IBPF.

While the larger associations (Barbados9

Jssaiea afid Triaidad aad Tobago) have held full oeofeer@h% of the IPPF for
essay-.years,

assocta&ioas of the saaller ialas&és havefeseareceiving

financial.a®d. other auppert from IPPF without the beaefit of membership.
These islands associations (¿atigaa, Gressadia, Stoatserrai, St. Kitts/lewis,
SfcT 'Ettcia

VincGSit) "case together in 1972, with sooe of the Freack

asd Hetberlands Caribbean ceuatri^c, zc,
Affiliation ( C I v . a i t

c.-a Czz.ibfo¿¿¡a Faaily' Slaanimg
lit?.

Che Cff-A iAi

been involved ia previa^.r-g trainlag to critical staff, advice &ad
assistance as regards edi.c&i.ic.t. and information prograt&aes aod nore
generally on all aspects of thair prograEsass to the members of the
affiliation»
More recently* ia Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago and Dominica0
the Government has fo^cae iuaolved in a national family planning
programme with

fck.3

objective of lowering the level of fertility.

This has meant that considerably more funds have become available for
the prograaae not only from the Government itselfs but also through
the Government from international organizations such as UNFPA, the
World Sarnks, BSA10 and otfears in addition to the IPPF which was
comtisased and in oany cases increased their support»

Two general

tendencies for national programmes are;
a)

that the Government increasingly takes over
responsibility for the clinics while the
voluntary association concentrates on
edaeatios and information and relatedservices.! asad

b)

the clinic services ai?e- provided at general
health clinics and are increasingly integrated
into the national, health - service.

There are plans fsr such, integration in Barbados as well.

Integration

has meant that contraceptive supplies and other family planning services
have become available much more widely over the country and not in
selected, areas as previously.

On the other hand, there is a danger of

some reduction in the quality of the service as persons seeking such
service must taKe their place with all other users of the clinics,
particularly in those cases where the added burden has not yet been

'

balanced by aa iaciaase in these clinics* staff and resources.
In ©oat other, countries in the region^ there is a voiuetery

;

feiaily plamaiKg jHrograc^e which receives financial and other swjpijx&ru. I
fro® the GoversssBt»
Islands.

This is the case in ®ost Windward and Laeward
•

.. a The contraceptive supplies most popularly provided by these Government
and assisted programmes are 'the pill®, the condoia, the IIFCD, and especially
through the Catholic Marriage Advisory Council in Trinidad, advice on the
use ©f ' teasperature ® and other more advanced methods of 'natural®
contraception through a©re accurate determination of the 'safe* period.
The programmes ia the various countries extend beyond the providing of advice
sod services at clinics.

In Barbados, for example, there are in addition,

8

an "outreach programme which tak.3£ information and education, services and
follow-up to youth grappas churcls organizations, schools and other such
institutions.

The programmes in many of the other islands are organised

along somewhat similar lines.
Ia addition to the contraceptive supplies and methods mentioned
above, both male, aai feral® sterilization are performed in Trinidad sad
Tobago and will soon be available in Barbados through the voluntary prograi®e.
Amid growing, dsaasds for aodification of the existing abortion laws in the
regioan Barbados will soon be introducing a bill t© legalise abortion, while
both Trinidad and Tobag© and Jamaica are giving consideration to modifying
their laws.
For the reasons already given, there is no official family planning
program© in Guyana and the voluntary prograssae, started in 1974, is
concerned with fostering better family life and sot with contraception.
In the Bahamas the contraceptive pill and other devices are provided at
Government clinics aasd hospitals to persons who request them but because of
soae still strong religious opposition the Government has not formulated
any official family planning policy.
gjuiaaja.. Resources
For all countries of the Caribbean, with the exception of the Bahamas
.SE^ i k e Ssitisfe Virgia Isiaxtdts, there has been a remarkable twist in their
•tebs©,-t<3»®tarc®s
ietetfc' ef^litifcMg1fclatsyy„'tfes

i®-that fro® being countries reportedly very
t® iosport • labour for much of their secern
past fifty years' or so, and isiore particularly sia£© the •

amel of - if©rM War II, they have beesae countries of. aassiws ni®s3g>l©ysaent
(13-25 per cent of the labour force , in most countries) and even higher

- 9 under-employraent.

In the case of the Virgin islands and the Bahasaaa

this phenomenon of

a high level of vrader-utilization of manpower is

very recant.

There are a aistaber of reasons for this "twist".

One

is that the plantations, in the days of the importation of labour,
were interested ia obtaining not an adequate supply of labour, but
rather a surplus labour supply, as this assured low wages and more
docile work-force.

Moreover, they were interested in their surplus

labour supply at sugar cane crop-time, so that in the off-season
there was always high unemployment or under-employment.

Added to

this, more recently the countries of the Caribbean have experienced
their own "population explosion" as indicated earlier and hence,
particularly since the end of the Second World War the numbers
repairing jobs has been increasing rapidly«

Furthermore, there has

also been an ""explosion" of attitudes and expecfcafcioas so .that
iaereaaisgly persons, particularly young people, are turning away frcu
agpricssl.tsaEsre, iron- self-eoployaent ia earg-imal ©eeaspstiems-, and ia
geaerai froa -Imy-iiacscae and low-status esployEaat:, s® that the availability ©f TOch jobs does nothing to reduce the high levels of

Bis .^©liey ©f all- g®ve5nEaemfcs of the CariM*eam has bsen -t& sesh
t© reduce the estreaely high levels of 'ssasaployEaeEt and umder-SBploysaent,
with full-eaploysieiat as the ultimate, even if difficult, objective.

To

this ead, gowsransets have tried different measures, including attested
industrialization through invitation to foreign, investors to set ay
industries-feithe regiosu

This approach•received. considerable : impetus

-frsm-tfes'seiecesfifHll efforts ©f Puerto Sic® isa this regard, but it has
now tee® ^oaliQesH

Puerto' Rico's suiceeso warn in large C3Gc;»re

associated ®±£h'i;£s special relatiojaoMp

SMited States, and

also that ia aay case injifcastrializatioia has not succeeded In reducing
She-

zmd. under-^aploymeat problems- of that country.

Ia a

gs&aber ®£"e©«stries tourism has been encouraged as a '"labour irsteaoivG™
industry aad one 'afeich has benefitted from political

©r

political differences with the United States in previous, tourist .
•caatre® ia the • regiea.-.'(e*g. Haiti aEd Cuba), • Baa^i^e'these aod other

10 efforts to create genuine eaployaient opportunity, there has. been no
improvement ira the employEient situation., and in fact unemployment rates
at the 1970 Census of Population were generally appreciably higher than
at the 1960 Census.

Faced with such stubborness of unemployment,

governments have attempted to provide some relief through the provision
of jobs of special public works programmes.

This method of course

•¿tpends on the availability of govi-XEasiat funds for special works
programmes.

To try to spread the

employment to as many persons as

possible, governments have often limited the number of days" work that
casa be given to one person under the scheme.

Special works programmes

hav been particularly important in Trinidad and Tobago and in Jamaica.
In Trinidad and Tobago the government has in fact instituted an
""iraeaployaient levy" on the profits of business and on the taxable incoae
of individuals where this taxable income exceeds $10,000 (TT) per year
(approx. $4,000 OS).

In Jamaica a similar measure was introduced in

late 1976, and the levy is paid ®n taxable income exceeding $10,000 (J)
per year - appro». $8,000 ÏIS.
These pleasures have provided some income to persons but'have not
had noticeable effect on unemployment as many of the persons employed
in the special, works programmes have been persons who were sapl©yed in
low-income and probably low-status occupations previously.

In this sense

thé special works programmes have probably reduced under-employment rather
than unemployment.

Moreover, they have tended to reduce the supply of

labour for agriculture and small non-agricultural establishments and, in
addition, are blamed by many for an apparent erosion of the work ethic.
In. the oidst of the high level of unemployment and under-employment,
however, there is a serious scarcity of skilled and highly qualified
manpower in most countries.

For this reason permission has had to be given

fcc employers to employ non-nationals but, as indicated earlier, this is
generally tied up with a "work permit" programme aimed at ensuring that
esiployers take active steps to train nationals to fill these pests.

In

addition governments have been paying particular attention to education aad
training programmes with the hope that it would be possible to ensure
that school-leavers would have the necessary qualification to fill ¡¡sost @f
i
i
I
I
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the e*.iilled acd high-level ©ccu]°>a£iijaa. Qere the coacera is an tsich u/ith
sationai seeds for such perseas as with alleviating the eajployQ&nt problesas.

La the post-war period9 ivith the countries of the region achieving
iateraal seli'-govenssuent anc irs aiany casess fes-ll independence, there has
beam a remarkable increase in the importance of education for- the sa&sses in'the
view of uhe goveri_:.;ozts ana „f the people themselves.

Moreover, education

is now seen as a vita± instrument for achieving the maximum fulfilment of
the nationals and the economic and social development of the society in
each country.
All of the countries have, for some time, had laws which make
schoollag of children- compulsory at the primary level.

It is generally

believed that the region's achievement in the field of priaary ednaecisim
is tolerable, although problems such as the shortage of school places and
inadequate facilities in schools are among the serious problems ntx? being
faced in the light of tlie large increase in the school-age population in
the post-war period.. Throughout the region primary education for the
general population was first introduced by the various Christian churches
ami th<2£jG have coatiaued to play an extremely important part in providing
such education in aost countries.

In Trinidad and Tobago and in Guyana

in more recent times the non-Christian religions (e.g. Hindu and Musliia)'
alsofeecaseinvolved in education at this level»

In all countries the

©weTEzisat has siade large contributions to the church organizations with
respect to their schools.

With the increasing financial assistance and

direction from Governments denominational involvement in primary
education. has beea reducing. Secularization of the schools was conpletei
ia Siiya^n ia 1976<, The policy of all Governments in the region is to
assure that free primary education is available to.and used by all
cMHra.
So far, nost countries have not been involved in pre-priaary
education (3-5.years).

Recently, the two 'socialist® govermaemts -

Guyana and Jamaica - have become involved but no other governments
appear likely "to' •Beccaae" ifltfolvfid - in 'tlie '-immediate future/
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The principal concern in the post-war period has been to provide
a

Ac,v.::te secondary education? and other-post-priraary education.

Formerly

tfce proportion of children advancing to post-primary education was very
small.

This has completely changed with the considerably increased

demand for secondary education from the population, on the one hand, and
the high priority given to it by the governments on the other.

This greatly

increased official concern with secondary education stems, in large measure,
from the awareness that a tetter educated and trained manpower is

essential

for national social and economic development in the context of independence.
The three principal objectives of policy here have been:
a)

to make secondary education available to all children
of appropriate age in the shortest time possible;

b)

to enable all children to take advantage of this
post-primary education by making this education free.
Since such education is not yet available for all,
most governments provide free education to all or most
of those who attend these schools on the basis of
selection through a competitive examination at about
the age of 12 years;

c)

to modify the secondary education system including
the curricula, to make them relevant for the society.
This is particularly important in the light of the
origin of this education already discussed.

Serious problems still remain in all of these areas.

Because of the

much larger school population it has been difficult to provide the school
buildings, the facilities and the teachers to meet the demand for secondary
education.

In place of the complete dominance of grammar school education

that existed in the past, much attention is now being given to comprehensive
and other non-grammar secondary schools.

Also, particular attention is

oaing given to expanding the secondary school curricula to include technical
and vocational subjects.

These efforts are still far from being fully

£^?c©ssful for a variety of reasons, one of which is the resistance to such
changes on the par£jo€ the older schools and the parents.
There has been considerable expansion in University education in che
region.

Before 1948 all university education had to be obtained outside cf

the region.

The University of the Kest Indies was set up in 1948 and the.

University of Gtusyana in 1963.

The University of the West Indies now has
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campuses in Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago and Barbados, and Extra-tiural
departoamS:® im (the other CoaaoEK-yealth Caribbean countries which
contribute to its support<, As the caapuses and faculties have
increased ©vesr the years •> sofea'srethe nmsber of students receiving
t^ost-seceisilairy GsiiseaaifflEi..
£fe<2

off

popaalatiosj with university edsscatioia is

low, beiag 1 jpev ec^t or lesc. in the different countries, and foeEca
&are is concert® a&sssii jlaxi'G.^aiiagramiversityattendance.

At the s&Bie

time, the gsroeriE^eats are concerned at the high cost of university
educationi arod at the tendency to over-production of graduates of
soae fac©ltiesD e„g. ¿arts a©d Social Sciences and the reverse in other
faculties, e^go .Agriculture

Ssigimeering»

This concern is a© doubt

accemtoafced. by Ctoe KjrosEeness of Arts and Social Science students aad
faculty at the University to be involved in political and related
activities in opposition to the government in power.

For these and

other reasons,.the Heads of Governments of the Commonwealth Caribbean
at their Sixth Meeting held in 1972 affirmed the need for an
assessment of requirements for trained manpower at the professionals,
administrative, managerial and sub-professional levels in the region
in order to provide a firm basis for determining how the University
and other post-secondary education facilities should be expanded.
The larger countries all have institutions of technical training at
the tertiary level and there is a feeling that these facilities for
technical training need to be particularly expanded and developed in
countries where they do not exist, while at the University it is the
technical faculties (medicine, engineering, agriculture, etc.) that
should be given particular attention.
KMOIflLEBGE REGARDING POLITICAL PROCESSES
AM) THE DEVELOPMENT AMD IMPLEMENTATION OF POLICY^
There is little precise information on the extent to which the
population in the Caribbean is aware of the political processes by
which population policy is foraulated,, or of the development and

1/ 'i'hs;

at fckss ¡per is taken froa Jack H&retrood (1978b).
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implementation of such policies.

The evidence is that in the Commonwealth

Caribbean there are a nusibei of factors which contribute to a fairly high
leval of knowledge.

These factors include¿-

a)

the relatively high ¿svel of general education, •
the proportion offckie.jjopalation 10 years old,
and over with at leae£ k years of primary schooling
beisig jiast over S3 per c^frt in 1970;

b)

the ssall size ci fha coi .ctieicss, the country with
the largest c-ff
f
being Jaaaica with its
11s000 square k.v
as so large a proportion
of the
cowast'ii&s are uninhabited;

c)

the efficiency of ceniaunication, a point related to
both (a) si>d (b) above, and to the availability of
radio to most persons throughout these countries
and the availability of television to a fair
proportion im tha Gauntries t-ihich have television^.

d)

the tradition. of political democracy inherited from
Bri£&ira ®ihi<sh requires general elections to be held
about tsm&gy k±w<s years and resales in both governments
and the nsm-gmrsrameat politica&:-par£ies being
coatimally iraamlvcsd, but especially at election times,
in providing infotfsaation to tHe population as part of
their casspaigss to retain or gain political ascendancy.

Of the areas ia which we are particularly interested, publicity and
iefforaation is good in the area of fertility control, where there is an
official family planaisig prograaaae, and in the areas of employment cresticn
ass<£ (Education.
Where special organisations exist to encourage or direct
9
rural development? or to organise emigration schemes publicity and public
relations are again fairly good though in general this has been .less thfea
with' respect to fertility control and huaam resources.

Nationals are its

gOTusral ateare.. t&at -ttere ars .restrictions. oa issaigffatioa in the-assay
countries where sueh restrictions exist but since these do not directly
affect nationals details of these policies and measures are less well-kne©"4
Some imdScatlom of the level of awareness can be gleaned fro® a s&rnSy
of th& participation aad inrolveaent of Jaiaaicams in the General Election o
2S72 (Carl Stone (1974) )„

This study found that 82 per cent of the

electorate listened to party speeches on the radio, 48 per cast atieusti
iaass politicalra®®£issg8.aa®sS 43 per cent read party adveetiasE®s®ts is fefee
daily aewspapers, tfMle 53

caat are recorded. as diccussii&g -the elaetiaa

with other voters.

A study in connection with the 1976 General Election

in Trinidad and Tobago also indicates a high level of awareness of
political issues.

Since the surveys referred to relate to general

elect isms they are not directly indicative of knowledge about the
political processes relating to population policy.

Furthermore, it is

to be expected that awareness and involvement in political issues would
be much higher at the time of a general election than is normally the
case«

Despite thes-a pointsthe two surveys can give us soae indication

of this knowledge as we would expect persons with a high interest and
involvoEant in general political issues would also be aware of specific
Blatters of importance to theaselves.

In this connection, the study by

Stone coapares a EOiiaber of the above and related indicators m £ h tihe
level of participation in the United Kingdom and the United States tm
general elections of 1964 and 1966 respectively.

Agsart from

"'watching party speeches on Television", for which the proportion in
J^iaica is appreciably less than in the United Kingdom and the United
"States of Series, tSe indicators for Jamaica are as high as and for
«any indicators significantly higher than for the other two countries.
The level of knowledge is much higher in Barbados than in Jamaica
and Trinidad and Tobago because of the smallness of the island
(431 square kilo®etres), and the higher proportion of persons with
some education, while it is believed to be lower in most of the
Windward and Leeward Islands.
A point worth stressing here, is that popular knowledge of the
political processes or of policies does not necessarily result in
popular support for or even acceptance of such policies.

There is

evidence that where there is popular support for a polifSy it is of teas
for reasons different from those which prompted the policy.

An essaspls

of this is fertility control where those governments that have adopted
a fertility control programme have done so because of the national
problems associated with too rapid population growth, while fcLa
population have embraced the programme because of individual and
fasaily problems related to too many children.
policy decisions taken in the best

On the other hand,

"national interests" are sopzatisnss
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not accepted because they do not appear to be in the best "personal/family
interests" of the population.

One example here is the effort to increase

technical education, including Agriculture at the secondary level in
preference to the earlier preponderance of emphasis at the secondary
education level of grammar school type education, in the interest of
national "economic and social development".

However, for persons of

African origin, and those of Indian origin in Guyana and Trinidad and
Tobago where this group is very large, grammar school education has been
and continues to be the one means of getting their children out of
Agriculture and other "technical" occupations into the highly-paid and
high status jobs (in the professions such as Medicine and Law and in the
top administrative posts in Government and large non-Government
establishments) formerly reserved for the white, the half-white and the
lucky black.

To them, secondary education is not a means of up-grading

occupations in agriculture and technical fields, but a means of getting
away from them.

The lesson from the above and other examples that can be

quoted is that much more attention needs to be given, both by policy
makers and researchers,, to the values, attitudes, habits and aspirations
of the population, both in terms of formulating policies which take these
into account, and in terms of undertaking necessary educational and public
relations programmes to change these values, attitudes, etc. where.this
appears necessary.

OTHER ELEMENTS IN THE "TRANSLATION" OF RESEARCH
FINDINGS INTO THE POLICY FORMULATION PROCESS
Problems relating to the "translation" of research findings into the
policy formulation process in the Caribbean are not unique.

They arise,

in large measure, from the fact that the individuals and agencies undertaking relevant research, whether in government, the universities or
elsewhere, are not usually directly involved in policy formulation or in
advising on policy formulation.

Furthermore, except in special cases,

e.g. where the research is specifically requested for that purpose, the
release of results of research do not necessarily coincide with the periods
when policy is being formulated or reviewed.

This means that at the
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critical periods in policy formulation and review, pertinent research
which has been completed may not be brought to the attention of the
policy makers.

Another point is that for the most part the policy

makers are not

persons with academic backgrounds in the particular

fields and the results of research are too often presented in a form
and length appropriate for the information of other academics rather
than busy policy makers.

A related point is that to the extent that

the researcher is divorced from policy making and administration,
as is often the case, the researcher usually pays inadequate attention
to factors outside of the research which are vital for the policy
maker administrator and for this reason the research findings tend to
be unrealistic in the eyes of the policy maker.
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SOME ASPECTS OF MANPOWER PLANNING IN
JAMAICA - ISSUES AND PROBLEMS
By: M.G. Ssemanda
Manpower Planning, Training and Employment Project
NATIONAL PLANNING AGENCY
Introduction
The primary objectives of the Manpower Planning and Utilization
process are the provision of education, training and productive employment
for all persons requiring such services.
Several attempts have been made by Government, to establish
institutions and to enact a policy to arrest and solve the persistent
problems of the planning training and utilization, of human resources.
Unfortunately the.success of.Manpower.Planning in Jamaica has
been limited because.the. planning, system which evolved from the colonial
period put very little-emphasis on.manpower planning as an integral part
of social and economic planning-

As a consequence the collection of

sufficient manpower statistics was neglected.

In addition, the meagre

financial resources has led to insufficient technical expertise and tools
with which to attack the problem. Moreover,

the lack of systematic

coordination of the various agencies and programmes resulted in a high degree
of duplication, waste, disorganisation and an ineffective evaluation and
feedback system.
As a consequence,.conditions-of. insufficient knowledge of the
labour market, training, needs-and. other supply and demand developed.

The

combination of all these problems, made comprehensive and integrated manpower
planning in Jamaica a myth.
This paper.deals:essentially with Jamaica's experiences in manpower
planning, the problems encountered in the process and measures taken to
correct the problems.

- 2 Section 1 deals with the methods used in forecasting manpower requirements
Section 11 outlines Jamaica's experiences and the problems encountered - An
evaluation of the 1970-75 manpower projections and PREALC study presented.
The problems of manpower data availability and utilization are discussed in
section 111.

Section IV examines the main issues which,led

to the

establishment of the Manpower Planning, Training and Employment Project
(M.P.T.E.).

The trend of future manpower planning activities are

highlighted and conclusions drawn.
SECTION I
MANPOWER PLANNING PROCESS. AND METHODOLOGY
There is no internationally and rigidly accepted definition of manpower
planning.

Whatever, the differences in definition, or level of planning, it

is clear that manpower planning is concerned with matching manpower supply
with demand.

In Jamaica, at the moment, manpower planning is not fully ,

integrated with the overall development planning process of the country.
The issues related to manpower planning process are diverse.

They

range from manpower assessment and forecasting to Manpower Action Programmes.
The manpower action programmes are dealt with in section IV.

The manpower

assessment and forecasting is divided into several components - The
manpower assessment- component which deals with Labour Force and Training
surveys of households" and.institutions respectively, on the supply side;
and on the demand side,.manpower assessment involves a survey of large and
small establishments and the public sector.

In order to keep the paper

within reasonable limits, these issues won't be discussed here.

Instead,

attention will be focussed.to manpower forecasting methodologies.
METHODS OF-MANPOWER FORECASTING IN JAMAICA: A REQUIREMENT APPROACH
In Jamaica, there are four methods frequently used to determine
manpower requirements:
i.
ii.

Manpower requirement method
International comparisons
Other supplementary methods are:

iii.

Direct questioning or Direct estimates of future needs.
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iv.
(i)

Special studies of specific industries

Manpower Requirement Method
The manpower requirement approach is the most supported method of

manpower and educational planning, since it treats education as a source
of high and middle level manpower and employs rather simple techniques
for calculating the skilled labour required to accomplish specific
development targets.

Here the quantity of skill input per unit of

output is used in conjunction with the targets for output growth in
projecting future requirements for each skill In each sector.

Furthermore,

the relationship between absolute labour input and output can be
determined, subject to the. assumptions regarding magnitude, direction and
nature of productivity changes.

(ii) The Second-Method-is the International Comparisons
This method is used to circumvent the problem of data availability
in the local situation.

The theoretical justification, of. the use of data

from one country to another is that productivity in an industry is a
function of the occupation structure of the same industry regardless of
location or national boundaries^. This method is particularly used for
forecasting the future requirements of new industrial sectors.

(iii) The Direct.Estimate-of Future Needs
This method consists.of appraising, employers' anticipations for
demand 0 f occupations, in their, establishments.

This type of analysis is

used for short-term planning, and,.at best,, serves as added information to
check on other types of projections.
(iv) The Analytical-Studies of Special Industries
This method is directed-at manpower planning at the micro-level.
This method is limited to a few industries like Automobile,
Building etc.

Electronics,

These studies are used by the Vocational Training and

Development Institute (V.T.D.I.) to develop training programmes to meet the
manpower requirements of.those industries.

- 4 Since Development Plans are not detailed enough to include plans at the plant
level, this method is not extensively used at the macro manpower planning.
The methodological issues outlined above, form a concrete basis for describing
and analysing the Jamaican Manpower Experiences - both at the micro and
macro-level.
SECTION II
THE JAMAICAN. MANPOWER- EXPERIENCES - MACRO-LEVEL
There have been three (3) major attempts to deal with the Manpower
Planning in Jamaica.

The first major Jamaican Experience in manpower planning

at the macro-level dates from the late 6Cfs during the preparation of the
1970-75 Five Year Development Plan.

The second attempt was in 1976 by PREALC*

in collaboration with the National Planning Agency.
The third attempt started

in 1978 with the establishment of

a manpower

planning, training and employment project with the objective of establishing
an integrated and comprehensive manpower planning system.

The details of

the activities of the project are dealt with in section IV.,
(a) The Five Year Development Plan.1970-75 Experience
The 1970-75 manpower planning exercise, aimed at forecasting manpower
requirements and supply in the target year in 1975 according to crude
occupational categories and industrial sectors.

There were eight (8)

occupational groups identified for a sixteen (16) sector breakdown of
the economy.
Manpower requirements for the year 1975 were forecast for the major
industrial sectors.by applying.alternative output growth targets to an
occupational skill' matrix of labour, requirements conducted by the Manpower
Research Unit of the Central Planning Unit (now the National Planning
Agency).

* PREALC is an international organisation whose headquarters are in Chile
and specialises mainly in studies related to Labour Force in the Latin American
Countries. This organisation is linked to the International Labour Organisation.

The data was processed, i.e. classified and tabulated within the Agency.
Data for new industries expected was derived from other sources.
Projections of government sector requirements were done mainly by
extrapolating observed trends,
Manpower supply 1975 was forecast on the basis of the composition
of the Labour Force in 1968 as provided by the Department of Statistics
on the basis of household surveys.

The forecast was based on assumptions

regarding attrition due to migration, death and retirement from the
Labour Force, accessions to the Labour Force based on alternative
projections of population, and assumptions regarding Labour Force
participation rates in the acceding age groups.

The occupational/

skill composition of the acceding persons were estimated on the basis
of the expected output mix of various educational institutions under
assumptions of normal growth of these institutions and of the skill mix
of returning migrants.
The resulting forecast allowed the estimation of the gap between
jobs and persons wanting work, the imbalance between the requirements
and availability of various skills, and hence the gap to be filled by
increasing the supply through training or by bringing in people on
work permits.

These projections were not achieved without problems.

Problems:
There were many problems and short-comings experienced in projecting
manpower requirements.
1.

These are described as follows:

The Labour Force Survey used a different occupational skill
classification from the Manpower Survey which made it necessary
to make adjustments before requirements could be compared with
supplies.

IJ
In the absence of a standardised classification of occupations the
problem;: was and still is of great, significance. We have already
experienced the same problem in the pre-testing of the Manpower Survey
Questionnaire in August/September 1979. In the PREALC Study the same
problem was reported. At present efforts are being made to standardise
the classification of occupations.

- 6 2.

Manpower Requirements were not converted into full time equivalents
nor were those wanting jobs asked to indicate how many hours
they were willing to work.

This resulted in the projection

of a job gap which did not say anything about the under-employment.
3.

The occupational structure of the Labour Force forecast was
very crude due to the imprecision in matching educational output
and occupational/skill categories.

Furthermore, they failed

to take into account on-the-job training and other facilities
for skill upgrading.-^'
4.

The assumptions about productivity change were admittedly
unrealistic because "it was assumed that productivity change
would lower the ratio of labour to output without changing the
skill mix".

Furthermore, capital/labour ratios were assumed

fairly rigid in that while productivity change tended to be
associated with rising capital/labour ratios, the ratio of
capital to particular skills required were changed differently
for all skills.
5.

Finally, no account was taken of the changing skill shortages
on the required skill mix.

(b)

The second manpower planning experience was in 1976.

study by PREALC.

This was the

This study is fairly comprehensive and brings out clearly

a number of problems any manpower planner in Jamaica should expect in
attempting to use sophisticated methods which demands a gamut of detailed
manpower data.

1/
This is a very serious problem and it may have contributed to the
inaccurate projections in labour force supply for the target year 1975 see section on evaluation below: This problem has been corrected.
Information on on-the-job training has been collected and will be
incorporated into the manpower planning and forecasting exercises.
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Methods Used By PREALC In Forecasting Manpower in Jamaica (1976)
According to the PREALC Study, the methods used for projecting
future manpower needs for Jamaica were based on what they called a
mixture of elements of the so-called Mediterranean Region Project
(M.R.P.) approach as well as historical trends and international
comparisons.
The basic assumptions were that "the growth rate of each
occupational group in each industry could be determined for the time
horizon and that the rates of growth of employment by industry, the
rate of labour productivity by industry, and the elasticity that
relates to the proportion of a specific occupation group in the
employment level of a specific industry to the assumed change in
labour productivity in that industry were known. "In other words,
before the application of the above methods, the growth rate of
employment by industry, average

labour productivity and the

elasticities by each occupational group by each industry must
first be determined.

(See Appendix A for projection equation).

They further assumed that "the natural growth rate of each occupational
group *i in sector j could be compounded by the arithmetic sum of the
growth rate of employment in sector j plus a component that results
from multiplying the corresponding elasticity for occupational group i
and.industry j, by the percentage change of labour productivity for
sector j."

The derived elasticities would then be used to estimate

manpower requirements by each occupation i and industry j.—
Specific growth patterns of value added and employment by
detailed sector and occupations were used to project manpower required
in the target year.

The occupational profile was estimated by using the

Zymelman equation (See appendix A for details of the equation).

1/
The type of elasticity coefficients are claimed to reflect the
influence of technological progress at the industry level, measured,
by the rate of change of labour productivity on the rate of change
of requirements of a specific occupational group.. These elasticities
could be derived by relating time series on labour productivity, both
by sector and occupation.
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Problems
The basic problem was the determination of the elasticity of
occupational group i in industry j — .

The times series required to

derive the bijs are scarce and where available were too aggregated; and
where disaggregated, for instance, from the census data lacked consistency.

2/

All these problems forced PREALC to use bijs from international sources - .
The second problem was that there were neither long, medium nor short
term plans/targets available at the national level.

The alternative used,

for example trend in output, employment and occupational structure by
sectors during the intercensal period was full of uncertainties.

Equally

important, Jamaica has not yet developed a standardised classification
of occupations, therefore, resulting in the occupations with different
meanings and interpretations.

Finally data used was derived by

interpolation based on the assumed growth rate in the past.
Since there is no standardised classification of occupations, some
adjustments were made on certain groups of occupations based on subjective
judgement, which is subject to individual interpretation.

The methods

used in projecting manpower supplies too, were constrained tremendously,
by the general lack of detailed data.

1_/
The estimates of the bijs forms the basic problem. They are derived
by
relating time series of occupational structure to time series on
labour productivity, both by sector and occupational. Since time series
by detailed occupational groups and industry are scarce - therefore bijs
were derived from international sources. This made the whole exercise
a suspect since the bijs are the basics of the investigation.
2J
Unfortunately the PREALC does not explicitly indicate the countries
where data was obtained. But the study mentions that the bijs were
successfully used in the Dominican Republic. It is questionable whether
the problems existing in the Dominican Republic were or are similar to
those in Jamaica at that time. Moreover we do not know when these bijs
were applied to the Dominican Republic in order to evaluate the success
or failure of the methods in that country. These are areas of doubt which
a r e subject to criticism.
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On the supply side, the quantitative historical variables under
investigation were:
1.

Labour force by occupation

2.

Participation rates by occupation, age, groups and sex

3.

Migration by occupation

4.

Historical tre^l" of enrollment

5.

Transition rates

6.

Female participation rates in higher education

7.

Drop-out of the educational system

8.

New entrants into the labour market

9.

Withdrawals from labour force by death and/or retirement

It should be noted however, that detailed manpower data by occupation
on these variables are lacking.
linear programming techniques.

Therefore data were generated using
With the interpolated data, regression

analysis techniques were applied to estimate future manpower requirements.
(c)

The Manpower Planning, Training and Employment Project was

established within the National Planning Agency in 1978 in partial response
to the problems of manpower data availability.

The details of the project's

purpose and the spectrum of activities undertaken are discussed in detail
in section

V.

A brief quantitative evaluation of the manpower projections for the
1970-75 Development Plan showed mixed success.
demand for manpower were generally accurate.
ranged between 2% - 15% of

the target period.

The projections for the
The relative accuracy
The supply side however,

inspite of the broad occupational groups, was inaccurate.
inaccuracies varied between 25% - 40% of

The

the target year.-— The

PREALC Study's projections can be evaluated in 1981.

1/
The Labour Force Survey 1975 by the Department of Statistics were
taken as the actual figures. The projected figures were derived from
the 1970-75 Development Plan. Actual supply is derived by adding total
employed to unemployed by occupation while the employed represented
manpower demand by occupation.

- 10 The problems discussed here are to a large extent related to the
problems of data availability,

the level of aggregation, inconsistency

in the definitions, and occupational grouping.

These and other problems

are discussed in detail in section III.
SECTION III
Manpower Data Availability and Utilization
From the above discussion it is clear that any method that demands
a gamut of detailed manpower data, at present in Jamaica, is likely to
experience problems.

A selection of a method is usually dictated by

manpower data availability.

Manpower Statistics have been one of the

most neglected area.- 6i: statistical data collection.

The present basic

statistical data is inadequate for any but the most rudimentary manpower
planning.

Before planning with any degree of sophistication can be

undertaken, it is necessary to develop a manpower statistics programme
to provide the primary inputs

_!/ The NPA is developing a comprehensive manpower statistics programme.
In that programme the top priority manpower statistics to be developed
will be those used in: (1) employment planning; (2) projections of manpower
requirements by occupations; (3) estimation of current and projected
training needs; (4) planning of training systems and training projects;
(5) developing occupational profiles of individual industries;
(6) estimation of productivity trends; (7) regulation of wage rates for
particular occupations and industries; (8) assessment of losses or gains
for the skilled manpower through migration.

- 11 Aggregation of Manpower Data
A brief search into manpower data availability has shown that
most, if not all, manpower data published by the Department of
Statistics (D.O.S.) are highly aggregated.

While aggregated labour

market data at major occupational and industrial group level is
required for long range planning, there is an equally urgent demand
by training, placement, counselling, employment and planning
institutions, apart from individuals, for very specific disaggregated
data at minor occupational group levels for short range market
adjustment

Apart from the level of aggregation, the inconsistency in the
cross classification of the major data elements need serious consideration.
For example in 1972 Labour Force Survey, no occupational classification
by industry was given.
2/
between 1965-1970.—

Deaths were not cross-classified by occupations
This creates a problem for the compilation of

time series from these sources. - These two examples do not seek an
infinite cross-classification of manpower data but rather a prioritising
of these cross-classifications in accordance with the needs of manpower
data users.

The problem is exacerbated by a lack of standardised

definitions and classification systems.

L. Taylor found the similar

problem with data in the labour force survey.

1/
Therefore if the seminar would wish to discuss the issues related
to comprehensive manpower planning, training, employment and methodologies
related to manpower forecasting, then emphasis should not only be put
on the significance of dis-aggregated data but also on other limitations
such as manpower personnel, funds for developing manpower statistical
programmes etc. This will facilitate manpower planners to meet the
challenges of the changing needs of the training, education, placement
and employment institutions as well as individuals.
2/
Information on death by occupation is required in the elimination
of manpower supply by occupation. This information originates from the
Registrar of Births and Deaths. Therefore, there is an urgent need to
coordinate all sources of manpower data.
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We can do ho better than quote him:
"The total labour force consists of employed and unemployed
persons, but the data presented in the Labour Force Surveys is
such that an independent investigator has considerable leeway
in employing his own definitions and grouping the data accordingly" AJ
These observations were made in 1974, nevertheless their validity is
unquestionable today.
that have been made.

There are, however, a number of notable improvements
Where vagueness and imprecision exist, no effort has

been spared for correction; and where a change of definition occurred, or
vagueness and imprecision persisted, or still persist, data users have been
A
2/
cautioned.—

jj
The size of labour force is determined by the definition that
relates to all persons age 14 years and over not attending school full time
during the survey week; and who(l) worked; (2) did not work but had a job;
(3) had no job but were actively seeking work; and (4) had no job, did not
actively seek work but wanted a job and was available^ (discouraged worker)..
See report on Human Resources and Manpower 1974. The unemployed are defined
by(3)and(4)above. But this definition is controversial in the purview of
some authorities in the area of manpower planning. All these definitions
were not used consistently until after 1968/69.: See pp 4 and 5 1973;
p. 8 1974, Labour Force Surveys.
_JL/
See Labour Force Surveys 1968/69 p. 2, 1973 p.2. Efforts in correcting
vague and imprecise terminologies, have transcended beyond definitions to the
area of sampling. A scientific sample selection was introduced in 1968/69
Labour Force Survey under the continuous social and demographic survey to
replace the unscientific samples that existed.

Such warnings as these below are not uncommon throughout the labour
force surveys:
"Labour Force is a highly volatile and mobile entity and
is very difficult to measure. It is important, therefore,
when comparisons are being made, to take into consideration
the concepts which have been employed at each equiry along
with the period during which each survey was conducted."1/
Equally important is the standardisation of definitions of occupations.
Lack of Standardised Definitions of Occupations
The lack of standardised definitions of occupations presents a
lot of problems especially when dealing with data elements crossclassified by occupations.

Since most manpower data are cross-

classified by occupation, it is not difficult to imagine the magnitude
of problems involved during the coding and tabulation of data.
The rudimentary classifications so far used in Jamaica are based
on the International Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO)
developed by (ILO).

The places using modification of ISCO include the

Department of Statistics, for the Labour Force Survey and population
censuses, and the Ministry of Labour's Employment Exchanges and
Ministry of Education for counselling.

The NPA used the ISCO without

any modification when conducting a manpower requirements survey of
the larger establishments in 1967.
The problem with the ISCO is that, as an international
classification, it was not designed to suit the need and circumstances
peculiar to any one country.

Where certain industries exist only in

a few countries and are not much known elsewhere, the ISCO is unlikely
to include the occupations involved.

Again in different parts of the

world there may be variations in the set of tasks that make up the
particular occupation.
1/
See Labour Force Surveys 1968/69 p.2, 1973 p.2. Efforts in
correcting vague and imprecise terminologies have transcended beyond
definitions to the area of sampling. A scientific sample selection
was introduced in 1968/69 Labour Force Survey under the continuous
social and demographic survey to replace the un-scientific samples
that existed.
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Above all, the ISCO as an international classification cannot attempt any
ordering of occupation according to educational and training requirements,
physical demands and working conditions, which makes it less useful
for training, planning, placement purposes, counselling and personnel
management.
The ISCO was in fact intended to facilitate international comparisons
of occupational data originally organised according to national classifications
which may be designed to be convertible to the ISCO.

Actually, the ILO

recommends that each country should try to develop its own occupational
classification.

The very sophisticated "Dictionary of Occupational Titles"

developed by the Americans is impracticable for general use in Jamaica.

In response to these problems, the NPA in collaboration with the
Ministries of Education, Youth and Sports, Labour, Public Service and
Department of Statistics has just completed the updating of the D.O.S
list of occupation titles.

The next step is the development of brief

definitions for each of the occupational titles as perceived in Jamaica.
This will act as a provisional coding manual until the National
Dictionary of Occupational Titles based on the list is developed.

In

other words, the first step towards the solution of the problem is
completed.

So far we have examined the problems of aggregation and the

lack of standardised definitions and concepts, the question is how
reliable is the data collected under all these problems?

The issues

related to manpower data reliability and utilization are discussed in
the next section.

Manpower Data Reliability and Utilization
The significance of manpower data reliability as related to manpower
planning is unquestionable because the utilisation of any unreliable data,
be it manpower data or not, leads to the production of unreliable
information thereby defeating the whole jhirpose of manpower planning.
Therefore a clear understanding of data unreliability beforehand will help
to determine how the data may be used, and the scope and accuracy of the
conclusions that may be derived.

According to the proposed manpower statistics programme, the
only reliable and continuous sources of manpower information are:

1.

the Labour Force Survey conducted by the Department of
Statistics;

2.

the monitoring of the annual output of training institutions
in the country which is done by the National Planning Agency;

3.

a quarterly survey of employment, earnings, and hours

which

covers the larger establishments in mining, manufacturing,
construction and Jamaica Public Service; and
4.

the vocational tracer study information on employment of
new Secondary School graduates.

Historically, labour force surveys, prior to 1968, with the exception
of the 1960 population census, are said to be unreliable.

The basic

reason stated is "the misgivings about the reliability of the samples
which formed the basis of the investigations."—
Regarding the discreditation of the population censuses prior to
1960, it is contended that labour force data obtainable from census
reports had, even up until 1943, been somwhat inexact and not directly
comparable because the concepts applied were somewhat vague and imprecise.

1[
The Labour Force Survey 1968/69 seems to imply also that other
population census data are unreliable. Therefore, if this is true then
1844, 1861, 1871, 1881, 1891, 1911, 1921 and 1943 population censuses
data should be used with caution. In any case, it is debatable
whether it would be worth the risk of using the unreliable historical
series beyond 1960.
2/
These problems led to the redefinition of the vague and imprecise
concepts and re-designing of the sample, and the subsequent establishment
of the continuous Social Demographic Survey CSDS, in 1967/68. See
pp 20-25 of the labour force survey report 1968/69.

-16 From the above information, the reliable labour force data dates
from 1968/69 surveys and those sources cited above.
Manpower data utilization is a complicated function of the manpower
data user.

In general, however, any manpower data user would like to see

that data: (1) are in proper form, e.g. level of disaggregation;
(2) available at the right time: (3) have sufficient number of observations
to permit analysis; (4) cover sufficiently the observed phenomena; (5)
are reliable; (6) are comparable with other data from different or same
source(s).

There may be other characteristics expected of data availability,

such as cross-classification of data elements, but all these are
subjective issues related to the methodology used and the objectives of
the planner.
One observation that should be noted however, is that although data
adjustment is a normal function of a data analyst, nevertheless, excessive
data manipulation should not be encouraged to cover data gaps, as it
contributes to the problem of data unreliability, thereby undermining the
rationale of manpower planning.

It is therefore preferable to use a

simple method to suit the available data than to employ a sophisticated
method in the hope of manipulating the data to suit the method or model.
With this observation, let us examine the issues related to the
Manpower Planning, Training and Employment Project since it was established
in direct response to all these problems.
SECTION I'V
The Manpower Planning, Training and Employment Project (M,P,T.E.:)
B„ Overview of the Project - Its Purpose
The Manpower Planning and Employment Project aims at establishing
an integrated and improved manpower development and utilization system
responsive to the labour market needs and planning^'goals of the country,
This system will provide inputs aimed at:
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a.

improving manpower data gathering on employment availability
and seekers;

b.

upgrading the efficiency of occupational skill-training?
vocational guidance and job placement services, making them
more relevant to labour market needs.

In general the objective of project activities is to upgrade and
coordinate the country's manpower planning, training and employment
service activities, eliminate duplicative functions and increase the
relevance and efficiency of its manpower related services.
the goal is to increase the employment productivity.

Ultimately,

Furthermore, the

Project is an inter-agency effort coordinated by the National Planning
Agency and involves five other government agencies - the Ministry of
Education, Youth, Sports and Community Development, the Ministry of
Labour, the Department of Statistics and the Ministry of Finance.
Within this inter-agency project are a series of programmes carefully
selected to draw all manpower related activities into a comprehensive,
integrated system.

Appendix B gives a clear outline of the activities

of the project and agencies.

The action programmes are designed to

meet the shortfalls and dispose of the surplus skills.

Diagram 1,

gives the dynamics and interrelationships of these, activities which aim
at improving manpower utilization in the economy.

Essentially, the project activities involve a)

the development of techniques and instruments for upgrading
all manpower related programmes and services;

b)

training of staff;

c.)

provision of guidelines and recommendations for future planning
and coordination of siianpowo..!; ac^iviti;»:;.

The. objectives of each of these activities are outlined in (additional
paper to be distributed at seminar.
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CONCLUSION
The paper has dealt with some of the major issues and problems
influencing manpower planning in Jamaica.

The general problems experienced

in other fields of planning also apply to planning in the field of
manpower and are at times, exacerbated by the generally weak form of
integration of manpower plans and programmes into the national planning
process.
If meaningful manpower planning is to be achieved, then attention
should be directed to the development of a sound reliable statistical
manpower data base.

In addition, the needs of Data Users and producers

should be carefully considered, if the manpower information which is
difficult and costly to collect is to be maximised in the planning process.
The manpower planning experience in Jamaica has shown that the
demand for certain skills have not always been balanced by occupational
supply.

This is further manifested in the twin problem of skill shortages

existing alongside high unemployment rates - partially the result of a
mismatch between demand and supply.

Moreover, training institutions

have been operating on reasoned guesses as to the kinds of demand of the
country.

Furthermore, previous attempts at solving these problems have

been hampered by (i) an inadequate manpower statistical base (ii) lack
of systematic coordination of activities and (iii) meagre financial
resources.

Consequently, the Manpower Planning, Training and Employment Project
is an attempt to address the above problems and to integrate, more fully,
manpower planning with the development planning process.

This will be

achieved through systematic coordination of all manpower related
activities, improvement of the manpower information base, the development
of projections aimed at improving the demand and supply match, upgrading
techniques and instruments of occupational skill training, as well as
improving job counselling and placement service.

-19 It is hoped that the above efforts will greatly assist the
country in ameliorating some of its problems related to labour
productivity, unemployment and manpower development and utilization.

- 20 APPENDIX A

The Zymelman equation used is. written as:
D

it

=

n

(lij).

o

(bij rp, + rLj)t

J = 1
Where

= the demand of occupation i in period t in absolute numbers.

rp_. = the rate of change of average productivity in industry j .
Lij = the absolute number of occupational group i working in industry j.
Lj

= the absolute number of total persons employed in industry- j.

Qj

= value added of industry j..

B.

j

= elasticity coefficient of occupational group i in industry j.

Taking a derivative of equation Log Lij = log + bij log C|j_
Lj

Lj

With respect to time, it can easily be shown that for each percentage
increase in average productivity of industry j the proportion of occupational
group i will tend to increase bij time one percent.
so that rLij = eLj + rp.
where rpij = bij

dQj/Lj

Q3 /Lj
where rp^

= the rate of change of the proportion of occupational group
^

i in industry j.

rLj = the rate of change of the employment level of sector j.
rLij= the rate of change of the absolute number of persons in occupational
groups i in industry j.
thus rLij

=

rLj + rp^

states that the growth rate of persons in

occupational structure ^pij plus the growth rate of total employment •
i n industry.

COUNTRY PAPER - APPROACHES
TO MANPOWER-PLANNING IN GUYANA
by Clarence Blue
State Planning Secretariat
Introduction
The problems of manpower and employment planning and policies within
the Guyanese economy over the last few decades has to be understood
within the context of a series of competing objectives which the
socio-politic-economic development policies of various regimes
consistently sought to achieve.

Such objectives as a very rapid rate

of economic growth, the maintenance of a minimum critical level of
foreign reserves for balance of payments management, the achievement
and maintenance of a given level of price stability, and even the
achievement of full employment at reasonable standards of living within
a short period of time, have all been put forward at some point as
targets for development policy.

However, because of the interdependent

nature of many of these objectives it has always been necessary to rank
them (implicitly or explicitly) so as to minimise the impact on the
economy's general welfare over time.

This has meant that the manpower

and employment planning and policy objective has not always been
achievable.

For instance, when a certain critical level of say balance

of payments surplus could not be maintained, the manpower and employment
planning

and policy objectives were revised downwards or abandoned

altogether.

Consequently, the impact of the management of these macro

variables on the labour market, must be constantly borne in mind.
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PART I
A Statistical Outline and Structure of the Guyanese-Economy
Guyana (formerly British Guiana) is located on the north eastern tip
of the South America continent and occupies a land area of 83,000 square
miles.

Significantly enough and mainly because of colonial domination, it

is the only English-speaking territory in the whole of South America and
traditionally had closer economic and cultural ties with the English-speaking
Caribbean.
The current population is estimated at a little over 800,000 people of
which a significant proportion's young persons under 25 years.

The

population stood at 560,000 persons in 1960, giving an annual growth rate
of just under three percent.
approximately $700G.
doubled.

The per capita G.D.P. in. 1970 stood at

Current estimates indicate that this figure has almost

Estimates of labour force in 1965 and 1970 were of the order of

175,000 and 177,000 respectively with the corresponding unemployment rates of
21% and 12% approximately.
yet available.

Figures from the 1977 labour force survey are not

In passing, it is instructive to note that, the statistical

base for employment and economic planning leaves much room for improvement.
Over time, the growth in the Guyanese labour force has been much lower
than anticipated and this has had serious implications for labour force
participation and out migration.

Structure of the Guyanese Economy:
A knowledge of the structure of production and employment in Guyana are
also crucial for an understanding of the manpower and
pursued by Government.

employment policies

Here, total production is dominated by the performance

of the Sugar, Rice and Bauxite industries.

Together they currently contribute

over 30% to G.D.P. and account for nearly 90% of exports.
contribution to employment is of the order of 33%.

Moreover, their

The structure of the labour

force is also heavily weighted in favour of the agriculture and service
industries with a significant proportion consisting of unskilled and semi-skilled
workers.

By contrast the manufacturing sector is very small by the three criteria

set out above, namely - its contribution to G.D.P., exports and employment.
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It is therefore very evident from the foregoing that a major task of
development policy, over the years in Guyana, has been concerned with
attempting to transform the economy - to diversify the economy and to try
and reduce the heavy dependence on a few exports; to provide the
institutional setting and other infrastructure and last but not least,
to provide the necessary skills and other high level manpower if certain
goals were to be realised.

Consequently, employment creation, in many

instances, was only pursued in so far as it was likely to contribute to
the achievement of these changes.
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PART IX
APPROACHES TO MANPOWER AND. EMPLOYMENT PLANNING
Review of the impact of early economic policies on employment of
Guyana's manpower resources
Prior to the achievement of independence in 1966, economic development
policy placed heavy emphasis on agriculture and the development of the rural,
infrastructural works such as roads, sea defence, and drainage and irrigation.
At this stage two additional characteristics of Guyana's economy may be noted.
These are that the coastal area bordering the Atlantic seaboard and covering
about 240 miles, is below sea level and over 80% of the population is located
on this thin coastal strip, which constitutes only about 4% of the total land
area.

Moreover, the interior soils though very poor for agriculture are

potentially rich in minerals and there are vast timber, fishing and water
resources.
Employment generation in this period nevertheless has been achieved
mainly through the absorption of vast numbers into peasant agriculture,
mainly rice and the employment of large numbers on various public works
projects.

In the meanwhile Government had also pursued a. policy of expanding

the civil service to take care of the aspirations.and expectations of young
school leavers who by virtue of their higher education, had come to snob jobs in
the agricultural sector.

On the other hand, the private sector which was

dominated by foreign interests in sugar and bauxite were left to absorb the rest
of the

labour force into Industry and Commerce.

As can be expected, this policy did not provide a solution to the employment
problem especially in the urban areas where a growing informal sector was
developing much in the manner described by Lewis.— Many young school leavers and
also older workers not being able to find jobs in the modern urban sectors have
had to content themselves with selling their services for whatever price it
could fetch as hucksters or in the small retail shops, mechanic workshops and
other very small businesses whose viability depended upon the payment of a
very low wage.
These results were in part due to Government pursuing- a. policy of rapid
economic growth, without due regard to careful employment and manpower planning.
The implicit assumption that the pursuit of economic growth per se would lead
to a satisfactory solution of the employment problem was misplaced.
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During the late 1960's and early 1970's a growing awareness of
the dissatisfaction of the masses with the distribution of the benefits
of economic growth led to significant changes in policy, in an attempt
to deal xtfith this problem.

A greater emphasis was being placed on

self-reliance and other attitudinal changes and the provision of basic
needs of the masses.

Consequently, the elaboration of certain basic

needs,.objectives such as feeding., clothing and housing the nation
subsequently led to many lower income groups being able to own their
own homes with significant short-term consequential effects on employment
and the diversification of food and agricultural production in general.
This trend.gained momentum during the early 1970?s following on a
continuing but growing dissatisfaction with the contribution of the
private sector to development and the employment and basic needs strategy.
The policy of transformation was henceforth to continue with a socialist
framework with Government and co-operative take-over of the major private
sector agencies.

This resulted in subsequent Government control of over

80% of the economy and subsequently led to the expansion of the basic
needs to include free education for all citizens.
Unfortunately however, these policies came at a time when there was
a major upheaval in the international monetary system, coupled with the
oil crisis and a depression of the prices of Guyana's main foreign
exchange earners.

Consequently, the significant.employment benefits which

were likely.to flow from such policies and in particular the Hydro Power
project have had to be postponed for the future.

EARLY APPROACHES TO MANPOWER.PLANNING IN GUYANA
Laissez-Faire
While the identification of a systematic and consistently applied
approach to manpower planning in Guyana over the last twenty-five years
is in itself a difficult exercise, the problem is compounded by the
additional difficulty of identifying,.even at a single point in time, a
consistent approach, at both the macro and micro levels, by the
principal agents, on both the supply and demand side of the labour market.
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The initial approach, to.manpower, planning in Guyana relied more on
independent-action at both the macro and micro levels by all agencies
within the labour market in the hope that with the guide of the "invisible
hand" there would automatically result a satisfactory balance between the
supply and demand for labour in general and skills in particular.

This

approach was very fashionable in the colonial period when in the final
analysis the mother-country provided a ready solution by way of absorbing
migrants or injecting needed funds.
Autonomous action was often undertaken by and within the following
institutions and institutional arrangements on both the supply and demand
side of the labour market.
(a)

On the supply side we have:

The formal education and training system which attempted,
the initial and terminal preparation of individuals via,
the primary, secondary, post secondary and technical
schools for the world of work and the improvement of the
quality of workers in the labour force.

The principal

institutions here were:(i)

The Ministry of Education with its formal school
system, university and technical and craft training
centres.

(ii)

The Public Service Ministry with its facilities for
training and retraining, with special emphasis on
upgrading and improving and transforming manpower
and executing job evaluation activities.

(b)

The Ministry of Labour and the employment exchange with
responsibility for recruitment and placement, job
counselling, labour management relations, occupational
safety and labour standards, minimum wage legislation
and policy supervision of wage, fringe benefits and
other working conditions, negotiations, incentives,
productivity, health and old age protection.

(c)

The national insurance scheme, with responsibility for pensions,
sickness and workmen compensations and other insurance benefits.
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(d)

The personnel sections within ministries as well as
in enterprises both within and without the Public
Sector with responsibilities for recruitment,
on-the-job and other training and other aspects of
company manpower planning.

(e)

The statutory recruitment agencies like the Public
Service Commission.

(f)

The Trade Unions, who in an atmosphere of collective
bargaining, exert an influence on both the wage rate

(g)

and the demand for labour.
Other training institutions, either in industry (like
the Guymine and Port Mourant Training Schools and the
Critchlow Labour College), or those operating
autonomously like the Guyana Management Development.
and Training Centre.

(h)

The Immigration Department within the Ministry of Home
Affairs with responsibility for external migration; and

(i)

The Overseas Recruitment Unit within the Office of the
Prime Minister.

On the demand side we have. (i)

The Ministry of Economic Development with responsibilites
for project selection and articulation of development
plans which were supposed to determine the long run need
for labour and skill requirements in particular.

In

recent times, the State Planning Commission has been added
as part of the planning arrangement.

In this exercise, the

Ministry was supported by the major data gatherer, the
Statistical Bureau, which provided a limited data base to
inform manpower planning decisions.

Major data support

was provided by:(a)

the population census and fertility surveys;

(b)

the intermittent Manpower and Labour Force surveys
and establishment enquiries;
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(ii)

(c)

consumer price indicies surveys;

(d)

wages, hours of work and employment statistics;

(e)

participation rates;

(f)

G.D.P. and National Income data.

The Ministry of Finance and the Central Bank with responsibility
for the manipulation of policy instruments which determine
variations in employment and its composition in the short-term
and perhaps even the longer term.

The principal tools in these

institutions having an impact on employment creation are:-

(iii)

(a)

the fiscal and tax policies;

(b)

monetary and credit policies;

(c)

foreign exchange and tariff policies, etc.

The various public and private sector enterprises and institutions
which utilise labour.

The Preoccupation with Unemployment
Following on from the above, economists, statisticians and manpower
planners had subsequently identified a major analytical approach for dealing
with the problems of our manpower resources and this was to focus on the
level of employment, unemployment and
concept.

underemployment using a Labour Force

Given this framework, the analysis of the manpower planning

problem tended to follow some of the approaches adopted in the literature.
In one instance a case was made out to support the arguments of the
structuralist school who favoured an active manpower policy to deal with
the problems of deficiency in the structure of production and employment.
In other instances the proponents of arguments in favour of a "deficiency
of aggregate demand" as a major cause of unemployment and underemployment
held sway.

In yet other cases, arguments were put forward in support of

the advocates of Marxian unemployment (i.e. a shortage of capital relative
to the size of thedabour force) as the major cause of the problem.
Given some preoccupation with the second approach articulated above,
it is clear that the approach to the

manpower problem de-emphasised the

vexed question of skills and focussed more on the numbers to be employed.
A solution to the numbers unemployed was always seen to be a solution to
the skills problem.
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The persistence of high levels of unemployment within Caribbean
economies had subsequently led to the de-emphasising of the focus on
the level of unemployment and gave way to a new preoccupation of
manpower plans - it was with finding the labour to meet production
needs.

One, henceforth, proceeded on the assumption that there was

always enough labour with the appropriate skills to

meet the demand.

Even if there was a temporary shortage of skills the market
mechanisms were supposed to operate to ensure a speedy correction of
this imbalance.

In essence the preoccupation in a "Lewis" sense

appeared to be more with the transfer of enough labour from the
subsistence sectors to meet the demands of production rather than
with the level of unemployment.

The Demand Output based approach versus the supply siiie approach
The general approach to planning in Guyana at this time also
emphasised:(a)

The growth of output to the detriment of the labour
mix in production; and

(b)

The need to maintain external balance.

In essence, neither the budget nor the development plan
seriously attempted to synchronise the rate of job creation flowing
from projects, etc. with the level of unemployment.

This is perhaps

explained by the shortage of capital to develop resources, given the
technological mix and the population growth rates.
The general approach then, from the side of demand type
institutions was one which said that given our production targets,
what amount of labour can we utilise and in what categories?

On the

supply side, the general approach tended to react to:
(a)

The unemployment problem:

if supply type institutions

perceived that unemployment of people was due to lack
of training or skill, the traditional response was to
suggest more training and training institutions.

On

the other hand, if the problem was perceived to be one
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of a general shortage of jobs self-employment was normally
emphasised.

However, given the allocation of scarce funds

to other priority activities, the use of self-employment as
a general solution met with little success.
(b)

A perceived shortage of skills:

here training may be the

response when in fact the source of the problem may be the
remuneration structure.
(c)

The social demand for education:

if people and politicians

perceive that the gateway to a better life is bound up with
higher levels of education and training, the numbers educated
and trained for various occupations may bear no relation to
the absorptive capacity of the economy.
(d)

The structure of wages and incomes :

young people in planning

their careers may be significantly influenced by the life-time
income earning expectations in various fields but the rigidity
of the wage structure may not reflect the changing occupational
needs as given by the development or investment plan.
Given this background we find that in a manpower planning context
•vocational training institutions, thé univetsities and others on the
supply side are often operating independently of demand side institutions
responsible for wage policy, investment and job creation projections.

The

result is very often a divergence rather than a convergence between labour
demand and skill requirements and supply.
At this point we come to the crux of the matter regarding the
initiation of action in the manpower field.

In the absence of a recognised

central direction, the initiation of action could originate within any
institution depending upon the way the special need for action in the
manpower field impinges upon the activities of the particular institution.
While some co-ordination may be solicited from other agencies in the field
in an attempt.to evoke corresponding action vital to the success of the
venture, the autonomous authority structure in other institutions coupled
with the lack of a macro focus on the various aspects of the overall
problem, may militate against very effective results.

- 11 Another aspect of the approaches to manpower planning is that surveys
have often been undertaken to justify or negate the need for the
establishment of a manpower institution of one sort or another (be it for
training, recruitment migration, wage fixing or whatever).

However,

while the justification for the institution may be based on examination of
too few aspects of the problem, the establishment and existence of the
institution may continue in the absence of a data base that could provide
continuous Global focus to inform decisions made.

Moreover the clout

necessary to stimulate corresponding actions in other agencies whose
activity impinges on the exercise is often lacking.
instances is the

The result in many

persistence of the identified problems despite the

establishment of the new institutions.
MAJOR SURVEYS - A note on the Employment and job vacancy approach
versus the demand -Forecasting approach
In Guyana, considerable interest in Manpower Planning has often
been evoked at the time of population censuses, Labour Force and
manpower surveys and employment and job vacancy surveys which have
generally been regarded as providing once-and-for-all basic information
that would inform decisions to be made affecting the quality, quantity,
(and perhaps) remuneration and the future shape of the occupational and
institutional structure of the labour market.
The most important of these were that:1.

The survey of Employment, Unemployment and Underemployment
by McGale 1956.

2.

The Guyana Population Census 1960.

3.

The Survey of Manpower requirements and the Labour Force
by O.J.C. Francis 1965.

4.

The Guyana Population Census 1970.

5.

The Survey of Employment and Job Vacancy by 0. Mehmet 1971,

6.

The 1976 and 1977 Labour Force Survey conducted by the
Statistical Bureau.

7.

The Survey of Manpower Training into the 1980's by Percy
Anderson.

- 12 As can be observed, while most of these studies relied on some
statistical sample survey techniques, they tended to incorporate various
aspects of the manpower forecasting methods based on time series analysis
of social and economic structure or the employer's survey and international
comparison methods.
In Guyana it has become fashionable at the time of manpower and labour
surveys to attempt to project the future needs for skills in various
occupation categories.

These projections are generally based on one of three

approaches.
(a)

Employers'estimates of future needs;

(b)

An assumption of the continuation of past trends in
time series employment data combined with the growth
of G.D.P.

(c)

The growth of labour productivity in various sectors.

Of these the employer's estimate has been relied on most extensively.
However, given the uncertainty about the direction and levels of prospective
resource allocation these forecasts tend either to be too optimistic or too
pessimistic.
On the

other hand, attempts have been made to get a better handle on

the problem by the use of employment and job vacancy surveys which tend to
focus on the change in demand for labour in various industries and occupations
on a current basis.

The problem with this approach is that not much can be

said in advance about the changing need for skills.

The skills therefore in

this approach could only be provided with some time lag.

Some combination of

the forecasting and employment and job vacancy approach would appear to
provide the best answers to the need for skills.

- 13 CONCLUSION:
It appears obvious that if substantial results are to be achieved
from the manpower planning exercise within the Guyanese context, then
(a)

The Manpower plan itself must aim to solve at least
five basic socio-economic problems facing the Guyanese
economy.
(i)

These are:-

the achievement of a rapid and sustained growth
of labour productivity;

(ii)

the effecting of a continued increase in the
real and money earnings of members of the labour
force as the principal way of improving the level
and quality of life of the population;

(iii)

the rational distribution and redistribution of
labour resources (both skilled and unskilled)
between sectors and regions;

(iv)

the development and maintenance of a body of
competent cadres in accordance with national
requirements; and

(v)

the maximum utilisation of the available labour
resources consistent with other objectives.

(b)

Greater initiative will have to be .exerted by institutions
on the demand side to
(i)

generate continuously vital information on
prospective requirements on both short and long
term basis;
to skilfully intervene in the structure of remuneration
to provide the kind of flexibility in keeping with the
economy's skill needs;

(iii)

to attempt a greater degree of co-ordination, preferably
through the State Planning Commission, of the institutions
in both the demand and supply side of the labour market.
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Until this is done, not even the planned targets would be properly
knownu

Moreover, unless this inadequacy in the approach to manpower

planning is corrected, a proper assessment of the adequacy of existing
and prospective institutions for meeting planned needs would continue
to be a futile exercise.

UNIVERSITY PLANNING AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
By Betty Sedoc-Dahlberg
Assistant Professor in Policy and Planning
Faculty of Social and Economic Sciences
University of Suriname
Introduction — ^
It is advisable to outline the main boundaries of this subject
by a few preliminary

observations.

The role of the University within the framework of Planning in
the Social Sector has very broad dimensions, the extent of which can
be envisaged by recognition that a comprehensive approach is the only
meaningful one to planning.

For whether or not one is concerned with

the national,, regional or. sectoral level, there are always
between components of the planning model.

interactions

My main concern will be to

focus on the educational component in social sector planning, without
losing sight of related development

in other sectors.

Closely connected with the above is the fact that within the
social sector, adjustments have to be made since all components are
inseparably related to one another.

I am here referring to the

education component, the housing component, the medical care component,
etc., all of which fall within the category of the social sector.

With-

in the education sector the sub-components both with regard to level
and vocational orientation should be considered in relation to one another.
It is also useful to make a distinction between policy and planning,
since by doing so an insight can be gained into problems which are related
to decision-making, goal formation, alternatives and means.

In this regard,

the administrative sector plays an important part in relation to policymaking and planning.
The views of Third World scientists on roles of universities in
their countries have been accorded dominant weight in my thinking because
many of them have addressed themselves to the urgent need to introduce
innovations which could bring university courses nearer to development
needs in their own countries.

1/

In so doing, they have had to reject

This refers to the Caribbean countries.

some

Regional in a sense.
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of the approaches.of universities in the industrialized.world aid also to alter
the direction of many Third World universities and other institutions of
higher learning-whose curricula had been determined in pre-independent

eras

by foreign or local academics trained abroad with a western frame of
reference«
Though the whole Third World scenario provides background for this
paper, our main concern will be with the Caribbean in its post-colonial
2/
period.

Due to the lack of comparable statistically relevant datar- , the

approach to the subject will be of a thematic character, and some supplementary observations will be made on political and social independence in
relation to education and research at universities.
II.

ABOUT SOCIAL

INDEPENDENCE

The premise that the granting of political independence necessarily
brought an end to colonialism is false.

The falsehood in this equation

stems from the notion that political independence-implies^social
dence.

But in fact all historical patterns of reference

indepen-

(socially,

culturally and politically) were either adopted from the colonial period,
or imposed by the colonial European countries, and are still dominant in
siany of our states.

Many problems derive from this.

In the first place

development concepts, the philosophy related thereto, and the values and
standards derived therefrom, are embedded in the structure of interests
of the former colonial powers, and cause stagnation in the process of
defining development objectives tailored to the needs of our own societies.
This is not the case in all Third World countries, some of which
cl&arly indicate in what manner, and by what means they intend to bring
about
values

their development.

In this respect they do not apply a number of

stemming from colonial patterns as central standards, but rather

s. stsaber of solutions which are based on concepts derived from interpretations

o f their own social and economic needs.

These countries attained a

c e r t a i n measure of social independence, defined as the capacity of a

nation

t o attempt solutions to a number of its development problems in accordance
w i t h what it deems relevant in its own social, economic and political system-

Referring to the investigation of the UNESCO 1974 on University
planning„
Detailed data necessary for the purpose of this paper
are not available.

-
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I do not advocate rejection of all values originating in the former
colonial European countries, but the determining factor should be that the
criteria should be relevant and meaningful.

The term social is to be

interpreted in its broadest sense, namely: "everything that is concerned
with people".

Interpreted in that sense it includes technology, economics,

politics and societal and cultural factors.
Social Independence and the University
As has been pointed out In the foregoing paragraphs social independence is characterized by the capacity of a nation to solve a number of
development problems that are deemed -relevant within its own social
systems-in a purposeful and meaningful manner.
3/

Striving to achieve social

independence and/or self-management— entails the need to train local and
regional intellectual cadres

who

are able to make essential contributions

to defining relevant problems, to finding adequate solutions and providing
managerial expertise required for overall development.

Universities in

the region should therefore be viewed as having an important development
role.
Cooperation between governments in the region, and universities is
essential in order to give substance to the contribution expected from
the university.
Where in the region-a-development philosophy is non-existent, governments cannot make a substantial contribution towards this end.

The innovat-

ing, criticizing and counselling nature of the university is socially
effective when, as was stated before, governments and universities in t h e
region are striving for the same objectives in the development process
and are operating in relation to one another.

Research and expertise

are both necessities in order to generate.a-well-aimed development process.,

— î

I make a difference between;
Social Independence which refeis to a certain attitude and ¿¿v-si
to find solutions for developing problems. Mostly this capacity
can be illustrated in ad hoc situations. Here is supposed that
the solutions are related to a long term goal. S;elf-management
is used here to refer to qualified trainéd persore who can "handle"
the process«
Self means trained local persons»
In a xray seif©aaagêîsea<£ .can be iaterprefc^d . as the "know how" that is avail-

able to @jp®í?3£¿®¡&aliz<3 self reliance and social independence.
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Ressageh in the context of social independence
l*x 'tis&y countries o f
giving

the T h i r d World universities have not succeeded in

sufficient content to the formulation of a number of relevant

aad in indicating

problems

solutions.

Research done within the universities is too,often determined, not so
aeC't by priorities related to development needs of the countries, but rather
by individual spheres of interest.

Much of the work was done by foreigners

a n d certain subjects hardly received the attention they deserve.
For example, a comparative research of development models can be envisaged.
Research of this nature could provide important information about the relation
between a development model and, for instance, the spreading of welfare and
tfea participation of the population in the labour process.
OK at the micro level one can consider problems relating to planning and
iEiplementation of projects.
There is an obvious need to shift from partial and fragmentary research
to more integrating and synthesizing studies that address themselves to the
society - social structure and economy - i n

its entirety.

Since the attain-

ment of independence, significant changes have occured in the political systems of many countries.

The process of modernization has brought

about

fundamental changes, in the social and economic structure and a great number
¿f varieties in the approach of development were introduced in several countries.
This offers a unique opportunity to scientists to undertake analytical and
interpretative studies on the transformation process and on new orientations
of

our societies and economies.
A similar phase in the history of the present day industrialized

countries

Iftas led to the production of a range of classical works that succeeded in
itefiadag the dynamic forces and in characterizing-the form of the emerging
societieso

Only a small number of such books-have been published in the

Carioiseao countries.
Secondly, it should b e observed that for a realistic analysis of

the

a a i c a r e of development problems it is essential to liberate oneself, to some
e&C'e&fct,- from methods and theories that have been worked out in the context
af

t h e industrialized

countries.

fhera is need, in all disciplines-that fall within the category of
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social and economic sciences, for the development of new concepts including analytical categories and models that fit within the situation which
.is characteristic of our countries.

In like manner statistical methods

applicable.to-developed countries should be adapted .to the conditions
of our economies in order to be serviceable to development goals, policy
and planning.
The empirical research methodology which is still dominant in
social sciences in the Western societies has, to some extent, contributed
to the views held by the social scientists in our countries with respect
to social problems.

For a long time there was an aversion to so-called

ficali&ieo (goal - m e a n s ) .

In the conception of science strongly

sknaiaaiied by positivism, the central question was the explanation of
pfeeaoasna, the so-called empirical research methodology.
The starting point was the so-called principle of falsification,
whereby verification offered the possibility to reject hypotheses or not.
The emphasis thereby is not laid on uniqueness but on the unvarying
uniformity of phenomena under identical conditions.
For a contribution to policy-making and planning the central
issue is how to induce, change.

The pivotal-question is the goals-means

selatiotxship, in other words, not only causal eies;, but finalities are
at the centre of interest.

Hence, at issue is-net

«sly. the empirical

sc&eatific methodology, but the methodology of decision-making, also
referred to as normative theory because priorities on the basis of
alternatives are the main concern here.
principle of falsification, but

The central point is not the

the principle of rationality.

For our purposes therefore empirical methodology and normative
theory are both important, for empirical research results help to
EGcaaative prescriptions.

Emphasis has been placed on decision-

QflMsg &T the normative theory rather than on empiricism which preOJH^JEDSSS central theories on the basis of which hypotheses can fee •
formulated»

For.it is often premature and restricting to accept

truths that may be relevant only for.other societies, without having a
good insight into our region and own societies.

-
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Finally to achieve greater efficiency.of policy-oriented research it
'is-mandatory to go further than the technical analysis-of a given development problem.

Special attention should be-paid to the political and admin-

istrative feasibility- -of 'the totality of applicable-political

instruments.

Attention should also be paid to the various groups.and classes that will
be affected by the-proposed-changes.

Nor can-a-policy-oriented

research

neglect;
a)

the means and methods to g e t

the support of those groups that are

involved in the proposed changes and
b).

the steps necessary to diminish and neutralize, the counter action
of groups with divergent vested

interests.

Research of this nature can-only be successful, if the scientists have
a thorough understanding.of

institutions, traditions and values of the

populations in the countries.

7
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EXPERTISE -'. WITHIN THE CONTEXT-OF-- SOCIAL INDEPENDENCE..
The training of. experts and the creation of expertise at universities
is of major importance within the framework of the struggle to achieve
social independence.

Practically all studies on the universities in

developing countries focus primarily on the formal, and material aspects
of education.
Por example, there is a constantly ongoing, discussion on innovation
in the curriculum.

Although the importance of this cannot be under-

estimated, it is striking that little attention, is. paid to curricula
within a societal context.

For it is precisely that which is associated

with the transfer of values and standards as they occur in the halls
outside the lecture rooms, the commenting on a variety of domestic and
foreign affaris, the attitude of the lecturer in a conflict, the manner
of dressing, all this I should like to classify under the "unwritten™,
concealed curriculum, which I deem of invaluable importance for the
training of young people to achieve social

independence.

Often indigenous values that serve as central, standards to assess
a number of major social problems are not dealt with through lectures but
through informal contacts, especially with members of staff with critical
and analytical minds.

It may concern, reference- to the colonial cultural

pattern, or reference to modern conceptions- in the. former colonial
country, or it may concern the adoption of an. attitude of consistent
aloofness.

In all three cases certain values are transferred to students.

It is frequently asserted
in many Caribbean countries.

that there exists an identity problem

But we should bear in mind that w e can only

speak about- an. identity problem when there is alienation from the familiar
environment without accomodation into the new one, or in case there is
only a partial adaptation.

A person who is not entirely at home aaywhere.,

in fact, does, not know who he is and sets out "in search of his identity"8.
But whoever is searching for something, assumes that the object of his
pursuit is somewhere- to be found and alas, there is nc identity if
there is nothing with which, one can identify oneself.
In so far as the identity problem, is relevant, it is of importance
to train people who, on the basis of involvement in their own societies,
are able, with expert knowledge, to recognize and formulate relevant

8
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development problems, and to indicate adequate solutions..
I shall now refer to two r_"oblems thai: are-extremely relevant.
Soclai ^ageds-yggsas-aafeiaua^ ai.cl i-gjgianal- manpower needs
Costs of universities in the third world countries are continuously on
- the increase. - The fact that increasing capital expenditure has not been
. acci/^paniai-by comparable growth is aaployment for graduates, is criticized
in publications on universities ia the Third World.

It is stated that the

education policy has resulted in an increase of the number of unproductive
university trained experts.

Lack of planning has-resulted in enrollment of

students for various studies'without consideration of future manpower needs .
Increases in the number of students © B r o i l i n g for courses-every year are
to s
a)

the s£e:£i2s and-materiel rersuBerafcion accorded to holders of
university degress s aad

b)

the fae£ that seceei&ary fedeeation in. the region is primarily geared
to'further traiatag-st uaiversities.

l£ is

TOJpitfe'^hilQ

fcfeefe

ia e m

societies there is also an emancip- •

itcoiiy aB^eei ©f .uaiveroity edacation, so that the desire to bring about
structural reforms-ia tha soeial and economic areas raise-implies the promotion
of social tasbiiifiys

®£f©ri&sg the opportunity to people from all walks of life

to a c q u i s that position which is in line with their.talents, interests and
capacities.
The annual growth of the number- of- -jobless- a-eademies has led, in many
South-east Asian countries, to efforts to arrvie at a more selective education- rather than mass education.
The solution , attempted igaores the structural --mature, of the problem,
far it will only be possible to solve-the.problems relating to supply and
demand of the growing-nussber of university trained.^ people, if there is an
insight into the future need for manpower in various sectors.

UNIVERSITY:

RESEARCH AND EDUCATION

The provision^of scientific•education and the performance of
research are important functions of our universities which can make
significant contributions to regional development.

But their ability

to do this will be limited if they function as exclusive institutions
for producing elitist cadres in society.

At the same time universities

embedded in exogenous value systems can contribute very little to
development of the country.

Monumental problems also arise where a

university is made into an instrument•of a government-imposed and
strictly defined development programme.derived.from an explicit
socially doctrinal context.. - Such a university does not train
scientists who will be able to give substance-to principal tasks
of the development-oriented university, such as: the innovative,
critical and analytical monitoring of a planned development process.

UNIVERSITY PLANNING AND POLICY

The-policy of- fc^s ussiwrsity e a

be e n t i r e l y o r partially formulated

• .

by tfte' gdv^-fra&eat, or more or less, be entirely a concern-of- the university
itself.
With respect to autonomy one can therefore envisage a continuum from
absence up to total autonomy.
UNESCO has carried out an investigation in a great number of universities most of which were situated in Third World countries.
tion has resulted in four publications entitled:

This investiga-

"Planning-the development

of universities" 1974. A /
It can be concluded that comprehensive planning.is desirable for "the
isle and the component parts" even when proportional.growth, is the. central
thews.-

The common practice among universities is-restricting themselves to

tailoring financial to physical planning.

There.is.need for greater ration-

alisation and. a. more structural approach to university planning.
Higher education is multifunctional and-multi-stratified..

Its functions

include training.of experts, contributing to science by the practice of science,
provision of education, and undertaking relevant-research in technology and
socio-economics.

The multi-stratified character is reflected both in the

range.of qualifications universities confer and the wide variety of lectures
given.
Three prime functions of our universities need to be considered:
a.)

Scientific

Whether regional universities should concern themselves with scientific
problems focussed on by universities in the industrialized world,,or whether
they

should meet the requirements of development-oriented universities; to

o l & s i g n models, to contribute to technology and science,- to. draft
baaed on their own societies; is a matter of great concern.

strategies

Universities

i n the Caribbean also belong to the international university community, and
cooperation in a regional context can considerably widen the scope for research.
Common positions should be taken on the practice of science and on development,
and s i n c e
4/:

scientific standards are related to academic attainments of the staff,
UNESCO publication

1974.

(4 parts).

"Planning, the development of universities

-
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qualitative improvement must also, receive consideration.

This can be

determined through professional attainments of lectures, through scientific
and socially relevant research and through setting high levels of standards.
In this context the content of education is relevant to achieving progressive j scientific, technological and socio-eeonomic

development.

The professional qualifications of young staff can be improved
through study leave, and active participation in regional and

international

scientific meetings.
b.)

Social

Consideration should be given to the socio-economic needs of the
country in enrolling students.

There is a quantitative imbalance in the

supply of and demand for graduates.

In countries with scarce financial

means where manpower planning is not practised,-universities
should carry out surveys on job opportunities for graduates.

themselves
The results

of such surveys can help to rationalize intake-of undergraduates.
i

A start

could be made through an annual- survey relating the number of graduates to
employment opportunities for them.
Development Institutes in the region, can-help to provide greater
orientation of students toward Caribbean needs by exchanges of lecturers
and by running courses both for students and citizens in general.

The

Law Faculty of the University of Suriname has already set up such a course.
Activities of this nature can be institutionalized
tages.

to great advan-

They could lead to inter-facuity activities, to ittultidisciplinary

approaches to development problems, to increasing the access of the
community to the university, to broadening regional, experiences, to
increasing thé level of the university and non-university staff members
and students, and to intensifying, the contact, between lecturers and the
community.
c.)

Training of Student

The university must also reflect on the training of academics»
Apart from the intellectual achievements^ personality development is also
important to our society.

Recruitment of staff exclusively on the basis

of intellectual qualities does not ensure that the teaching staff will
pay attention to all aspects of student

development.

-
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It is only in certain socialist states that both the professional train-

ing and the mental training have been incorporated as general objectives.
In view of the fact that in many third world countries it is chiefly the
university that trains the executive and managerial cadres of the society
and that, on account of the shortage of these cadres, academics in most
countries are called upon, soon after graduation to bear great responsibilities, it would seem desirable for universities to pay much more attention
to Caribbean societal goals in character development.
Restrictions and Constraints
There are many restrictions and constraints to gpod university planning
in the region.
In order to take right decisions it is desirable to have an insight
into regional problems in their full dimensions.
tion system is a pre-requisite.—^

To this end a good informa-

Data are required on the dropping out of

students, the costs of various study programmes and activities, and insight
into the patterns of applied information systems.

This will require both

the re-oBganization of existing information, and also the collection of new
information essential for decision making.

In this respect a first step in

the right direction might be the publication of a regional university information bulletin through which interested groups in and outside the universities
in the region could be informed on development within universities.
This preliminary examination of some problems in regional universities
shows that apart from the socio-economic, financial, pedagogical and political
fields, there are demographic constraints..

The number of disciplines which

can be offered in the university must be related to the minimum number of
students required to run a course.

One of the ways of overcoming this

problem is cooperation between universities in the region.
Regional concern with these and other constraints is important for
comprehensive university planning.

Even if governments show little enthusi-

asm for planning, universities should among themselves seek to establish
closer linkages in efforts to overcome regional problems in the field of
education.
5/.

The functioning and meaning of an information system however is
directly tied to the political system in which the university
is embedded.

PLANNING OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
IN THE REPUBLIC OF CUBA
By: Central Planning Board
Some General Observations:
It is well known and has been proven over the last decade that
the system of economic planning has become an efficient method for
achieving development.

Concrete examples are the economic success

of the socialist block, where the formulation and implementation
of the economic plan are of the highest significance.

But even if economic planning has its raison d'etre mainly in
socialist countries, it is not alien, at least in, an absolute sense,
to contries where the means of production are controlled by private
property.

The optimum use of resources, the orientation of development

towards desired goals, in fact the desire to contol the course of
events, are more than just simple motives for controlling the direction
of the modern society according to a

plan which should integrate the

desired socio-economic objectives.

The Caribbean countries have not been, nor are, for sure, indifferent
to this decisive purpose.

Different international organisations, both

within the regional sphere of action and outside, and not a few officials
and experts in this area have recognised its merit.

Nevertheless, in

practice, there exist some difficulties which if it is certain, do not
conflict with this purpose,

It is no less certain that these same

difficulties conflict with its implementation.

In other words

according to a specialist in the First Meeting of Planning Officials
held in Havana Last year:

"Planning as an instrument of development has never had a
real failure; - what has happened is that it has never been
implemented in an integrated form" (referring to the problems
of planning in. the Caribbean countries).

_ 2 _

To find the main factor that limits this full implementation of such
a system for the direction of the economy, it is not necessary to carry
out extensive research into the phenomenon.

The answer to the problem,

based on its universal repetition, turns it into a common axiom:

"the

dividing line between the purpose for planning and its practical application
lies in the lack of adequate structures which allow for an integrated
system of efficient planning".

Certainly socio-economic changes are the

inevitable premise for the successful articulation of the plan.

It is

not by chance, therefore, that the following recommendations made in the
First Meeting of Planning Officials would have been supported:
11

To underline the need to carry out in Caribbean Countries

structural changes, both social as well as economic which
are necessary for complete and useful planning systems."
The importance of carrying out this recommendation reaches a higher
dimension, within the regional framework, when we are dealing with planning
forms within the Agricultural sector.

In concrete terms, it can be said

that the agriculture-based economies, in the countries of the Caribbean,
form significant and, in some cases, the most important basis for the
creation of the material base which is necessary for the desired socioeconomic development.

To achieve this harmoniously in the near future,

that is to say through the plan, requires unequivocably the carrying out
of genuine changes in the structure of Agriculture which has been
shaped by

historical factors well known by our people.

Without trying, for obvious reasons, to implant the Cuban experience
in other countries, but rather to use it as a frame of reference because
of the results which have been registered, it is worth noting that in
the Cuban case, the possibilities which exxsted at the time of the
Revolution in January 1959 to structure the economy according to a plan,
depended basically on the application of urgent measures in order to
achieve real transformation of the shapeless economic structures which
up to that time were fed by a counterfeit

society.
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Given the structural characteristics of our economy, among other things with prescription applied, the promulgation of Law Reform Agriculture was the definite remedy to cure the endemic evils of the
large estates, land owners and exploitation from which the economy
suffered.

Revolution, Agricultural Reform and Planning were the key

tools in the solution of the Cuban problem.

For this reason, in Cuba, a Socialist country whose economy is
based on social ownership of the principal means of production,
planning is the principal instrument in determining the direction of
the national economy.

The rules and principles which regulate the

formulation of the plan as well as the methods for its scientific
basis in accordance with the law and regulations, objectives of the
economy, are stated in the methodology which is in the form of a
sub-system and is integrated in the planning system in force in our
country.

Economic planning, as it is now practiced in Cuba, is directed

at the fundemental task of creating the technical material base of
socialism and the achievement of constant improvement in the standard
of living, through development of the productive forces and upgrading
of production techniques in order to achieve maximum utilisation of
labour, material and financial resources.

GENERAL CONSIDERATION ON THE AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION PLAN
Because of the structural characteristics of the Cuban economy,
the activities of the agricultural sector constitute one of the most
important elements in the formulation of the national economic plan,
not only because of their impact on the levels of production but also
because of the implications of these activities for consumption, the
generation of foreign exchange, import substitution and the supply of
primary material for industry.

Peculiarities
Agricultural production has certain peculiar features which
distinguish it from other productive activities and which determine
special features of the planning process in this area.
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The first peculiarity has to do with the existence and development
of two forms of socialist property in agriculture - State and Co-operative as well as the recognition of the individual rights of small farmers to
the ownership of their land and other means and instruments of production.
The ownership patterns which have given rise to certain differences in
the direction of agricultural production and income distribution, have placed
a different focus on the tasks, methods and indicators, Planning of State,
Co-operative and private sectors in agricultural production.
In addition, the physical distribution of the private farmers throughout the territory, the organisations serving production (Agricultural
Production Co-operatives' Credits and Services Co-operatives and Small
Farmers Associations) the heterogenous nature of production, the yield of
lands and the productivity of labour, and, above all the important role
of this social sector in global production unquestionably require a
different approach to planning.
A second peculiar feature is the character of production and its
relation to natural factors.

The essentially biological and seasonal

character of production dictate a need for the hastening of certain natural
processes and the creation of reserves which can compensate for the effects
of natural phenomena.

This peculiarity of agricultural production demands

the highest level of stability in the production process and this requires
the utilisation of material resources such as irrigation, application of
chemicals and mechanisation.
The third feature is the universality of the principal resource, land,
whose physical properties and location permit the production of a wide range
of crops, but at the same time makes it difficult to carry out a strict
specialisation of production because of the attention that must be paid to
crop rotation.

Besides, the seasonal character of production having a

proper balance between specialisation and diversification in order to make
possible rational utilisation of time, labour force and other basic resources.
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A fourth peculiarity lies in the fact that a part of production is
retained by this very sector for use as a production resource, a
characteristic which affects the calculation of production through the
method of complete circulation,

ïfcr this reason it is necessary to

carry out careful balance sheet estimates, where consideration is given,
in addition to the objectives of supply to other sectors and for
consumption, to the volume of production derived from the requirements
of the same agricultural sector.

Basic Objectives
In view of the inter-relation between agricultural production and
national economic planning and also of the peculiarities of the
agricultural sector referred to above, the formulation of the plan should
have the following basic objectives:
- To determine the levels of agricultural production starting
from the projections of consumption and exportation of food
products, ws well as of industrial production which require
primary materials of agricultural origin.

- To progressively integrate agricultural production into the
different processing industries, making sure of a growing
supply that is commensurate with the development of these
industires and guaranteeing the qualitative requirements of
the same.
- To increase the supply of those Products which generate foreign
exchange or. are import-substituting, according to results of
evaluations on natural advantages, cost of production, indices
of efficiency, commercial aspects, foreign markets etc.
- To achieve the strengthening of the technical material base
of companies and co-operatives involved in agricultural
production through progressive introduction of the technological
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advances which ensure a better utilisation of the technical,
material and natural resources available.

- To contribute to the structuring of the plan in the most
consistent manner, from the base unit (the enterprise) to
the highest level, establishing the", inter^r'el'ation •between
the links which are involved in the formulation of the
plan, in accordance with the level of participation of each
one of them in the different stages of its formulation.

- Supplying those elements which permit conformity between the
production strategy of the sector and the general objectives of
socio-economic development of the country, incorporating in the
national economic plan the indicators or agrigultural activities
which have been determined.
Relations
- With the plan, for, increase in the standard of living through the
quantifying of volume and structure of production, particularly
of food products destined for consumption.
- With, the foreign trade plan through.which the. supply of goods
and. services which contribute to agricultural production is
established.

- With

the global and territorial balances, of.human, material and

financial, resourceswhere, the. volume, of.agricultural production
and of resources involved are decisive elements in the
formulation of the plan.

- 7 GENERAL INDICATORS OF THE PLAN
The general indicators are those which are common to the principal
branches of the agricultural sector , the determination of which is
necessary for the formulation of the central part of the plan.
Gross Production
This is measured by the method of completed circulation which includes
the value of production destined for sale or for payment in kind,
productive supplies, non-productive auto-consumption and agricultural
stocks.

Finished Production (in physical terms)
This comprises mercantile production plus productive supplies
and non-productive auto-consumption.
Mercantile Production
This represents the expression, in value of finished agricultural
and livestock production and of agricultural services destined for sale
including deliveries as payment in kind to the Co-operative members.
To calculate the value of this, established selling prices are used.
Non-Mercantile Production
It is that part of finished products which.is consumed within
the same enterprise or in non-productive auto-consumption.

It is

valued on the basis of cost of production.
Agricultural Accumulation
This comprises the value on the basis of planned costs, of the
planting of permanent crops and of attention given to them, of the
variation between the beginning and the end of the period required for
the preparation of the land for planting and, of the expenses to be
paid by the base unit (enterprise) for improvement and preservation
of the soil.
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Accumulation in livestock production is determined by the
difference in the total weight of the herd between the beginning
and end of the period, and is also valued according to planned
costs.
Sales to State
This constitutes the basic of agricultural production indicator
through which the commitment of the State enterprise, co-operative
and private farmer to the national plan is set.

This is obtained

from the volume of products which the productive enterprises sell
to the collecting enterprises at the rates fixed in the plan.

Balance of available land resource
Given the fact that land constitutes the basic resource for
agricultural production it is essential in the formulation of the
plan, to start with an analysis of the situation with respect to
available land and of the different alternative uses for it.
This is obtained by the means of a balance.

In this balance, the

physical availability of arable and potentially arable land and
the various possibilities for planting and crop rotation bearing in
mind the economic aspects and the social requirements are evaluated.

The balances of available land resources are obtained by
finding out the amount of land being used by production units, the
amount of land under cultivation, as well as the amount not
cultivated and the amount being used as natural pasture which is
idle land and can be ploughed.

With respect to destination account

has to be taken of the land which is allocated for permanent
production and of plans for planting of the crops selected,
bearing in mind the different alternatives for rotation.

Balance of the basic production resources and of labour resource
These balances are obtained for seeds, agricultural mechinery,
fertilizers, pesticides, food for cattle, the installation of

-
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machinery for rearing animals, for the collection of products, for watering
and for indicating the balance of labour resource since a large portion of
the labour force is engaged in agricultural activities.

Summary
In formulating the agricultural production plan, it is necessary to
start with the preparation of a balance of the global resources of products,
where the consumption requirements are compatible with the production
possibilities.
In preparing the various levels of activity in agricultural production
it is necessary to start with the selection of the land to be planted and
of the fertility of the soil types as well as with the yields which can be
obtained, the technology to be employed, the availability of resources etc.

In livestock planning the plan is based on a calculation of the number
of heads of cattle, which has its main counterpart in the animal food
balances which support it.
Planning of technical material base of agricultural production is
reflected in the planning of chemical application, mechanisation and
irrigation of the lands.

INDICATORS FOR PLANNING SUGAR CANE AGRICULTURE
This area is very important in the national economic plan because of
its high foreign exchange generation capacity.
indicators for planning:

The following are the
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Gross Production'
Mercantile Production
Sales to Industry
Sales of Cane produced by irrigation to industry
Total area planted with cane to be harvested
Existing area under cultivation
Irrigated area under sugar cane cultivation
Total Agricultural output
Yield from irrigated area
Demolition of sugar cane plantations
Surface to be planted
Losses in planting
Net Income per unit of the area occupied by the enterprise
Net income per unit of the area under cultivation.
INDICATORS FOR THE PLANNING OF NON SUGAR CANE AGRICULTURE
This includes agricultural production of crops which because of
their role in domestic food consumption, the supply of primary goods
to industry, import substitution and the generation of foreign
exchange are very improtant areas of agricultural planning.
following are the indicators:

Gross Production
Mercantile Production
Finished Agricultural Production
Sales to the State
Area Cultivated with selected crops
Agricultural Yield
Surface to be planted
Production of seedlings and of seeds
Net Income per unit of the total area of the enterprise
Net Income per unit of the cultivated area.

The

- 11 INDICATORS FOR LIVESTOCK PLANNING
This comprises reproduction, development feed and the supply of
livestock products through exploitation of different typesr 6f; herd.
In view of the economic importance of the different types of
production which make up livestock it is broken down into six subbranches: cattle, pigs, poultry, sheep/goat, horse and bee.

The

following are the indicators for each sub-branch:

a)

Cattle
Gross Production
Mercantile Production
Total finished Production of Meat and Milk
Sales of Meat and Milk to State
Total number of animals to be slaughtered
Average Weight
Average number of milch cows
Daily yield of milch cows
Daily yield of cows producing milk a second time
Purchase of animals for Private Sector
Births
Pregnancies
Index of the efficiency of articical insemination
Sale of animals for fattening
Final stock of herd
Variations in the total stock of cows and heifers
Final stock of preserved foods
Net income per unit of the area allocated to cattle farming
Consumption of concentrates
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b)

Pig
Gross Production
Mercantile Production
Finished pn-hoof

production

Tot;al njiinber of animals to be slaughtered
Final stock of herd
Animals for breeding
Annual production of pork
Consumption of

c)

concentrates

Poultry
Gross Production
Mercantile Production
Finished Production of eggs and meat
Sales of eggs and meat to state
Sales of eggs for hatching
Sales of animals for replacement
Index for the laying of hens
Index of conversion of feed to eggs
Average weight of the fattened birds
Index of conversion of feed to meat
Consumption of Concentrates

d)

Sheep/Goat
Gross Production
Mercantile Production
'Finished Production of meat and milk
Sales of meat and milk to state

ç)

Hqrse
Gross Prpduction
Mercantile

Production
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f)

Bee
Gross Production
Mercantile Production
Finished Production of honey^wax and other products
Sales of honey, wax and other products of state.

PLANHIMG OF TECHNICAL MATERIAL RESOURCES

a)

Agricultural

Services

These are services which support agricultural- production through
the provision of services which cannot be provided partially or totally by
agricultural production

enterprises.

The principal services are: services of agricultural machinery,
artificial insemination, veterinary attention, phyto-sanitary

service,

agricultural aviation and chemical service.

The principal indicator mercantile production which is in this
case similar to gross production and is valued at current prices.

b)

Mechanisation
Through the level of mechanisation of the different jobs, one of

the most, important indices of the technical progress in agriculture can be
assessed.
The following are the indicators which are used in the plan:
Area to be cleared
Area to be prepared for planting
Average daily working hours
Quality index on the preparation of land
Index of the availability of tractors
Amount of mechanisation required by each crop
Index of the availability of equipment for the cultivated
area.
Implement/Tractor ratio.

surface
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c)

Application of Chemicals
Through the availability of fertilisers and pesticides fixed

by the material balances, it is necessary to prepare indicators which
permit planning of the destination of these products and evaluation of
the levels of utilisation of these.

The following are the indicators used:
Consumption of fertilisers by crop
Area to be

fertilised

Index of fertility of each crop
Value of production per peso invested in fertiliser
Consumption of herbicides by crop
Area to be treated with herbicide
Index of the application of herbicides by crop
Consumption of pesticides by crop
Surface to be treated with pesticide
Value of pesticides
Surface to be treated with manure

d)

Irrigation
Given the geographic and hydrological. conditions, water is a

scarce natural resource.

Taking into account this reality, as well as

the decisive effect of this on agricultural yield the planning of
artificial watering is a very important factor in agricultural planning.
Apart from the indicators to measure the efficiency of the use of irrigation
and its effects, it is necessary to combine during formulation of the
plan, the other factors which satisfy the demand for this resource such
as, drainage, pumping, stations, watering systems etc.
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The following are the principal

indicators:

Mercantile Production
Available irrigated area
Form of Irrigation
Total expenditure in water
Value of investment per unit of surface irrigated

e) Collection of Agricultural products
This constitutes a large scale operation in the process of production and it is through this activity that the production circle is
completed.

The indicators which are utilised are the following:
Purchase of Agricultural products
Sale of Agricultural products by destination
Index of packing
Losses in commercialisation.

PLANNING OF PRIVATE AND CO-OPERATIVE PRODUCTION
a) Meaning of private and co-operative production
The active participation of private farming in certain areas of
production which are fundamental to the agricultural economy

(tobacco,

coffee, vegetables and peas) is an important factor which it is practically
impossible to under-estimate in the formulation of the agricultural
plan.

production

It is sufficient only to mention for the purpose of illustration, that

land tenure of private farmers represents only 27% of the total agricultural
lands of the country.

The benefits of the Agrarian Reform Law, promulgated

less than two decades ago continue to be in' force.
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In keeping with present stage of development

of'agricultural

production in our country as well as the forecast for the next few
years the principal objective of planning of the production of t h e
Private Sector is directed at transformation of the mini fundla method
of production to superior forms or organization, which are, in our case,
the co-operatives for agricultural production.

This purpose, which

is based on the principle of voluntary work by the peasant, an
inviolable law of the Cuban State stems from the need to achieve maximum
utilization of the land resource of the country through the application
of adequate technology, which is not very feasible within the mini
fundia organization.

The peasants could not have been made to wait

for the achievement of this noble objective.

So, the agricultural

production co-operatives established by the private farmers last year
have more than doubled now.

This represents collective use of 125,000

hectares of land containing approximately 830 co-operatives with about
19,000 members.

b) Definition of Co-operative
The Agricultural production Co-operative is an agricultural
organization in which groups of peasants voluntarily come together to
utilize, for a common good their lands, means of production and own
labour force with the principal aim of working collectively to achieve
a high level of efficiency in production and consequently an increase
in their income and in. the standard of living of themselves and their
families as well as their cultural well-being.

The State provides, the cor-operatives with material and
technical assistance so that they will gradually be able to utilize
the technology which is used in modern agricultural production.

In

this way a mutually advantageous relationship is established.

From the Institutional point of.view, the agricultural production
co-operatives are ruled by the principle of co-operative democracy
which defines the rules governing these co-operatives.

Thus the

co-operative is directed by the General Assembly of Associates, the
Board of Directors and the President,

The General Assembly is a

-
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collective governing body which as a result of its democratic

character,

discusses and approves all socio-economic activities inherent in the
co-operative and chooses its leaders on the Board of Directors and its
president.

Their decisions have to be carried out by the co-operative.

Forms of Planning
The planning of the economic activities of the private farmers
receives a different treatment from that which governs state enterprises,
because the form of ownership requires this.

The basic objective is, on

the one hand, to determine with precision the commitment of these farmers
to the state with respect to social participation which is expressed in
sales of their produce to the state and on the other to determine the
supplies which these farmers require from the state to fulfil their
commitment.

The fundamental aspects which ought to be the objectives in
planning are as follows:
and investments.

production, material securities, human resources

These aspects are planned by means of directive indicators

and by calculation indicators.

The directive indicators express in

quantities the commitment of the private farmer to the state.

The calcula-

tion indicators complement the directive by setting out the commitment
which is established by the latter.

The directive indicators, after being approved by the Government
Law to be carried out strictly, by the co-operatives and the farmers
according to their respective form of property.

The following are the

indicators:
Sales to State
Planning of selected crops
Area already under sugar cane cultivation
Insurance for supplies of equipment
Implements and of principal agricultural

services.

SCOPE, OBJECTIVES AND SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF PLANNING FOR
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT WITH REFERENCE TO BARBADOS

By: The Agricultural Planning Unit,
Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Consumer Affairs
Barbados

Introduction
Barbados is a small island.

Its area is only 166 square miles

or 40 500 hectares and 77% or 24 300 hectares are available for
agricultural purposes.

During the last decade, there was an annual

average of approximately 28 000 hectares cultivated and about 18 500
hectares of these were planted in sugar cane which is the predominant
and traditional crop of the country.

The remaining 91 500 hectares

are shared by such crops as yams, sweet potatoes, onions, vegetables
and others.

It has been estimated that there are about 800 hectares

in vegetables with approximately half of this.area under irrigation
and 800 hectares in citrus, mango, avacado, bananas, coconut and
other fruit trees scattered throughout the island, and about 10% of
the remaining land of poorer quality is in pasture.

Around 80% of

the sugar cane and 75% of the rootcrops are produced on the large
estates and the rest on small or medium size holdings.

Most of the

vegetables have been traditionally produced by small or medium size
farmers.

However, a few plantations have, within recent years, been

increasing their production of.vegetables.

The yields on small holdings

are lower by about 20 - 30% than those on the plantations.

It is

apparent that, with the exception of sugar cane and a few other crops,
the yields of most farm crops are well below the potential

standard,

which suggests the need for organization and technical efforts.

It is only within recent years that livestock,

especially

poultry production, has developed.on a commercial scale.

The

poultry, egg and. dairy industries are, to a large extent,

concentrated

ii <the hands of the medium, and large scale producers.

Yet, over 70%

of the cattle, 80% pigs, 90%.sheep and.goats are on the small farms.

- 2 Water resources for irrigation- are limited and a significant
in the irrigated area is not expected in the near future.

increase

However, with

different and more modern techniques and a higher, level of education,
it is possible that a wider area than at present could be irrigated
the same amount of water currently used.

from

Approximately 400 hectares are

irrigated at present and this is mainly by small and medium size vegetable
producers.
distributed.

The average annual rainfall is about 150 cms and favourably
However, a high degree of technical skill is required to

retain soil moisture during the dry season.

Most of the soils are shallow

but of fair quality and suitable for cultivation of a Variety of crops,
Drainage is also a problem,especially in the Scotland District area during
the rainy season.

The population of Barbados is estimated at 250 000 persons and about
25% of the working population is employed in agricultural and related
occupations.

It is reported that over 98% of the population is literate

and primary and secondary schools exist all over the island.

Though the techniques employed in agriculture are fairly advanced
on the large farms, there is still need for improvement in productivity
e:specially of vegetables, food crops and livestock.
so among the small farmers.

This is particularly

There is need for better production practices

and the application of more effective farm management in order to obtain
greater output from the land, water and labour.

The Ministry of Agriculture and its Services
The Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Consumer Affairs assumes a wide
range of responsibilities in the field of agricultural development,
planning, research and extension.

In 1965,-the old Department of Agricul-

ture was renamed the Ministry of Agriculture, consequent upon the introduction of Ministerial Government.

It was also in that-year that the post

of Deputy Chief Agricultural Officer for. Research was established with
responsibilities for non-sugar, crops and livestock production.
seen clearly in support of Government's policy to diversify

This was

agrigulture

and to show some regard for the development of the small farm sector, for
it must be pointed out that prior to this time the staff of the old
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Department of Agriculture had represented only the needs of the sugar
and plantation sector.

It is now regarded that the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and
Consumer Affairs is the governmental organization with total responsibility for fostering, guiding and monitoring the development of
the agricultural sector.

This Ministry must therefore formulate and

implement those policies and-programmes which are. consistent with the
stated objectives of Cabinet.

It is in fact the main governmental

contact with the general public in matters related to agricultural
development and policies.

In order to formulate and implement the

agricultural policies and programmes, the Ministry is subdivided
into functional units and employs about sixty technicians and a
larger number of persons in the related

fields.

The.major areas (or departments) through, which the Ministry
functions and have its outreach are as follows:
(i)

The Extension Services Organisation

(ii)

The Research Services Organisation

(iii) The Planning. Unit Organisation
(iv)

Other Support

institutions

(a)

Barbados Marketing

Corporation

(b)

Agricultural Development

(c)

Barbados National Bank

Corporation

The Agricultural Planning Unit in the Ministry of Agriculture,
Food and Consumer Affairs has.the responsibility for agricultural
planning.

It must submit its sector plan to the National Planning

Division in the Ministry of Finance and Planning which
the plan, into the National Plan.

incorporates

The latest plan, to be published is

the Barbados Development Plan. 1979-1983. and the Sectoral Plan on
Agriculture and Fisheries is attached as an appendix ÏT to this paper.
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In addition to the Agricultural Planning Unit, operating units under
the Chief Agricultural Officer may formulate and implement programmes
without going through the Agricultural Planning Unit.

Further efforts of the

Planning Unit are. aimed at developing a more co-ordinated

planning

mechanism within the Ministry of Agriculture.

Other Government controlled agencies such as the Marketing

Corporation,

the Agricultural : Development Corporation and the Agricultural Credit Bank
form part of the planning machinery.

In addition, there are privately

controlled agricultural organisations which play a role in the planning
process.

I.

Current Patterns of Agricultural Planning
During the past two decades, national planning for economic development

as one sector of the overall plan, has become widespread.

Mellor in his book

"The Economics of Agricultural Development" states that "the purpose of
planning for development is to achieve greater efficiency through

co-ordination.

Effective co-ordination is based on an overall view of the development process.
Plans may concern themselves with direct provision and allocation of resources
through the manipulation of market forces and incentives.

Resources to be

allocated include not only traditional forms of capital but administrative
talent and skilled manpower necessary to develop new

institutions."

The literature contains several good summary statements - almost
idealized models of agricultural planning.

These reflect the current concern

with the place of agriculture in economic growth, the concern with food
supplies, and the concern that vigorous programme action is necessary if
agriculture is to grow at an acceptable pace.

Szeze Panik. of FAO presents

a brief outline of the common steps in agricultural planning, dividing the
process into formulation of objectives and preliminary targets, research,
formulation of development policies and measures, formulation of investment
schemes and projects, programming,. implementation and

eveluation.
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II.

Objectives of Agricultural .Plans and Policies
The fundamental purpose of development planning is to promote

human welfare and growth.

Increase of national income or the rate of

economic growth is only the means to' this end.

Within this broad aim

are always certain specific objectives, e.g. to maximise employment,
to diversify the economy, or to deal with problems of balance of
payments.

To these may be added many more objectives which may be

partly economic and partly social.

Thus the long term development

strategy in recent years for Barbados has been the diversification
of the agricultural sector, expansion of tourism and development of
industrial

exports.

In recent years Barbados Development Planning has attempted to come
to grips with the pre-eminent economic problems of its agriculture:
an over dependence on one single crop - sugar.

Although sugar cane is

well adapted to the natural environment of Barbados the essentiality
of agricultural diversification is recommended for the following reasons:
1,

To overcome the structural rigidity of the agricultural
sector due to its heavy dependence on sugar.

2.

To overcome a growing deficit in the balance of payment
on current account resulting mainly in increased

quantities

and costs of food imports.

While it is recognised that sugar is likely to remain the principal
generator of foreign exchange in the foreseeable future, a hedge must
be established against potential problems whose exact nature cannot be
analysed now.

The obvious remedy lies in a greatly increased

emphasis

on programmes for modernizing and expanding the production of non-sugar
agriculture.
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The years tp come, must see an. increasing emphasis on the positive
contribution of agriculture to the overall pattern of economic growth and
with it, a considerable change from planning for agriculture as a kind of
welfare sector to a new emphasis on seeing agriculture as an essential,
fully economic sector of a growing economy.

Lewis notes, "if one were

asked to pick a single factor as the most common cause of a low rate of
economic growth it would have to be the absence of a vigorous
policy.

agricultural

He goes on to say that agricultural stagnation is the main

constraint on the rate of growth

... It contributes to a shortage of

foreign exchange, either by failure to earn more, or by failure to supply
the growing urban demand for food and raw materials, which must then be
imported.

Except for countries which have rich mineral resources, no

under developed country can grow rapidly in which farm output is stagnating.
"Hence a vigorous agricultural policy must head the list of developing
measures".

Much of the recent work of development economists focuses on

the inter-relationship between agriculture and other sectors, with significant implications for agricultural planning.

Much of this new concern

for agriculture has grown from the fact that countries like Barbados are
losing the capacity to feed themselves, evidenced by the growing food import
bills.

In addition foreign exchange earnings whi-ch chiefly come from

agriculture have been declining at ^n increasing rate.

Ill • Plan Strategy Outline
Goals
The goals for the development of the agricultural sector in Barbados,
which may be achieved by the implementation of an integrated production and
marketing system, are to:
1.

Increase sugar and pon-sugar agricultural exports and import
réplacement.

2.

Improve the standard of living of the agricultural community
and the nutritional status of the community at large.

3.

Maintain an adequate agricultural community.

4.

Minimize the fragmentation pf agricultural land.

5.

Conserve land and bring

under-utilized land into cultivation.

Resources
1.

2.

Land
(a)

Erosion in the Scotland

District

(b)

Idle and underutilised

(c)

Uneconomical use of land

lands

Water
(a)

Underdeveloped irrigation facilities

(b)

Absence of dams

to conserve run--off water in the

Scotland District

3.

Manpower
(a)

Undertrained

(b)

Shortage of
research,

4.

agricultural labour force
technical and professional skills in

administration and management.

Physical Capital
(a)

Inadequate stock of farm equipment

(b)

Poor infrastructure in the Scotland District

(c)

Underutilization of existing equipment pwing to
poor distribution of services.

5.

Finance

of earnings in sugar industry

(a)

Low retention

ib)

Inadequate credit

(c)

Inadequate

facilities for.small-scale farming

funding for agricultural support schemes.
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6.

Management
(a)

Adherence to outdated and ineffectual management
methods.

IV.

(b)

Poor managerial performance in key statutory

institutions

(c)

Inefficient extension and other farmer services.

Special Problems of Agricultural Planning
Planning for agricultural development in Barbados presents a

number of special problems and difficulties.

Unless these are clearly

understood and adequately provided for in policies and measures for the
implementation of plans the objectives sought are unlikely to be attained.
This is the more serious since a shortfall in agricultural production can
Seriously hamper and dampen the growth of the whole economy where
agricultural exports (sugar) is a major source of foreign exchange,
where food is a considerable item of consumer expenditure and where a
rise in food prices therefore gives rise to grave inflationary pressures.
Among the more important of these special problems are:
(1)

The need to establish a pattern of land use,
cropping and animal husbandry which will
conserve or increase our very scarce soil an4
water resources,

(2)

The large seasonal and year to year
in output.

fluctuations

These coupled with the low price

elasticity of most farm products largely account
for the great instability of agricultural prices.
While the importance of price stability at the
consumer level is generally appreciated,

the

serious disincentive effect on production of low
and unstable farm prices appears to be of
secondary
(3)

importance.

The seasonal peaks of demand for labour tend to reduce
farm productivity and make it more difficult to shift
manpower to other occupations.

This imposes the triple

problem of finding systems of farming with more steady labour
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requirements, of finding ways of usefully utilising underemployed farm labour during slack periods and of substituting
mechanised systems for labour

intensive systems without the resultant

retrenchment of labour.

(4) The need to ratiopally transfer capital from agriculture to
finance investment in other sectors, without at the same time
checking the growth of agricultural production or making the
farm sector unduly unprofitable.

Much more' research is needed to

reach a better understanding how agricultural taxes in general and
land taxes in particular can be used to provide
compulsory savings for economic development on the one hand and
how tax incentives can be used to bring about increases in
agricultural production, to give some indication of the net
fiscal burdens on agriculture, relative to other sectors and to
show how administration of agricultural taxation may be improved.

It seems worth emphasizing that by no means all the transfers of
resources from agriculture take place through the medium of
taxes.

If agricultural land prices are too high and are unable to

give a return consistent with the level of investment, if the cost
of credit to the farmer is too high in relation to the returns to
the farm investment, then in effect resources are transferred out
of the agricultural sector.

If because of defects in the marketing

system, the producer must sell at low prices and in the end get a
very small share of what the consumer paid, again there is
effectively a transfer of resources out of agriculture.

Perhaps

the best recent general discussion is that of Stephen Lewis, in
his paper "Taxation of Agriculture and Economic Development" who reviews t]ie main trends in post-war professional thinking about
agricultural taxation and non-tax policies in the context of their
possibility for resources transfer from agriculture to other sectors.
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cs)

A characteristic, of investment in agriculture of considerable
importance in planning, is that to an extent greater than any
other major sector, the bulk of the capital needed to raise
agricultural productivity is not fixed capital but short term
working capital.

This applies particularly to the purchase of

fertilizers, pesticides, improved seeds, animal feeds, etc.
Because of the quick turn over of such inputs,

conventional

national accounting methods may miss changes in their use.
They do not figure in capital output ratios, and this may
lead to an underestimation of the real capital needs of
agriculture.

This gives the impression that capital output

ratios in agriculture are very low and may lead to an underestimation of total investment requirements by leaving out the
partipular need for short term credit.

(6)

The presence of outmoded institutions in agriculture which
until remedied will effectively block rational development.
This applies especially to land distribution and condition
of land tenure, of credit and marketing.

(7)

The small scale, the dualism and dispersed nature of agricultural production.

Since the course of production depends on

the independent decision of thousands of small and scattered
producers who cannot be effectively coerced, it is essential
to enlist their co-operation if plans are to be effectively
implemented.

(8)

The dispersed nature of agricultural production makes it very
much more difficult than in other major industires to obtain
reliable statistics or to implement measures (e.g. of land
reform, credit or price stabilization) designed to increase
incentives to expand production. .
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(9)

The dualistic structure of agriculture and the pre-eminence
of part-time farming in Barbados are important

considerations,

A further dimension to the planning process is the thousands
of landless farms that form part of the agricultural

(10)

sector.

Then there is the "specialness" to agriculture as a production
process that differentiates it from other forms of production.
It is a biological process and is characterized by heterogenity
in its physical inputs and climatic factors.

The time span

required in agricultural production involves a large number
and wide variety of decisions.

Agricultural

production

incolves a "crop cycle" or time lag between planting and
reaping and the decisions to be made throughout this gestation
period are many and require different skills and knowledge;
which crop to choose, which variety, when to plant, when to
weed, when to fertilise and when to harvest.

(11)

There are key

identifiable factors that are essential to

agricultural growth and will accelerate it.

Mosher in his

book "Getting Agriculture Moving" has identified
essentials:

(1) Transportation,

(3) New Farm Technology

five (5)

(2) Markets for Products,

(4) Availability of Purchasable

inputs and (5) Incentives; and Five accelerations:

(1)

Education (2) Production Credit, (3) Farmer Association,
(4) Improving or expanding land base and

(5) Planning.

The

relative importance of one or more of these factors must be
based on the unique agricultural problem situation and most
important each problem situation must be studied in totality.
It is vitally important to recognize that uniqueness and
totality are essential preconditions to the formulation of
successful programmes for agricultural development in Barbados.
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V•

Decentralisation of the Planning Process
A major weakness in agricultural planning to date has been the

failure to decentralise the planning process further.

The weight

of opinion in the literature is that more decentralization is necessary
if agricultural planning is to enlist the support of cultivators, local
agricultural leaders and government administrators.

As Waterston says:

"The Planners task becomes a matter of trying to reconcile, or at least
to strike a workable balance between a whole series of divergent

interests.

This can best be done by making the preparation a plan combined operation
in which everyone and every group likely to be affected by it government authorities and administrators, legislative and other representative bodies, regional and local authorities, technical and
advisory bodies, the private sector and the public is involved in
the process:in sòme/appropriate way.

A number of analysts feel broad support for planned programmes
and participation in the development effort can come only if there is
more public debate about planning policy and subsequent programme
formulation.

Effective agricultural planning calls for a national

seminar on development where the plan designers, the programme
formulator, the programme implementers and those affected by the programme have, in a sense, an equal responsibility in the formulation
of policies and programmes.

The best way to ensure acceptance is to

bring into the implementation of .the plan representatives Of those who
have to carry it out".

An agricultural planning is basically a political process and
should embody and express the concensus of the society in terms of the
strategy for agricultural development.

Accordingly the preparation

of a plan for agricultural development should provide the occasion for
the Minister of Agriculture to exchange views with the Nation's
agricultural leaders and scientists - Technically sound

development

programmes which fail to take political realities into account are
destined to fail.

By the same token, political plans which ignore

the technical facts of agricultural science and economics are unlikely
to accelerate agricultural progress.
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Price Gittenger of the World Bank submits that "developing

countries

with the best economic growth records are those where national development
objectives are widely discussed, where programmes are argued over and
formulated throughout the society, and where everyone from the Government
Minister to the lay worker understand the harsh realities of economic
growth".

VI . Organisation for Planning
The type of organisation for economic planning

(including

agriculture)

naturally depends on the traditions, the political structure and other
special circumstances of the country.

But normally provision • has to be

made, however simple or elaborate the form of planning at three levels:

1.

Determination of broad policies, such as the main objectives of
development, and of the plan, the overall level of investment,
the balance between different sectors of the economy, etc.

2.

The more technical aspects of planning including the analysis,
comparison and co-ordination of proposed development

projects

and programmes, reviews of trends and prospects on world markets
for those commodities of economic importance to the country,
formulation of targets, etc.

3.

After the plan has been finalised implementation of the individual
projects and programmes which make up the plan.

The main point for emphasis here, is the great importance of close
consultation and co-ordination at all stages and levels if economic planning
and development is to be coherent and effective.

A plan for one sector,

such as agriculture indeed becomes fully meaningful only within the
framework of an overall plan.
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By far the most extensive and best work dealing with general
organizational problems, of development planning is Waterston's
which draws on the planning experience of virtually every country in the
world.

After reviewing the experience in a number of countries Waterston

recommends a Central Planning Agency or Ministry with rather aggregative
responsibilities and establishment of "programming units" in the
operating Agencies or Ministries.

Based on Waterston's model of plan organization in his

"Development

Planning - Lessons and Experience", and adapted to meet the specific
needs of agricultural planning in Barbados, an organization plan
structure is conceived of in the following ways:

(1)

A Central Planning Unit residing

in the Ministry of Finance

and Planning which has the responsibility for general economic
analysis policy formulation and review and integration of
sector plans.

To this Unit obviously falls the task of

estimating gross domestic product, balance of payment, ordinary
government expenditure and revenue and similar national
aggregate indicators, the articulation of national economic
development objectives, the establishment of target rates
of growth, and the integration of sector proposals into
':*..".'

the. fihal'plan." . To encouragé:'co-ordination of. .sector plans
the central planning agency must exercise a general administrative function of establishing deadlines and criticizing
the programme submitted for individual sectors.

(2)

Programming Unit (Agricultural Planning Unit) residing in the
Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Consumer Affairs adequately
backed up by the various operating units, (crops, livestock,
estension, fisheries, co-operatives, soil conservation,
marketing credit, etc.).
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The primary function of the Agricultural Planning Unit would

include

(1) the combining of projects and proposals of the operating units in
the Ministry of Agriculture into agriculture sector programmes;
(2) submitting and defending them before Central Planning Unit;
(3) recommending policies, instruments of economic policy, administrative
oat" other measures and machinery required to implement the Ministry of
Agriculture programme; (4) reviewing and evaluating agriculture sector
projects and programmes; and (5) co-ordinating the Ministry's demand
for, and the use of technical assistance.

From time to time the

Agricultural Planning Unit woùld be required to undertake

special

assignments, such as drafting loan application for projects, preparing
project reports for foreign aid missions and international agencies, or
assessing the impact of a specific project or programme.

To permit the preparation of the required studies and reports, the
Agricultural Planning Unit would need to collect, record, process and
analyse relevant statistical data provided by the operation units and
from elsewhere.

A desirable way to organise the Agricultural Planning

Unit would be to set up two loose, flexible sections.

One of these

would be concerned with general analysis, research and

statistics;

the second with programming, progress reporting and evaluation.

The Agricultural Planning Unit should occupy a crucial position
in the agricultural planning process and should be the main channel of
communication between the Central Planning Unit; and the Ministry of
Agriculture.

It should receive information;;;from central planning about,

planning objectives and directives which will permit the Ministry of
Agriculture to prepare projects and programmes for incorporation
the national plan.

into

In turn the Agricultural Planning Unit should act

as an agricultural information reservoir for central planning.

An

agricultural plan prepared by the Agricultural Planning Unit is
necessarily tentative until central planning reconciles it with other
sectoral plans and available resources.
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The Agricultural Planning Unit should not prepare or execute
projects, since these are properly the functions of the operating
units in. the Ministry of Agriculture.

It should however set up

forms and standards for the various operating units to follow in the
preparation and execution of projects.

These should provide among other

things for (1) feasibility and engineering studies, and cost benefit
analyses; (2) the identification of "milestones" in executing projects
which permit the setting up of realistic work schedule and phasing
of a project with other related ones;

(3) building into the project

suitable means for determining, on an up-to-date unit with other
costs, as well as physical progress during the execution of the
project; (4) assigning responsibility for each task (5) training
programmes required to produce personnel qualified to operate a
project when completed; and (6) the creation of a suitable organisation
and management cadre to run the finished

project.

Becuase the Agricultural Planning Unit transcends organisation
lines in a Ministry of Agriculture and because it must

transmit

certain guidelines and directives to which operating units must conform
in preparing and executing their projects, it is desirable that an
Agricultural Planning Unit be established as an independent staff unit
reporting directly to the Minister through the Permanent

Secretary.

The Agricultural Planning Committee should be made up of the
Minister of Agriculture, his Permanent Secretary, the Chief
Agricultural Officer, the Deputy Chief Agricultural Officers, and the
Head of the Agricultural Planning Unit as standing members and the
Heads of the various operating units to be co-opted as needed.
Such a committee would constitute the planning group for the
Ministry of Agriculture and as such should review policy proposals
which the Ministry's Agricultural Planning Unit has prepared for
consideration for the Minister or Permanent Secretary, and where
appropriate for Cabinet or Central Planning Committee.

This planning

committee should also endeavour to evolve means for achieving
economy avoiding waste and ensuring efficient execution of projects.
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It is further desirable for the Ministry of Agriculture to have
an advisory body (National Advisory Council) composed of persons outside
the Ministry to participate and help in the process of preparing and
executing the Ministry's programme.

Representation on this committee

should be wide as possible and should aim at covering the range of
problems that impinge on agricultural development,

institutional,

production, marketing, financing and credit and manpower.

The size

of this council should be determined on the basis of compromise.
Such an advisory body would be composed of representatives of important
producer groups, of the processing and distribution trades of consumers,
of agricultural co-operative organisations, technical staff of other
Ministries, outside experts and the like.

The National Agricultural Advisory Council not only should prepare
policy suggestions for the Minister, but should also act as a sounding
board for contemplated policies.

It should perform an educational

and extension function as well, since the Minister should call upon it
for co-operation in disseminating information about adopted

policy.

The council's suggestions should be studied and analysed by the
Agricultural Planning Unit and submitted to the Agricultural Planning
Committee for consideration.

To summarize therefore the simple outline of the planning machinery
(see* Agricultural Planning Organisation chart) thus identifies five
important components:

the central Planning branch whose main function

would be to undertake the considerable task of co-odinating and

integrating

all sector programmes in an overall national development plan, providing
advice and guidance for the Ministry of Agriculture on general resources
distribution and broad economic objectives:

An Agricultural Planning

Unit to work in close co-operation with appropriate operation units
and other departments in the assessment of agricultural resources,
the preparation of development projects and programmes, the economic
appraisals, policy alignments and identification of priorities, as
well as in the implementation of schemes and the evaluation of results:
the operating units which will prepare and execute their

individual

projects following guidelines and standards set up by the Agricultural
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Planning Unit: the Agricultural Planning Committee, concerned with
broad formulation of development policy and with the general shape
of the overall national development programme, and the continuous
direction and adjustment of agricultural.planning activity:

a

National Agricultural Advisory Council composed of outsiders to
recommend policies and otherwise to assist in preparing and
executing the Ministry's programme.
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APPENDIX II

(Extracted from Barbados Development Plan, 1979-83)

Chapter 5

AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES

INTRODUCTION
The agricultural sector in Barbados, by virtue of its dominance
in the economy has always been the major sector in any development
plan strategy.

This sector contributed significantly to foreign

exchange earnings and to employment.

As the economy diversified

and developed in the 1960's the agricultural sector was also
diversified.

The strategy was to pursue an agricultural

diversi-

fication programme aimed at encouraging the shift of some sugar
cane lands from producing

sugar to producing

vegetables and

livestock products.

The agricultural diversification strategy of the decade preceding 1975 was part of allland use policy which was initiated to
permit the subdivision of selected estates into two and four acre
lots.

This policy was theoretically to give momentum to the non-

sugar diversification programme, but it failed at the implementation
stage.

This land use policy, because of its flexibility, failed to

differentiate between the development objectives of land
redistribtuion and agricultural land redistribution.

ownership

As defined here,

a land ownership re-distribution policy is a socially and politically
oriented policy to cater to the need for wider ownership of land;
whereas an agricultural land re-distribution policy is an agriculturally
oriented policy to re-distribute holdings of a viable size according
to intended use.

The adverse long-run effect of this past policy was

a significant build up in the portion of idle lands in the agricultural
sector.
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Future agricultural policy will ensure that land use is. maximised
and that the benefits of the agricultural diversification programme are
economically, financially and socially maximised.

OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES FOR AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT
The major thrust of an agricultural development policy will focus
broadly on the areas of land use, import substitution, export

generation,

employment opportunities and farm income improvements, efficiency in
administration and resource conservation.

Objectives
These areas of thrust may be translated into the general objectives
which follow:

0

to implement a land-use policy which will ensure the economic
use of the existing arable land;

0

to maintain and if possible increase agricultural export
from sugar and to develop exports of other agricultural

0

earnings
commodities;

to reduce agricultural imports where import substitution is
technically and economically feasible, and not unduly costly to
the consumer, and where the

overall effect on the balance of

payments is favourable;

0

to encourage a policy of employment stability and where financially
feasible to encourage employment generation in the sector;

0

to improve the level of efficiency in the administrative elements
of the sector;

0

to ensure a fair return to producers and workers and reasonable
prices to consumers;
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0

to conserve and protect the resource land from erosion
and to develop and utilize efficiently the resource
water.

THE STRATEGY
Land-use
A land-use policy must firstly focus on the future of sugar
cane production, which now occupies about 85% of a r a b l e M a n d

in

Barbados.

In order to formulate a strategy for the future of sugar
production, the Government, the sugar industry and the Barbados
Workers Union agreed to support a comprehensive study of the
future of the sugar industry.

This study, which is well underway,

has as its major terms of reference:

0

to identify those areas presently under sugar cane
cultivation which could economically be put to other
agricultural use;

0

to identify the resources required to optimise the use
of the lands suitable for sugar production and the use
of those suitable for non-sugar agricultural purposes;

0

to evaluate the applicability and efficiency of available and existing machinery for use in the industry;

0

to evaluate the efforts of mechanization and the
utilization of labour on the financial and economic
performance of the sugar industry;

0

to make recommendations on the organisations and
institutions necessary in order to realise the potential contribution form sugar.
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The findings of this sugar study will form the basis for formulating
the future development

strategy for this most vital industry.

As for the future of non-sugar agriculture, the viability of continued
expansion in vegetable production will be influenced by the development of
our irrigation water resources.

In 1978$::the findings of a comprehensive

Water Resources Study were submitted to the Government.

That study found

that some 52.6 million litres of water per day were available for
irrigation use.
hectares.

This water is found in areas with a gross area of 3,725

However, not all this area is arable land.

The development

of this water resource will require the assistance of the Government and
the international agencies in providing the required investment

capital

for irrigation.

The statistics show that Barbados is markedly increasing its per
capita consumption of meat.

Given about 80% of this consumption is

imported, it is imperative that the economics of increased
production, within the land-use context, be examined.

livestock

Therefore, where

feasible, Government will encourage the expansion of areas of lands not
suitable for sugar or vegetable production, for livestock production.

Of significance to the future strategy is the land-use policy
which will bèi adopted.

>¿"••.1Lc

Previous land-use policy permitted the indiscriminate

sub-division of agricultural land.

During the Plan period 1979-83 the

land-use policy will ensure that no indiscriminate sub-division of
agricultural land is permitted.

Rather it is intended that an agricultural

land re-distribution policy be the focus of the land-use policy.

To this end, Government has embarked on an Integrated Rural
Development Project which will result in the development of plantation
tenantries as agriculturally viable units.

This project will first

transfer title of land to the tenant and then develop infrastructure and
irrigation facilities, and provide adequate credit for those tenants
who wish to become viable producers.

It is expected that funds for this

project will be provided by the Inter-American Development Bank.

In

addition Government will implement a land-lease project at Spring Hall.
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This project will involve the leasing of Government owned land to
about twenty-four (24) farmers to embark on full scale small farming.
It is expected that investment funds for this project will be
provided by the Caribbean Development

Bank.

Of relevance to the land-use strategy is the need to get
arable fallow/idle lands back into production.

There are. about

2429 ha of former sugar cane lands now lying idle.
lands are undoubtedly lost to agrigulture.

Some of those

For the remainder, the

Government will analyse and formulate appropriate measures to get
such lands back into production.

Generation of Foreign Exchange
Sugar
The foreign exhange generating capacity of the agricultural
sector will be exploited to the fullest.

The sugar sub-sector

is

undergoing an indepth analysis and a sugar strategy will be
implemented to maximise the foreign exchange receipts from sugar
within, the marketing constraints facing sugar exports.

Indications are that the existing major sugar markets will
continue to experience instability and depressed prices during the
Plan period.

Therefore, more than ever, a skillful marketing

strategy will be implemented to maximise the receipts from available markets.

Barbados will continue to support the ACP efforts

to gain maximum price levels from the EEC and on the U.S. market.

To supplement sugar receipts, efforts will be made to increase
significantly the receipts from rum exports.

In addition Government

will continue to monitor the research and economic feasibility of
producing by-products from sugar.

Two of these by-products which

will be foremost in the planning objectives are fibre board from cane
rind and industrial alcohol.

If necessary, the Government will seek

investment participation in implementing these sugar by-products
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projects when proven feasible.

In any event, the Government and the sugar

industry will continue to co-operate in the efforts to maximise foreign
exchange earnings from sugar cane production.

Vegetables and Root Crops
The foreign exchange efforts in the non-sugar sub-sector will be
focused on export vegetables and selected root-crops.

It is known that,

markets exist in temperate countries for fresh vegetables during the
winter season.

To penetrate such markets calls for specific measures on

the supply side as well as the demand side.

To co-ordinate these two

variables, the appropriate project evaluation and formulation procedures
will be undertaken.

The investment needs of an export vegetable project

will be identified and if necessary, appropriate financial assistance
will be sought.

Investment assistance will also be sought for appropriate

irrigation development.

Black Belly Sheep
During the Plan period the expansion of the Black Belly sheep
population will be encouraged within the private sector and implemented
on the Government sheep multiplication stations.

Exports will continue

to be developed.

Import Substitution
The export thrust of the foreign exchange objective will be complemented
by an import substitution emphasis.
import are significant.

The import data show that

This is a direct result of the ever

per capita consumption of meat in Barbados.

feed-stuffs

increasing

It is therefore planned that

local production of grains and other feeding-stuffs will be emphasised
during the Plan Period.

Included in this strategy will be the implementa-

tion of the commercial use..of xane-feed^as.-it^b^cQpts.^flrejeepngffiisglly^v,and technically•feasible*' rTherelarewSomeip£odußtsiwhiehbca^-b£ gftilifcedq
economically in a g r o - r i n d ü s t i r e s . A s iadeq^a.tefiSüpplÄesnbesQ©ie.9a^allabLe.tw
processing will be ..encouraged,
' .•-.>

.•

y-,fc^aaoarr11
1 g-jx lasmslqml

, l o d o o l ß Ißi-jztKubrti: bora fcoi'i
nx noliBqxDiJißf .Iflsairtesvfli
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Employment and Income Distribution
The import substitution strategy will be strengthened by a drive
to encourage the countinued comsumption of locally produced

foods.

When necessary, quantitative import restrictions will be employed to
stimulate greater demand for local produce.

The age profile of the agricultural labour force, particularly
sugar, coupled with the less than favourable attitude of youth
towards agricultural labour, will shape the employment objective of
the future strategy.

The national goal for employment is one of

aiming to achieve virtually full employment in the medium-term.

For

the agricultural sector, the short-term employment policy must be one .
of employment retention and stability rather than expansion.

This policy has in part, been influenced by the financial and
social variables which in aggregate restrict employment

expansion.

For several years, the wages of the agricultural worker have been
lower in real terms than those in the new sectors of the economy.
This situation was perpetuated in part by the inability of the industry
to grant substantial wage increases (prior to 1973) because of the
guaranteed prices earned for sugars.

The cyclical but steep rise in

sugar prices in 1974 and 1975 enabled the sugar industry to greatly
improve its ability to pay higher wages.

The result of this

phenomenon was that in 1978 sugar workers enjoyed a competitive wage
position, and in some cases an advantage over other sectors.

The

financial implication of the prevailing wage rates is that an expanded
labour force would aggravate the cost/price squeeze now being experienced
in the sugar industry.

An analysis of the age structure of the sugar workers reveals
that in 1976, 60% of the regular labour force were over 50 years of
age.

This figure is in contrast to the age distribution of the

national labour force in 1976 where a mere 20% were over 50 years.
The type of replacement policy adopted for the over 50's in the
sugar industry will therefore have a significant impact on the total
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employment generated by sugar.
v

Mechanization in agriculture (sugar and non-sugar) has perhaps

increased at a more rapid rate than is socially desirable given the level
of unemployment.

Because of the desire to maximize the future employment

potential of the agricultural sector, a rationalization study of the labour/
capital ratio most suited for the development of agriculture will be undertaken as part of the sugar industry study.
Income Distribution
The objective of farm income distribution seeks to ensure that the small
.n Barbados continues to survive not only socially but economically.
Traditional agriculture in Barbados was characterised by an estate subsector on the one hand and a small farm sub-sector on the other.

As our

agriculture modernized and diversified, there emerged a group of enthusiastic
non-sugar producers in both sub-sectors.

These modern non-sugar producers

were forced to become more farm income conscious than the traditional sugar
producers.

To these producers the cost of investment capital, land and labour

were only available at market cost.
were abundant.

No massive grant funds or 'cheap' labour

Economies of scale in production were necessary to sustain

adequate incomes.
As the modernization process continued, the specialist non-sugar producers
in the estate sub-sector began to gain the competitive advantage in production
over their counterparts in the small-farm sub-sector.

In fact, the small

farmers utilized high levels of family labour and devoted longer hours on the
farming activity in order to compete in production.

On the demand side small

farming gained from the frequent shortages, particularly with vegetables, which
produced rather high prices.
What this planned agricultural development

strategy is concerned with is

.that the future of the small non-sugar f armer is assured-, as more-estate lands
are released from sugar into large scale non-sugar production.

The justification

for the continued survival of the small farmer cannot be based exclusively on
economic analysis of land utilization.

:

•(

• .'..-•::.

1/ The 1971 Census of Agriculture defines small farmers as those holding
less than 10 aqres (approx. 4 hectares) of- land.
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This sub-sector consist of more than 10 000 small farmers as conpared
to about 200 large sugar holdings.

Social stability and the right to

a fair standard of .living, will, be.'weighed against economic criteria.

The intention of the Governement through its agricultural
development strategy is to provide the necessary incentives and
assistance to guarantee a fair standard of living to all small farmers.
The formulation of a rural agricultural development project is the
first major step in this direction.

In the medium term it is planned

to develop land settlement schemes for small farmers, to promote cooperative farming and to initiate youth farms to encourage our youth
population to participate in the agricultural modernization process.

Resource Conservation
The conservation of soil and water resources will be an essential
component in the agricultural development strategy.

For over a

dacade large sums were expended on the Soil Conservation Scheme in
the Scotland District of the Island.

Such activity was essentially

g l a r e d at erosion control to arrest slippages and landslides.

Despite

such efforts, the agricultural production of the area remained
stagnant.

The Government has embarked on a project that should result

in a significant increase in production from the area.

With financial

assistance of the IADB, a comprehensive study of the area has been
undertaken and a Master Plan for the development of the Scotland
District will be prepared for the consideration of the Government.

From this Master Plan, projects will be developed and implemented
in the area.
investment.

Such project activity will require significant

capital

The Government: will be approaching the IADB, CDB and

other international lending agencies for financial assistance to
exploit to the fullest the agricultural potential of the Scotland
District.

In addition, appropriate soil conservation measures will

be applied to all lands in the island.

The Government will expect

the private farmers to intensify their usual cooperation in this area.
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As for ground water conservation, the use of- this resource will be
monitored and where necessary regulated by the n e w Water and
Authority.

Sewerage

This Authority with the assistance of the Hydrology Unit of

the Ministry of Agriculture will identify water resources suitable for
irrigation and advise producers on the appropriate rates of application.

Where groups of farms are located in a given irrigation water zone,
the Government will encourage through incentive measures the development
and use of irrigation facilities on a co-operative basis.

Agricultural

Institutions

The major agricultural institutions are thè Ministry of Agriculture,
the Agricultural Development

Corporation, the Barbados Marketing

Corporation

and the Agricultural Credit Division of the Barbados National Bank.

As

a matter of policy, the Government will implement measures to ensure
greater management and technical efficiency in these institutions.

The Ministry of Agriculture will continue to be a major arm for
implementing the Government agricultural policy.

The Research and Extension

activities of the Ministry will be subjected to analysis and evaluation with
the aim of increasing efficiency in the Ministry.

The assistance of the

Inter-American Development Bank will be utilized in this exercise.

The ADC during the past decade has drifted along without an encouraging
productive performance.
society.

In fact its existence has been rather costly to

As a result, the future role and functions of the ADC will be the

subject of a detailed study. . Before the end of the Plan period it is intended
to have the ADC re-oriented more towards a greater contribution toward
agricultural" production than "previously."

Where possible' thé "recommendation ""

of the study will be implemented with urgency.

Meanwhile, however, the

Corporation is being restructured and one of its functions will be the
implementation of the integrated Rural Development

Project.
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The Barbados Marketing Corporation has also failed to assume the
leadership role in the field of agricultural marketing.

The Government

has therefore secured financial assistance from the Caribbean Development
Bank to formulate a marketing project which will include the re-location
and expansion of the BMC facilities at a site identified at Lower Estate,
St. George.

Construction is due to commence in mid 1980 and the plant

is expected to commence operation late in 1981.

The Agricultural Division of the Barbados National Bank will be
the major single source for financing agricultural development.

The

Bank is the agency responsible for administering loans raised by the
Government for on-lending to farmers.

As the investment needs of the

agricultural sector increase during the Plan period, the Government
will, where necessary, approach international lending
for loan capital.

institutions

It is estimated that during the Plan period, the

Agricultural Bank will be asked to administer new lines of credit to
farmers of approximately $6.4 million.

Price Policies and Incentive Schemes
In order to continue its policy of controlling inflation within
the economy the Government will continue a policy of price control.
As far as domestic agriculture, is concerned, this policy will
continue to ensure that on the one hand, commodities reach consumers
at a reasonable price, and on the. other

farmers receive a fair price

for their products and to regulate trade in a manner that will serve
the best interest of the community.

The Government's policy on price control is being effected

0

through:

The price control division of the Ministry of Agriculture,
Food and Consumer Affairs.

-
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O

The Barbados Marketing Corporation, through its.policy of guaranteed
prices to farmérs and its intervention to stabilize the market during
shortages by importing the necessary

0

requirements.

The Agricultural Planning Unit by . the provision, of marketing

intelligence

information and the identification of incentives for the Agricultural
Sector.

The Barbados Marketing Corporation has been made sole importer of a
number of food items, and this has allowed for the proper .regulation of
the supply of these commodities on the local market.

The aim of policy measures taken so far is to ensure that prices are
stabilized as much as possible to ensure that supplies reach consumers so
that the nutritional requirements of the population can be satisfied.

Every effort will be made during the Plan period to ensure that farmers
receive a fair: price for their produce, by improving the marketing
and the mounting of a marketing intelligence programme.

facilities

These measures will

also be aimed at a policy of price stabilization by trying to remove the
gluts and shortages which now plague the agricultural

sector.

With a.view to motivating agricultural production and

diversification,

subsidies have been extended to farmers through the farm incentive scheme
to ensure that farmers are able to produce commodities at reasonable prices
and make a fair return on investments.

The present subsidies include the

purchase of inputs, tractor services, sinkingc.'of wells and purchasing Of
irrigation equipment, spraying equipment, pasture development,

co-operative

development, livestock breeding services, services to fruit tree owners,
slaughtering services provided at the abbatoir, and a rebate on repairs to
boats and fuel for boats registered with the fisheries department.

In

the past, farmers have taken advantage of these incentives and efforts are
underway to ensure that wherever, possible concessions are made to producers,
which will allow stimulation of local food production, expansion of the
fishing industry and ensure a reasonable return on investments.
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To achieve these objectives during the Plan Period the Government
will continue to provide these incentives necessary to sustain the
sector.
It is hoped during the Plan Period that farmers will utilize
the opportunities available to them in the farm incentive schemes,
The Barbados Marketing Corporation is continuing to offer
guaranteed prices to farmers in order to help stabilize prices
during the Plan Period.

The B.M.C. will continue to intervene in

the market when there is a shortage of supplies and import
commodities in the quantities desired and at the time desired.
The B.M.C. will also perform a similar role during the periods of
high production by providing guaranteed prices to farmers on contract
in an effort to stabilize prices to producers.
Through the incentive scheme, efforts will be made to ensure
that farmers are aware of the subsidies available to reduce the
cost of production, so that the production of local commodities can
be exported at competitive prices to regional and extra-regional
countries.

FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT
The development of the fisheries potential of Barbados will be
fully exploited during the Plan Period.

The fishing industry that

has evolved is predominantly one comprising of about 500 small
fishing boats.

These boats are often constructed with limited

holding capacity and are non-refrigerated.
is restricted to one day expeditions.

Consequently fishing time

Every effort will be made to

encourage fishermen to improve their vessels and remain much longer
at sea during fishing expeditions.
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To provide these incentives, the Government has sought the financial
assistance of the European Development Fund to implement a major project
at Oistins.

This project will provide a new and elaborate fisheries

terminal, ice making facilities, new pier and jetty and more efficient
marketing arrangements for fishermen.

It is planned to extend the Oistins

fisheries project concept to other selected fish landings in the Island,
particularly Speightstown.
The Government will also continue to provide a line of credit
for small fishermen through the Barbados National Bank.

There is, however, the need to evaluate all aspects of the fishing
industry.

The supply issues and demand problems willlbe analysed with

a view towards identifying ways of increasing supply to meet anticipated
demand growth through an adequate marketing system.

The achievement of

stability of fish prices to the fishermen and consumers will be an
objective of any future fisheries strategy.

The Government has obtained

the assistance of the Canadian Government in conducting the planned indepth study of the fishing industry.
In 1978, the Government took the decision to phase out the shrimping
operations of its wholly owned company, International Seafoods Limited.
Shrimpihg

had become a non-viable operation partly because Barbados had

to depend upon the good-will of other nations to permit Barbadian vessels
to shrimp inttheir grounds which were distant to Barbadian waters.
Added to this, was the fact that Barbadian shrimp vessels had become
unduly costly to operate.

The constant need for subventions from

Government became unjustified.
The Government is investigating the feasibility of a trawl fishing
operation using some of the existing shrimp vessels.

In this activity,

the Governments of Barbados and Guyana have entered into a fishing
agreement which is mutually beneficial to all.

The successful implement-

ation of a trawl fishing project will go a long way in increasing the
supply of local fresh and processed fish.

The Government is also inves-

tigating the utility of providing trawler storage facilities at sea
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for small fishermen to allow them to remain linger on fishing expeditions.

CO-OPERATIVES
Government is convinced that a viable and vibrant co-operative
Movement in Barbados can result in the kind of development which
portrays self-help and promotes self-sufficiency.

Government is

also concerned that with a few notable exceptions the co-operative
movement in Barbados has experienced only modest progress over the
years.

Based on the conviction that real improvement is possible and

the will to succeed exists, Government Is prepared to continue its
support to co-operative enterprise in Barbados.
To this end, it has sought to identify the constraints to
co-operative development in Barbados and to encouráge a reorganization
of the Movement along lines which would stress co-operation and
self-help as well as upgrade the awareness of the membership at large
to the value of good business practice as an aid to co-operation.
Plans are underway to re-organize the movement through the
establishment of a Co-operative Federation and for effecting changes
to the present arrangements consequential upon this approach.

It is

recognised that the fullest involvement of co-operators is essential
to the success of whatever approach is taken,
Technical assistance has been secured for the services of an
expert from the International Labour Organisation to assist in upgrading cooperative awareness, education and management skills of
key cooperators in the first place, and of the movement in due course
for more effective organisation.
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The budgetary estimate of capital expenditure for the agricultural
sector during the 1979/80 to 1982/83 period is $69.8 million.

Of

this amount, it is expected that over $20 million will be raised from
external funding agencies as loans or grants.
The major externally funded projects include the relocation of
the Barbados Marketing Corporation, the construction of a new
Central Agronomic Research Laboratory, the Oistins and Speightstown
Fisheries Terminal Complex, the Integrated Rural Development Programme,
the Development of the Scotland District, the Spring Hall Land Lease
Scheme and a Fisheries Development Project.

A FRAMEWORK FOR DEVELOPING A
REGIONAL FOOD AND NUTRITION STRATEGY
By Dr. W. .T. Phillips
Caribbean Community-Secretariat .

Section 1
INTRODUCTION
1.0

BACKGROUND TO THE REGIONAL FOOD PLAN
In 19 75 the Heads of Governments of the four More Developed

Countries (MDC's) of CARICOM set up a Food Working Party to consider and
make proposals for the consideration of all member governments " .,.. for a specific plan for the increase of food production
including fish, in the entire CARICOM Area designed to achieve
the greatest nossible measure of self-sufficiency in the
region: ..."
As a result of the activities of the Food Working Party, the
Committee of Regional Agricultural Planners and the Standing Committee of
Ministers Responsible for Agriculture, proposals were put to the Heads
of Government Conference in December 1975 on the implementation of a
Regional Food Plan.

The proposals essentially consisted of:

i) formation of a commercial corporation, the
Caribbean Food Corporation, as the main implementing mechanism for a Regional Food Plan and spearheading a programme for greater self-sufficiency in
the Region's food requirements;
ii) preliminary identification of projects which would
make, a major impact in resolving the production and
employment problems at the earliest opportunity.
These projects are within the more vital food
commodity sub-sectors and support services such as a)

livestock products;

b)

grain crops for direct human consumption
and for livestock feeds;

c)

fruits and vegetables;

d)

the production of seeds and other
propagating materials;

?

iii)

a)

the bulk purchasing and distribution of
agricultural inputs;

f)

spices and essential oils.

utilising existing community institutional mechanisms
for advancing the implementation of the Regional Food Plan.

The Heads of Government Conference considered the above proposals and
the Conference:
"Agreed in principle to the formation of a Caribbean Food
Corporation as the implementing mechanism for the Regional
Food Plan and to its very early establishment, in any case
not later than September 1976;
Adopted the proposals made with respect to the projects
identified;
Directed the Caribbean Community Secretariat to ensure that
the prefeasibility studies with respect tp the major items in
the work programme are undertaken as soon as possible;
Requested the Caribbean ¡Development Bank to explore and
report on sources of finance for prefeasibility studies and
loan financing of- the identified projects;
Directed the Standing Comsnittee of Ministers Responsible
for agriculture to keep under constant review the progress
made during 1976 and to issue any further direction that
might be necessary."
The essential basis of the Food Plan has been a continuous process
of study, identification' and implementation of projects under the various
sub-sectors.

The approach utilises what has'been called a "Preliminary

Design" concept.
This concept which initially was developed for the livestock subsector is essentially an accounting of regional needs and of regional
capacity to satisfy those needs defined in the first instance in terms of
readily Identifiable national plans.

It is an approach which proposes a

regional strategy, incorporating national programmes and policies for the
development of the particular sub-sector.

It shows the regional production

deficits, the resources required to meet these deficits and broadly
indicates the production possibilities and input requirements for the
proposed production targets.

In addition, it identifies the back-up

activities required for the production programme.

On the basis of this

information, decisions on the regional level can be made and a programme
of activities agreed on. Regional decisions with respect to the scope
and content of the sub-sector programme lead to the next stage of activity
which is the task of refining the "Preliminary Design" through
effectively identifying the national projects and working towards their
ultimate implementation.
This approach, though practical in the circumstances of the
Regions has not been without its limitations, including:
i)

ii)

absence of overall guidelines as could be provided by
a strategy for the agricultural sector based on optimal
allocations given competing developmental objectives;
the concentration of sub-sector studies on identifying
production-oriented projects which has excluded consideration
of other orientation*, for example» health, education, etc*,
applicable to the development of the sector as 4 whole; and

iiil) the sub-sector focuses only implicitly recognising the
; nutritional needs of the population.
The last ¡Saetor was brought into sharp focus when findings of
Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute (CFNI) studies indicated that a
significant portion of the Region's population was suffering from
inadequate nutritional intakes.

These findings were of sufficient concern

as to lead to a Ministerial proposal to develop a Regional Food and
Nutrition Strategy as part of regional planning activities.

This.Paper

deals with preliminary work towards elaboration of such a .strategy.
1.1

PROPOSAL FOR FOOD AND NUTRITION STRATEGY
The Conference of Ministers Responsible for Health, in the

Statement on Health Policy adopted at their Third fleeting, named food and
nutrition as one of their top priorities.

In Resolution 16, adppted at

their Second Meeting, the Conference requested the Secretary General to
change the name of the Regional Food Plan to the Regional Fdod and .
Nutrition Plan and to examine the implications of so doing.

Ministers of

Agriculture subsequently endorsed the latter part of this Resolution,
^solution 129 adopted at the Third Meeting, read in conjunction with
Objective 3 of the Regional Health Policy, outlined the framework of a
Fijod and attrition Strategy.

' In its statement on Health Policy, the Health Ministers Conference
states,that its objectives under Food and Nutrition are to:

i)

ii)

iii)

improve at once the quantity and quality of food taken by
the vulnerable sections, of the population, namely, small
children, expectant and nursing mothers and the poor;
attain in the longer term, a level of food intake that
prevents any degree of malnutrition that impairs human
«2il->beitig and productivity;
with these aims in view, develop a multisectoral food and
nutrition policy for each country and for the Community
as a whole.

The Conference goes on to prescribe what it calls "a triple
approach to strategy" as follows:
i)

rural development, with emphasis on productivity and
the re-distributiqn of income;

ii) measures to improve the combination, quality and
distribution of foods produced and
iii)

health and related activities.

Section II
A REGIONAL FOOD M P NUTRITION STRATEGY THE ISSUES
2.0

NUTRITIONAL PROBLEMS
Available data on the nutritional status of the population

withia the CARICOM Region indicate that there is a significant shortfall
not only of calories, protein and iron, but also of calcium, thiamine (Bl),
riboflavin' (B2), niacin and vitamin A.
"that

For example, CFNI findings indicate

of the Region's population do not obtain recommended levels of

protein and 56% are deficient in calorie intakes.

The situation varies

for individual countries, but groups at risk are fairly similar.

The

nutritionally most vulnerable groups in the CARICOM Region are children
under two years old and pregnant and lactating women.

?rocein-Calorie i^alsmtrxtion (PCM) in children under the age of
five and particularly in children under the age of two continues to be
the gravest nutritional problem in the entire Region.

This is reflected

in the average infant mortality rate for the Commonwealth Caribbean which
is twice that of the North American countries and, even more significantly,
the average one-four year old mortality rate is five times as high.

About

1.2 per cent of these children, roughly estimated to be between 6,000 and
9,000 in the CARICOM Region, are severely underweight and in imminent
danger of death, while about 12 per cent are less markedly underweight
and are classified as moderately malnourished.
Anaemia (mostly due to iron deficiency) is common, and affects
mainly children under five and adult women.

Because nearly one-half e£

pregnant wotaen are anaemic, this oay result in complications for aether
and child at childbirth &nd afterwards,
Thora is evidence that manual workers of both sexes have a
deficient energy intake, and to a lesser degree, a deficient protein
intake.

The ioplicatioas for national productivity of an Inadequately-

fed work force should be obvious.
2-1

POOD SUPPLY AND NUTRIENT DEFICIENCIES
The available data on food supply indicate that, taken as a whole,

the average national per capita food energy supplies vary fro® being
equal to requirements to prssisidiag an over—supply of 30 per cent while
the protein supplies are sell above requirements.

The existence of

nutrient def iciaaeiL&s despite tlsis overall picture of nutrient supply
indicates that there is a degree of inequitable distribution of the
available nutrients
. The proportion of profcsia. ia • .the- existing diets has baea said
to be ¿ideqiuate Sox aeetisg the body requirements. .The protein defic'isacy
tihi-ch'is evidsnt is. the result of an overall calorie deficiency.because
wtessa. there7 is a shortfall ia the intake- of energy foodsthe -protein'. ' ,
foods- corieusasd are utilized first for energy needs with the result that
little if any remains available for the vital functions of growth and
maintenance.

The Balnaatriti/m ^rofeloa ia the Region which is cotmonly

misconceived as -a p-go&sisa $>zobl&m is.basically a problem of insufficient

intake of food.

this problem Is most cojaxaoaly found in situations where low income,
unemployments large family si2es pear housing and poor environmental
sanitation exist.

Poor families are the moat critical group in this

regard and will need special at£ttJ.cXGU in the planning of a Food and
Nutrition Strategy.
Another aspect of the food and nutrition problem is the heavy
dependence on imported food for the'basic nutrients.

The cereals which are

imported provide the largest, contribution to the calories and protein
content of the diet of ths people c2 the Commonwealth taken as a whole.
This food group also makes a proportionately greater contribution to the
diet of lower socio-economic groups-whose consumption of animal products
is relatively low.
The food supply situation existing in the Region and its consequentialeffect on the food and nutrition status is largely the result of the known
poor performance of the agricultural sector together with other social
and economic features.
2.2

ISSUES IN THE FORMULATION OF FOOD AND NUTRITION STRATEGY
a)

Social and Economic Factors

The malnutrition problem manifests itself as a health problem but
is largely the result of social and economic conditions which are
fashioned by factors-strch as rapid population growth, unemployment, low
productivity in" agriculture, serious economic inequalities in the society,
poor environmental conditions, lack of knowledge about locally-produced
foods and even myths'and" superstitions about theme

Solutions to the food

and nutrition problems in the Region must therefore include measures to
improve the social and economic conditions of the population.
b)

Factors affecting Food Demand

These include per" capita income and its distribution, food subsidies,
consumer education, control of unscrupulous advertising, particularly of baby
foods, nutrition education, stippisae'ntary feeding programmes and population
policy.
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c)

Factors affecting Food Supply

Included here are the pattern and level of food production and
prices, transportation, food marketing, storage and processing, the
nutritional value of various foods, food exports and imports, food
standards and food safety.
; •

d)

Factors affecting Intake and Utilization of Food in the
Human Body

Of relevance here are factors such as pregnancy spacing, lactation,
breast feeding yis-a-vis early weaning, infection, parasitism and
immunisation practices.

In a number of Caribbean countries 20-30% of.

all deaths are due to infectious and parasitic diseases.

This serious

situation is largely due to the lowering of body resistance by malnutrition.
e)

"

"

-

Developmental Objectives

Improving the nutritional status of the population is only one of
th$ developmental objectives of the Region.

Given the Region's present

economic situation which is characterized by poor performance of the
agricultural sector, serious balance of payments problems, and high
unemployment levels, cognisance must be taken of these and other
developmental objectives.
f) Human Development Factors - Education and Culture
The objectives of the Regional Food and Nutrition Plan suggest the
need for changes in the Caribbean way of life, especially in respect of
attitudes to agricultural and rural pursuits, consumption patterns,
the preference for goods atid services provided from extra-regional
sources and the corresponding prejudice against goods and services
produced within the Region.

The objectives of the Plan also suggest

that certain new skills, techniques and approaches must be developed
if the Plan is to be successfully implemented.

The implementation of

the Regional Food and Nutrition Plan therefore has implications for
education; indeed education has an important role to play in laying
the foundation and supporting the supei-stiuctore necessary for the
achievement of the objectives of the Plan, as indeed of regional
development generally * .

j&esminatiQns - of the needs of the Region have indicated that the
education systems as at present operated are inadequate to satisfy the
aspirations of the Caribbean peoples for economic development and selfsufficiency.

It has been observed that certain parts of the systems are

seriously under-developed, that the systems still tend to over-emphasize
literary and classical studies at the expense of manual and technical skills
to which they assign an inferior status and that they tend to operate in
isolation from the world of real work.

It now remains for proposals for

educational renewal formulated on the basis of these observations to be
speedily translated into strategies and programmes designed to respond
to the developmental needs of the Region.

It should be noted, however,

that educational approaches alone would be inadequate to produce the
necessary change in attitudes., and must be supported by improvements in
the physical and service infrastructure.
g)

The Communications Challenge

The major challenge faeing communications activities in the context
of a Food and Nutrition" Strategy for the Caribbean Community lies in the
formulation of more "people oriented/people involved" plans of action alongside technical" considerations to foster changes in attitudes towards the
growing and consumption"of" food in the Region.
The role for-communications in a Food and Nutrition Strategy for the
Caribbean Community, therefore, should be" one aimed at eliminating the
existing distances" between the planner and plan on the one hand and the
executor and beneficiary- on the other, and creating new channels to
accommodate the interplay of the widest possible viewpoints in thé elaboration and" implementation of the plan.
This would require the development of a communication system that
transfers information from planners to these various entities and vice
-versa. - -The -development of" a-system of "communication between the various"
regional agencies" involved and between regional agencies and national
governments would" also*be a very-important factor to be considered.

_ 9 i)

Community Participation

An essential part of the Strategy would be, in consulta tion with
the specialists in health education and nutrition education, to help the
people of the Caribbean ccmsunity, children as well as adults, using all
the available means and media, to identify for themselves the chief food
and nutrition problems;, to fee.! personally responsible for solving them;
to make full use of the available services, especially in agriculture,
education and health,

so to arrive at solutions of the problems

by the actions and efforts of the people themselves.
2.3

THE MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH
The issues raised above clearly indicate that merely increasing

food supplies and providing the traditional, health services will not
automatically solve the food and nutrition problems.

These problems are

caused by more fundamental factors requiring elimination of a wide
range of social, cultural, - economic and political constraints.

Effective

food and. nutrition planning would therefore need involvement of various
disciplines.
Section III
CONCEPTUALISATION OF A REGIONAL FOOD AND
NUTRITION STRATEGY
The present efforts to advance the implementation of the Regional
Food Plan are characterized, by the major emphasis being placed on the
identification, and implementation, of. agricultural production-oriented
projects, these activities being carried on outside of any regional
development framework.
This has led to a number of problems:
i)

there is some-doubt as to. whether the priorities
being placed on some of the production projects
are correct in the. sense that there are a number
of competing developmental objectives which need
to be satisfied^ Thsse. objectives can only be
analyzed wd-' priorities- determined within an
overall theoretical., framework which considers
their individual, claims, identifies options for

10 satisfying them and allows making reasoned choices.. This
calls for an approach operating at the sector level as
opposed to the subsector level analyses on which the
projects have been based5
ii)

given the present orientation of the analyses it has not
been possible to incorporate into the present efforts some
vital inputs needed to ensure broad-based participation to
improve social or nutritional standards. This is so since
emphasis is being placed mainly on production projects;

iii)

additionally the Plat has not yet examined projects through
which people can be educated about the problems which they
face and the possible solutions, the resources available to
them, and how these resources can be utilised to improve
their socio-economic and nutritional status. So far there
has also been little effort at seeking the involvement of
the "actors" - in the elaboration and implementation of the
Plan;

iv)

without an overall operating framework, which would act as
a guide J it has been increasingly difficult to co-ordinate
the activities of the various agencies dealing with the
Regional Food Plan. This has caused work on the Plan to
proceed with a certain lack of direction and with numerous
instances of overlap of effort.

The further elaboration of the Regional Food Plan would therefore
require that additional elements be taken into consideration to allow the
Plan to move forward on a much wider front.

In order to achieve this

an operational framework within which these varüibus elements can be
accommodated and the resulting activities co-ordinated will need to be
devised.. It is towards developing this operational framework that current
efforts are being directed.
This, of course, does not mean that efforts £0 increase the supply
and more efficient utilisation of food are being slowed down.

Hence,

there continues to be identification of a continuous stream of projects
under the umbrella of a Food and Nutrition Strategy.

Development of the

food and Nutrition Strategy would therefore have to incorporate these
projects alréady identified and/or under wa^ and would have to identify,
in itself, additional projects.

In addition, the Strategy would need to

encompass an appropriate regional institutional framework which would
incorporate a "Regional Project Implementation Pipeline".
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The Strategy •maM

therefore need to he formulated in the context of a rolling plan uiadsr
coistiauous ravis«? and codification, the result of which should be the
contiguous identification and channelling of projects into the "Project
laplemantatlon Pipel&ae".

Section IV
PRELIMINARY WORK

To initiate work ou the elaboration of the Strategy an Intra-»
CAB1C0M Secretariat Committee was set up in January 1979 with Terms
of Eef ereace;
i)

to asseable aad review all the existing material and ongoing projects on Pood and Nutrition activities;

ii)

to fomulste a detailed Work Progranase aimed at the
preparation of a draft comprehensive Food and Nutrition
plan for the Region including a time frame;

iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

to identify the technical assistance requirements of the
identified Work Programme;
to suggest a mechanism(s) for the co-ordination and
reporting functions of the Work Programme;
to consider an activity schedule for the finalisation
of the draft Food and Nutrition Plan; and
on the basis of (i) to (v) above prepare for
consideration by the Secretary General, a paper
setting out proposals for the execution of a plan of
operation for formulating the Food and Nutrition Strategy,

The Committee's report included identification of studies, relevant
to developing the Strategy, (possible or known) implementing agencies and
an institutional structure (Annexes I and II).

Subsequently, meetings

with Heads of Efigional Agencies and with Heads of International Agencies
discussed the report, endorsed the approach, identified responsibilities
and indicated areas tjhere on-going activities could be incorporated or
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assistance afforded.

An Inter-Sectoral Committee whose job it is to

organise a work programme, monitor and report progress and finalise the
Strategy has been appointed and begun work.
Generally, the multi-sector* multi^disciplinary approach is
intended to meet some of the limitations of the current process.

Regular

consultations at national and regional levels are intended to interface
activities under the RFNS, those of National Governments and those of
international agencies.

This approach, it is felt, would allow for

better agency activity co-ordination, and streamlining of effects thus
providing for a more rational channelling of resources into Agriculture.
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ANNEX I

LIST OF STUDIES/DGCOMENTS
GENERAL
1.

Overview of Cerll!;aan Food and Nutrition Problems

2„

Priorities of Foei and Hiafcrition Strategy

3»

Objectives of Food and Nutrition Strategy

4o

Food and JJutri£ion profiles for each country of the Region

5.

Food and Nutrition surveys and/or policy for each country
as now available

<S„

Data on the state of Food and Nutrition of the peoples
of the CciBHonwealth Caribbean

7.

Socio-economic factors affecting nutritional status in
the Caribbean

w&n&ss. ¿m

t&raamoH

1.

Regioeal Health Policy

2.

Maternal and Child Health Strategy

3.

Nutritive Value of Caribbean Foods

4.

Family Planning

5o

Supplementary Feeding

6.

Nutritional Anaemia

7«

Safety of Food

8o

Bn^ironnseatal Health Strategy

90

FeoS Standards

CQÌMJNITY PARTICIPATION
1,

Consumer Education

2o

Nwtritioa Education
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STAFF EDUCATION AMD TRAINING IN FOOD AND NUTRITION
^OVI^LUIES

M W T Q Z Z M SAG NSTRITIQHAL STATUS OF CARICOM REGION

1„

Overall agricultural sector study - objectives, performance
and strategy

2.

Livestock subsector c".udy

3»

Fruits and Vegetables subsector study
Oils and Fats subsector

5.

Cereals and grain legumes subsector study

6»

Fiah and fish products subsector study
d Essential Oils subsector study

8„

Bulk purchasing of agricultural inputs

9»

The production of seeds and of other propagating material

10.

The supporting services (transport, research, training, etc.)
required to back up these subsector programmes

11.

(a)

Marketing/Prices/Subsidies of Food Items

(b)

Food Import and Export Policy

12.

Problems of-FOod Storage and Preservation especially
Nutritional Aspects and Health Effects

1»

(a)

An assessment of the objectives of the Food and
Nutrition Strategy and the educational requirements
for satisfying those objectives

ir;

ttri

£ survey of the existing educational" systems' with"
special reference to the content, techniques and
strategies used in the teaching of agricultural
science, home economics, health and nutrition

1.

(e)
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Food Plan; to be the nerve centre of information
relating to the activities of these institutions in
the context of their strategies on food and nutrition;
to be the constant monitoring agent for all these
activities, and the initiator of communications
projects aimed at keeping the ordinary citizen abreast
of the general planning process, and likewise, the
planner in touch with the reaction of the ordinary
citizen to their programmes.
RURAL DEVELOPMENT
1.

Rural Development (existing situation, objectives of
rural development policy, means of achieving objectives)

RESEARCH
1.

Research (identification of the kind of research required to
. back up the Regional Food and Nutrition Strategy)

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PIPELINE
1.

Elaboration of a regional institutional framework including
a "Project Implementation Pipeline".

ANNEX II

INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE FOR A MULTIDIS CIPLINARY
APPROACH m B E m C T O G A FQOP ANO NUTRITION
STRATEGY

In order to elaborate a complete ijostieutional structure, it
m n M oasa aecesadry to identify the various bodies within the Region
raMeh
1®
infcfeaexercise at various levels» and to build
fsfo® the identification.
(a) ¡Regional Level
(1)

Council of Ministers

(2)

Standing Cowaittee of Ministers

(b) national Level
(1)

National Governments

(2)

National Agencies

(c) Technical Level
(1)

Committees of Regional Officials

(2)

Agencies:

Regional
CCS, ECCM, CDB, CFNI, CFC, CARBI, WISGO,
CANA, Universities
International
ECLA,
UNDP, BDD,
CIDA,
Commonwealth
Secretariat,
EEC,PAHO,
USAID,
UNICEF,
FAO, etc.
Field Teams
CARDATS, MSRPF, etc.

At the technical level multidisciplinary approach would seek to
integrate the-activities of these agencies towards developing a Regional
Food and Nutrition Strategy.

—
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iii)

iv)

tho E©a¡3s ©f AgoízetQ® tmmttZe® woulé thss app©ir»t a Project
Leaéa^ iov eaeh-boúZqt - Bealtfe» Agrie-altura, Education,
CoESsiiQicatioaj Rural Developiaciit - allocate the required
resources for the studies to be carried out and appoint a
Team Leader fior ths- overalir-project« An Inter-Sectoral Committee
composed of the Project Leaders with the Team Leader as
Chairman would be simultaneously set up to co-ordinate
the work programme;
the Inter-Sectoral Coasaittee would present to the Heads of
Agencies Coacáittee, for their consideration, a Draft Regional
Food sad Nutrition Strategy within the prescribed time period;
after the fiualisation of Draft Food and Nutrition Strategy,
a multidisciplinary meeting of regional and extraregional
technicians/planners would be called to consider the
draft;

•/)

based on the recommendations emanating from the above meeting,
the Inter-Sectoral Committee would reconvene to finalise the
Food and Nutrition Strategy for submission to the Heads of
Agencies Committee;
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vi)

vii)

viii)

tii® Heads of Agencies Cccaittee would then subait the
Strategy to the (Swisseil of Ministers for approval „
but ¡sot before the Strategy had beea referred to thè relevasat
.Ministers -=> Stealthy ¿Education, Agriculture;, etc. - and to
net issasi .lDfiaff«4Sli:ist©tial Food aad-Nutrition Councils
•safeere these exist,
baaed on the decisions of Council, the relevant
recosmeadations would then go to the appropriate Standing
Cousaittse of Ministers to be incorporated into their oa~
going work programme;
the Heads of Agencies Committee would continue to seet as
required to monitor the Plan, to ensure its implementation
in haraony with the Strategy, and to suggest modifications
where necessary.

INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF TRAINING IN AGRICULTURAL PLANNING AND
PROJECT ANALYSIS IN THE CARIBBEAN - PROBLEMS AND EXPERIENCES*
By Attlee H. Brathwaite
FAO Consultant
Introduction
The purpose of training for those engaged in the agricultural
planning process is to improve their technical capabilities at all
levels; this would Include all levels of project formulation and
project implementation.

Training thus plays and will continue to play

a fundamental role in building- the national capacity to develop
relevant Caribbean projects and analyse the future dependence of these
territories on external technical assistance.

The benefits which accrue

to an institutionalized national capacity to perform project development
activities need not be enumerated here.
It is against this background that this paper, while restating the
need for effective planning in Caribbean agriculture discusses some of
the problems experienced and associated with the institutionalization of
training in project analysis.

Finally, the paper alludes to a Seminar

on Agricultural Project Analysis in Barbados to highlight some of the
operational problems and issues faced in initiating training programmes.
The region referred to in this paper comprises twelve territories
classified into two major groups:

the More Developed Countries (MDC's):

Barbados, Guyana, Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago and the Lesser Developed
Countries (LDC's):

Antigua, Dominica, Grenada, Montserrat, St.Kitts-

Nevis-Anguilla, St. Lucia, St. Vincent.

Belize is usually grouped with

the LDC's.

*

Contribution to Expert Meeting in Kathmandu, Nepal, on
"In-Service Training Approaches for Agricultural Project
Analysis in Small Developing Countries".
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Agriculture and fishing represent the main activities of the region's
people and have been the major source of their sustenance for centuries.
Most of the many small farmers depend upon plantation wages to supplement
their inadequate home grown production which to a large extent reflects the
skewed distribution, structure and dualism with respect to Caribbean
agricultural resources.

It is typical for a small number of large

plantations to occupy the bulk of the land in contrast to a vast number of
small farmers occupying small quantities of the worst land, divided up into
tiny lots.
Nature of Planning
It is generally correct to say that planning for economic development
in the Caribbean is a relatively new phenomenon.

During the last two

decades or so, national planning for economic development of one sector of
the overall economy (sectoral planning) has become widespread and so today
there exists a multi-year agricultural development plan (in some form) for
the majority of the territories of the Caribbean region.
Indeed this new preoccupation is referred to by some as the "planning
crisis" and there are diverse opinions, about this "crisis" - suffice it to
say, that the new crisis reflects the current and growing concern of the
Caribbean people with the place of agriculture in economic growth, the
concern with food supplies, and the concern that vigorous programme action
is urgent and necessary if agriculture is to grow and move at acceptable
speed.
The region must develop a strategy of agricultural development that
responds to the decline of plantation agriculture, and the increased
relative importance and rise of small scale independent farming.

Until

now, policy-makers have been slow in action to exploit the potential of
small scale farming.

Existing plans are. ill conceived, and are insufficient

with respect to long-term incentives and inputs that would enable small farms
to achieve sustained growth and development.

The fact.is $ that planning for

agricultural development must be substantially improved.
A development strategy for

Caribbean agriculture must allow for the

two distinct levels of economic development of the region which exist side
by side.

On the one hand there are the MDC's which are characterized by
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relatively high per capita incomes, and reasonably matured non-agricultural
sectors capable of generating employment, savings for investment, and
foreign exchange.

On the other hand, there are the LDC's which are

characterized by relatively simple and non-integrated economies with heavy
dependence on their primary agriculture for economic survival.
dimension to the problem is that of size:

A further

relative to the MDC's, the LDC's

are small in terms of geographical size, population and resources.
It follows therefore that for the former (MDC's) in terms of the
planning approach great emphasis would be put on programmes, the stress
being on the management of inputs, monitoring and control and evaluation,
and the development of the effective linkages of various economic
institutions.

With respect to the latter (the LDC's) emphasis would be

on the integrated development project .approach to the development of their
agriculture.
It is considered that the objective of national agricultural planning
is to determine appropriate strategies and policies which will give effect
to the best use of a country's natural, human and financial resources, in
order to accomplish its political, social and economic goals.

Project

formulation is seen as one main instrument of planning and implementation.
It is through the project cycle identification-formulation-implementation
and evaluation that goals, strategies and policies can be translated into
action.

But these activities are highly dependent on (a) financial

resources;
manpower.

(b) appropriate institutions;

(c) adequate and trained

This paper concentrates its attention on (c) and merely comments

on (b) to highlight the institutional setting in which agricultural
planning takes place and its influence on Agricultural Planning and Project
Analysis Training Programmes.
Technical Capability for Planning
Generally speaking, the technical personnel available to agricultural
planning in the Caribbean are in short supply.
either trained in Economics or Agronomy.

Those in positions are

Formal training in Project

Analysis is a recent occurrence, and is usually undertaken by an external
agency or institution like the World Bank, as there are as yet no
organised programmes of training in this discipline commonly offered at
Universities.
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It is conceivable that the University of the West Indies in conjunction
with Caribbean Agricultural Development and Research Institute (CARDI) or
any of the existing regional agencies CDB, CARICOM, ECCM, may consider
initiating a programme to increase the supply of these scarce personnel.
The Training Needs of Planning.
Although it is generally recognised that the Agricultural Planning
Unit constitutes an integral part of the agricultural planning mechanism
there is not as yet established in each Caribbean State such a unit due
partly to budgetary constraints and partly to the fact that there is a
shortage of trained personnel.

In this connection a USAID project entitled

"Caribbean Agricultural Planning" has been recently formulated and attached
to the Eastern Caribbean Common Market Secretariat (ECCM) and the LDC's to
assist in the setting up and the operation of agriculture planning units both
in the ECCM and its individual States.

The output of this project is

extended to Barbados and among others it possesses a training component for
Agricultural Planning and Project Analysis.
Regarding desired training needs of agricultural planning units'
technical personnel, planning is considered more important than any of the
general disciplines.

Almost all of our agricultural planning units, where

they exist,.have strong interests in receiving training in policy and project
preparation and evaluation.

To a lesser degree,.but.equally important are

the specializations connected with programming,- budget.preparation and
evaluation for planning.

Economics and statistics are considered the most

important of the general disciplines.
Internal and external training are of equal importance.

In-service

training is the preferred type of internal training and special courses
for training abroad are specified as the most favoured external training.
These observations are important since they indicate the specific forms
that training should assume.

It can be deduced that preferred training

is in the areas specific to the activities of the agricultural planning
unit.
Regarding available types of in-service training programmes being
offered.by sectoral planning units and the frequency with which this
training is offered, it is observed that very.few planning units offer
any type of training, and that most offer training only occasionally.
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By and large there is an unsatisfied demand within the planning
units within countries in the region for training in the areas of
planning and project analysis.

It is considered that the demands'of

the region call for three levels of training:
(1)

Long-term

-

This should be primarily a degree

programme in Economics or Statistics;
(2)

Medium-Term -

This represents formal post graduate

programmes at the Masters or Doctoral level;
(3)

Short-Term

-

Three sub-levels of training are

identified here:
(a) Specialised training.for.four to.six months given to
national technicians at the professional level in
design, evaluation and implementation of development
projects.

This training would be based on an inter-

disciplinary approach and provides the theory for the
application of analysis and programming techniques.
(b) In-service training - on the job training is very
important and should be a regular feature of the
agricultural planning unit programme.

There is need

for continual interfacing between staff of the planning
unit and those of the various operating units.
(c) At the executive or management level training is necessary
to understand the impact of a project and to make the
decisions on project design and supporting actions
necessary for success.

This can be achieved through

workshops, seminars and through travel to observe on-going
experience elsewhere for professional interchange.
Training

Institution

In terms of training, a further aspect of the distinction to be
drawn between the MDC's and LDC's is the problem of size.

The LDC's are

too small to establish separate training programmes for agriculture.

The

MDC's by themselves do not cover the range of agricultural problems in
the region and would not adequately meet the planning needs of the LDC's.
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Therefore a strong case exists for the development of the "distance education"
approach whereby training is based on one

island, probably an MDC, with

linkages to all the other islands and to the major Caribbean education and
other regional institutions.
This "distance education" approach will take full cognizance of the
peculiar economic developmental characteristics of the islands both within
MDC's and LDC's and between MDC's and LDC's, it will use the training
experiences wherever they exist.

For example, Barbados has accumulated

relevant experiences in training, for agricultural planning over the past
four years which could provide some basis.in establishing a regional
training institution.

In addition, the USAID/ECCM agricultural planning

project should be soon able to generate new problems and experiences.
The recent emergence of a number of Caribbean institutions connected
to agricultural development suggests some urgency in tackling the task of
providing a flow of competent agricultural.planners at both the national
and regional levels.

For example, the Caribbean Food Corporation has as

its major task the realization of a Caribbean Food Plan, and the CARICOM
Secretariat is charged with the responsibility of effecting a regional
common agricultural policy.

All these must be done against a background

of Caribbean MDC/LDC variable economic structures and a chronic shortage
of trained personnel.

The Barbados Experience - "A Seminar
on Agricultural Project Analysis'-'The Background
The Barbados experience with respect to an in-service training seminar
in agricultural project analysis is presented here to serve as a case study
and a rough guide towards the development of a Caribbean training programme
in project/programming analysis.

Barbados has a population of approximately 250,000. and a total area of
40,500 hectares.

An estimated 24,300.hectares can be used for agriculture.

Some 18,500 hectares of land is continually under sugar, and a much smaller
portion, under vegetables,.fruit trees and root crops.

Agriculture is
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particularly important for its contribution to foreign exchange by way
of producing - especially sugar for exports.
The Agricultural Planning Unit in the Ministry of Agriculture, food
and Consumer Affairs has the responsibility for agricultural planning«
It must submit its sector plan to the National Planning Division in the
Ministry of Finance and Planning- which, incorporates the plan into the
National Plan.

The latest plan to be published is the Development Plan

1979-1983.
In addition to the Agricultural Planning. Unit, operating units under
the Chief Agricultural Officer may formu-la-te and implement programmes
without going through the APU.

Further efforts of the Planning Unit are

aimed at developing a more co-ordinated.planning mechanism within the
Ministry of Agriculture.
Other government controlled agencies such as the Barbados Marketing
Corporation, the Agricultural Development Corporation and the Agricultural
Credit Bank form part of the planning machinery.

In addition, there are

privately controlled agricultural organizations which play a role in the
planning process.
A UNDP/FAO Project to assist the Agricultural Planning Unit in all
its activities commenced in April 1975.

Among others, one of its immediate

objectives was to provide in-service training in the field of agricultural
planning, programming, project analysis and farm management.

Against, this

background, discussions took place with the Development Research and
Training Service, Policy Analysis Division on organising training for
Barbados. It was decided that a Seminar on Agricultural Project Analysis
would be mounted, and that this Seminar would be the first step to form
the basis for an in-service training programme, for the Ministry of
Agriculture, Barbados.
Dr. Packard of FAO was assigned, as Co-Director and the Seminar took
place in Barbados during the period 21 February to 11 March, 1977.
Seminar Evaluation
There was wide and enthusiastic participation in the form of guest
lectures and discussion leaders in addition to the 14 participants who
attended daily through the Seminar.
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A formal evaluation was carried out on the content and presentation
of each session, and on the overall effectiveness of the Seminar.

Final

conclusions were drawn up.
Participants lauded the materials used and the Session presentations.
It was felt that the subject of project analysis*, though obviously not
covered fully, was a good basis for carrying on project work both within
the Ministry and within the other agencies, concerned, with agriculture in
Barbados.

The sessions on policy and institutions were considered useful

and important additions to the technical, work, on project analysis.
Particular points raised in the seminar and given emphasis in
conclusions were as follows:
(a)

The project approach ought to form the basis for work in the
Ministry and statutory bodies concerned with agriculture.

(b) Whilst project analysis is the analytical approach desired,
it was recognised, that, the development:of programme analysis
(agricultural.sub-sector analysis) was-absolutely essential
for Barbados.
(c)

It was clearly demonstrated that there was need to increase
communication among technical officers and planning officers
of the Ministry and with the statutory bodies and private
sector on the project approach and to develop programme
analysis.

(d)

The need for co-ordination of programmes-of. work within the
Ministry covering both the technical, and. economic urgently
calls for the re-organisation, of. work, programmes and
procedures of the Ministry.

(e)

Policy guidelines and.increased co-ordination between the
Ministry and statutory bodies need to be developed and
improved in future.

(f)

In developing the

project/programme, approach, it was

recognised-that data on technology of. production, processing
storage,-distribution, in agriculture are deficient, and it
was recommended, that. the.agriculture, division of CDB should

be approached and a working party formed on developing
data collection and dissemination of technology in the
agricultural sector.

(A statistical unit is being set

up in the Agricultural Planning. Unit, with the assistance
of USAID which will include inter alia the data
collection referred to above).
It was recognised that the Ministry should take the lead,
in developing more effectively a centre on information on
agriculture in Barbados,.through, collecting and collating
the already large but scattered reports, documents,
working papers, research, etc. in existence.
It was recognised that development of the agricultural
sector in Barbados, depends upon a coherent and consistent
land use policy, and that increasing reliance on land use
planning should take place in future.

A working party

should be formed with the office of the Chief Town Planner
in this regard.
It was recognised that inter-sectoral planning is necessary
and that in particular tourism and agriculture need to be
more effectively co-ordinated.

In that regard, it was

emphasised that data and studies on food consumption are
lacking, and that the Ministry should develop a working
plan and implement improved household surveying.
It was recognised that emphasis on project/programme
analysis for Barbados should be coupled with attention
paid to regional co-operation, in particular the
development of an effective Caribbean Food Plan.
Programme analysis, it was emphasised, broadens the
scope of the work of the Ministry and other agencies
concerned with agriculture to improve co-ordination of
activities within the sector.

Private sector agents need

to be included, and this applies to future training as well.
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(1)

Finally, the major recommendation of that seminar
with respect to training was that the Ministry should
establish an in-service training programme for agriculture.

In-service Training Programme for Agriculture
Participants felt that training can be and should be carried out in
Barbados in short, intensive periods, for Ministry officers, statutory bodies,
private sector and other interested agencies.

The emphasis should be on

relevant practical training, which could be immediately applied.

The frame-

work for this in-service training approach would be broadly that of project
and programme analysis.
The development of a series of course workshops and seminars geared
mainly to the agricultural sector, calls for establishment of an administrative
framework.

What is needed is an officer responsible for the development of the

content of the programme, its scheduling, selection of participants, materials,
etc.

Moreover, and of great importance for Barbados, this training officer

would identify interested bi-lateral and multi-lateral-agencies, interested in
assisting in-service training, through provision of visiting lectures, materials,
etc.

Barbados is geographically able to take advantage of travels of

professionals concerned with agriculture who are travelling within and through
the Caribbean.
The immediate task facing the Ministry of Agriculture is to acquaint
the administrative and technical heads with the project programme approach
and solicit their agreement and co-operation to develop the in-service training
programme.

This was emphasised by the participants and generally agreed upon

as the pre-requisite to further, development of training.

SUMMARY
Agricultural Structure
The paper emphasises the decline of plantation.agriculture as the basis
for agricultural, plan.and. project development in the Caribbean.

With the

decline of this plantation agriculture,.it is felt that small holder
agriculture, must now be emphasised.

The question is how?

Should there be,

within the framework of projects and programmes."total packages", or selected
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inputs, or emphasis upon monitoring and policy?
MDC's vs. LDC's
In order to put the agricultural planning, and development problems
in perspective, it is necessary to distinguish between the group of
MDC's and the group of LDC's.

For the former, the attributes are high

per capita income, the relative importance of non-agricultural sector,
in generating, employment and income in foreign exchange, but on the
other hand, the indirect importance of agriculture for controlling
prices and for saving on foreign exchange.
In terms of the emphasis to be placed.on projects and programmes,
programmes would seem, to be relatively more important, the stress
being on the management of inputs, monitoring.and control and evaluation,
and the development of the effective linkages of the varioús economic
institutions within the particular MDC.'s.

With respect to the latter,

the LDC's, distinguishing, features, are the relatively small sizes in
terms of population and other resources, their need to look at the
integrated development.project approach,.that is to develop a "total
package" approach to the development of agriculture.

In other words,

given the relatively simple and non-integrated character of their
economies, the project approach is essentially synonymous with planning
•
for these LDC's.
Institutional Structures
Except for some countries in the LDC's,.the planning unit approach
is well developed.throughout the.countries of origin, so that this
provides a basic unit upon which.to build for training and planning.
Sectoral planning for the MDC's is most likely to involve the programming
approach, whilst for the LDC's a few major integrated development projects
may be in effect equivalent to sector planning.

In both the MDC's and

LDC's, one major issue for planning.and. for training is the ineffective or
non-integration of planning^. programming, and budgeting.
Training
In the first instance training.should-be. aimed at the planning units.
In terns of project identification and formulation, the training should
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include inter-disciplinary technical officers.

For the development of the

programme approach, that is monitoring and control, integration must be
sought as indicated above among planning, programming and budgeting.

Other

types of training which may emerge in relation to these basic approaches,
are training on project management, and what might be characterised as
increasing awareness of

projects and programmes by Government officers

generally.
One additional aspect of the distinction to be drawn between MDC's
and LDC's is the problem of "size".
to have separate training programmes.

The LDC's by and large are too small
The MDC's by themselves do not

cover all of the important problems which
with respect to agriculture.

exist in the region particularly

Therefore, it is necessary to develop a

"distance education" approach whereby training.is based on one island,
probably an MDC, with linkages to all the

other islands and to the major

Caribbean education and other regional institutions.
The Barbados Seminar:. Lessons to be drawn
Finally, it is therefore possible to summarize the.experience of the
Seminar conducted in 1977, in order, to identify its strengths and weaknesses
and to assess how. training could be developed for the. region based on this
experience.
Although essentially a national effort, the Barbados Seminar points to
a range of expectations and needs of the participants and to the wide
variation in their background.

It strongly supports the view that the

training effort should.be planned, organised.and.indeed institutionalized.
Further it demonstrates the need for the provision- of. adequate information
on both the agricultural and non-agricultural, sectors.

In other words a

sound statistical base.is an important factor in.project analysis.

Even

at the national level the project versus programme.analysis is effectively
shown up by. the way of sub-sectoral analysis.

FLÄMING . TEE ENERGY SECTOR
Hy Trevor M.Ao Farrell
Department of Economics, UWI, Ste Augustine

The dramatic increase in oil prices since 1973 has resulted in
a massive escalation of the cost of energy for many oil-importing,
energy-deficit countries, at the same time that it has meant
tremendous windfall gains for the relative handful of oil exporters.
In the Caribbean for example, Jamaica has seen its imports of oil,
which account, for about 90 percent of its energy consumption climb
from 8 percent of total imports of goods and services in 1972 to
16 percent in 1978. While roughly the same amount of oil was imported
in 1978 as in 1972 (16.1 million barrels) its value shot up by
some 250 percent from $55.5 mn U.S in 1972 to $193.9 am U.S in 1978.
Such massive increases in energy costs have forced policy makers
in almost all countries to now accord to energy a central place in
their policy formulation.

In the circumstances, planning the energy

sector and devising sensible policies for coping with the problems
has become a matter of both urgency and importance«

The present paper

seeks to outline heuristically how energy planning can tought to)
be approached.

It is based on AFROSIBER, which is a nine.point

planning method suitable for use for comprehensive national planning—^
and we take the Caribbean region as our referent point.
The first step in planning the energy sector and devising policies
related to energy use involves a systematic evaluation of the particular
country's situatioii.

There are four aspects to this.

First of all,

energy planning, like any other macro-level planning, requires that

2/
certain basic pre-conditions be satisfied for it to be "successful'.1-^

1/
Farrell, Trevor. "How to Plan; AFROSIBER - The Nine Point
Planning Method and its application to Development Planning", U.W.I.,
St. Augustine Department of Economics (mimeo).
2/
Venezuelas Ministry of Energy and Mines, Governing Document
on Venezuelan Energy Policy, Caracas, May 1979.
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If these pré-conditións are'not: satisf ied ;at the start of the planning

exercise, then their fulfillment becomes;eithera< proximate;or aconcomitant
objective of the planning process.

What then.are these pre-conditions?

;

They are six in number.
(1)

v

^

Planning for energy, like planning the national economy,1 or

the agricultural sector, or education, requires first of all that an
effective organizational apparatus exist- or; be; created,. charged with;; formulating;. executing, coordinating', ;monitoring.and reviewing plans,
projects, policies and programs,with respect to.energy.

(

This of course.

sounds obvious, even trite, onee stated.,;, It is, enough however to consultj :

,

actual experience, in many countries to see that it is so often ignored
in practice that it needs to be stated quite, explicitly.
(2)

The second preticond it ion, is related to the first.

This is

that there must exist, or be developed, a cadre of people with the
necessary specialist skills and knowledge who cah undertake thebusiness:.
of planning and executing policies and?programs.

iJ

A review of the ¡ .r r;

Caribbean situation shows that- in several;countries, the first ipre^

jiv:b>©K

condition - an effective organizational apparatus: for energy . planning^ .,KK
and policy formulation - is not yet met.

This is in part due to the

,,

y n }Vj.-

1 L . i C ,-

failure to satisfy the second pre-condition - i.e. the finding,
recruiting and training of people with the specialist skills in energy
and planning that are necessary.
(3)

Ultimately, one carihotplanfor something over whidh you have

absolutely no control.

There is ascertain basic minimum degree offeóiitrol^-

that a country must be able-tó éxerciéérover its" energy ^sector- as dvérs ¡
:

3

any other settor,' for'it to bé able tb plan effectively. ' '
(4)

;

"

a more subtle and intangible factor.

Jo i ¡-o

rJ9í;ít:i;

The fourth pre-condition for..f\ic£es8£ul ¡planning.-. £el££es..!to. For planningfcolibecarried out

properly, there must exist in the system a sophisticated understanding
of planning, exactly what it can accomplish, what its real advantages
are, where its limitations lie, how it has to be carried out, what are

!

t-tuoa
f )rit>
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its organizational and political implications and what its costs are ist
terms of time, resources, and the frustration that can come froa doiag
nothing at times when action seems desperately needed, because something
called "planning" is going on.

This is related to the fifth pre-

condition that there exists the will to plan on the part of the top
policy makers in the system.

In the absence of this, technocrats

charged with planning are likely to find themselves frustrated and
candidates for hypertension unless they develop psychological safety

(5)

Sixthly and very importantly, good planning depends utterly

On good information.

Good, sound policies with irespect to energy have

to be based on a thorough understanding of what the situation is in the
country in question with respect to energy.

Information is at the heart

of this kind of understanding;.
It is quite clear that in many parts of the Caribbean today,
these six pre-conditions for good energy planning are remarkable
chiefly by their absence or low-level of fulfillment.

Thus one of

the first tasks of energy planning* as with any other type of planning
under Caribbean conditions, is to seek ways of addressing these problems.
The second aspect of evaluating the situation with -fceiapect to
energy can almost be treated as yet another pre-condition.

This relates

to the fact that proper and comprehensive energy planning is really
4§/i^6leasible unless it accompanies some planning of other areas of the
national economy.

At a minimum, if other areas of the national

economy are not planned, their future course mist at least be seriously
considered.
This.is because energy, like manpower, is an input into other
activities.

Consequently, the desirable level of energy production for

example, cannot be specified independently of the expected levels of
activity in other areas of the economy. What will happen, or what is
planned to happen in the various sectors of the economy, the hew
projects slated to come on stream, improvements in the standard of
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living, are all likely to impact on the level of energy utilization in
the society (ignoring for a moment the impact of technological changes
in energy production).

Energy planning therefore ideally ought to be

detailed with the planning of the other major sectors and areas of
activity in the national economy.

Ensuring that mechanisms exist, or

are created which provide for this linkage is the second aspect of our
evaluation of the situation.
The third stage in the process is the formal assessment of the
situation with respect to energy specifically.

This involves the

preparation of a set of studies which provide much of the basic background information necessary for decision-making.

Analyses are conducted

which permit the following questions to be answered:
(a)

How much energy is consumed in the country in question?

What

has been the pattern with respect to energy consumption historically?
What does it imply, if anything?
(b)

What are the sources of the energy consumed?

By source of

supply; Domestic vs. Imported.
(c)

What is the cost to the country of the energy consumed?

This involves an analysis of the foreign exchange costs of imported
energy, the cost of domestic production of energy, if any, and the
relationship between energy costs and consumer welfare.

Also other

aspects of social cost such as the environmental impact of current and
past patterns of energy use are taken up here.

The costs involved in

the pattern of energy usage are of course analyzed over time, and
trends etc. identified:
(d)

What is the.relationship if any, between energy consumption

and overall economic performance?

How invariant is this relationship

in the short, medium and long term? • — --•••
(e)

Next, a breakdown of the national economy into sectors/areas

of activity is made and a detailed analysis is conducted of the consumption
of energy by sector/area of activity,te.g. transport, bauxite, tourism,
household, etc.

For each sector, certain fundamental questions are asked,
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and answers sought: How much energy is used?

How much does it cost?

What share of the costs of production of the sector's output is
accounted for by energy?

How does the sector/area of activity's

energy usage compare with other sectors/areas of activity domestically
and internationally?

How energy intensive is the sector/area of

activity? What substitution possibilities exist with respect to energy
sources? How efficiently is the energy used?

Can the same quantity

of energy be used with greater net social benefit elsewhere, in some
other more productive sector?
(f)
supply.

Next comes an analysis of energy consumed by source of
Each source of supply, actual and potential, is studied, an

analysis is made of the end uses to which it is directed, which end uses
are feasible, which desirable.

The comparative costs.of alternative

energy sources is investigated and alternative sources are rigorously
compared using systems analysis techniques which enable a comprehensive
assessment of each source to be made considering everything from security
of supply, to transportation, distribution, storage, technologies
involved, costs, prices, etc.
(g)

;

Energy balances are computed which link sources of supply

to intermediate and end uses.

These balances permit the tracing of

energy flows through the economy by use of a complex of matrices.
(h)

The analys is of energy by source of supply and by end

use permits an overall assessment of energy usage to be made:
much energy is consumed? Where?

How justifiable are the sectoral,

areaj and overall levels of consumption?
exist within the existing framework?
to price changes?
of energy cost?
(i)

How

What conservation possibilities

How responsive is energy demand

How much do different alternative sources of supply
(See Table 1).

Special detailed analyses should be conducted of specific

supply sources such as oil which may be particularly important to
the country in question.

Also, it is usually desirable to conduct a

special analysis of electricity generation and consumption.,,

(j)

Next-.comes an assessment of current and past policies with

respect to energy and their impact.
(k)

Finally, it is necessary to carefully analyze the inter-

national situation with respect to oil and energy and its current and
future impact on the domestic situation.
It.should of course be quite clear that this list of information
needs that I have detailed here represents the ideal.

No one.who

has attempted to do actual energy planning and policy formulation for
underdeveloped, Caribbean-type countries will be under any illusion
that, at least at the beginning, one will get all the information and
answers desired.
Since prior to 1973, few people troubled themselves very much
about energy issues, relatively little was done in the way of data
collection with respect to energy issues.

Consequently when one

begins to develop energy planning there are initially enormous data
gaps and correspondingly large areas of ignorance.
Over time, the situation improves and our ability to generate
and assess the information necessary for properly carrying out this
first.step in the planning process improves pari-passu.
This means that one of the first objectives in energy planning
in Caribbean economies, implicitly or explicitly has to be the improvement of the data base we work with and energy information systems more
generally - especially as it relates to the international energy
market.
Also, grievously imperfect as the data base may be initially,
it does not mean that enough cannot be found or generated fairly
quickly (in a few months), to enable some initial plans to be formulated
and some policy initiatives to be decided.

_
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Step Hj 2 - Forecasting

The second step in the planning exercise is forecasting.

It is

really intimately related to the first step - the :assessment of the
situation.

In fact they aretiiosje:^fcwodifferent phases of one step

than two very distinct sets of activities.

While in Step

1» we

evaluate the present and the ,past as relevant, in Step-#2, we continue
the exercise with an evaluation of the future context or future
situation.

Planning really involves the interlinking of past, present

and future.
In step -ff- 2, then, many of the areas identified in step 4f 1 for
analysis are dealt with again, but this time in terms of the forecasted
levels of the particular variables.

Now what this really means is that

while conceptually, and for purposes of exposition, it is necessary and
desirable to identify two distinct steps - assessing the situation, and
forecasting, - in practice the two sets of activities are carried out
jointly and concurrently and usually by the same set of people.
Thus the likely future demands for energy need to be studied, and
not just current patterns of consumption.

Projections of future demand

for energy are made on both an overall, macro-economic level, and on a
sectoral/area of activity level.

The macro-level forecasts are generally

made using fairly simple econometric techniques and are usually based
on the close relationship between energy and output that seems to exist
in many economies.

Sectoral forecasts are made on the basis of

projections of future levels of activity in these sectors.

Thus it can

clearly be seen here, how energy planning has to be related to other
areas of planning.
Forecasts are also prepared of the future supply of energy, by
source of supply.

These involve considerations of such issues as the

possibilities of domestic production of energy, the contribution of
new, alternative sources of energy, security of supply problems,
technological issues, and expected costs and prices of various energy
sources.
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Step

3 - Resource Evaluation

The third step in the planning exercise involves a detailed analysis
of the country's resource situation with respect to energy.

This is where

the country's current or potential energy sources are evaluated - oil,
gas, hydro-power, geothermal potential, etc.

The kinds of questions

asked here relate to estimates of reserves of oil or gas, comparative
costs of production of the various alternative sources, what lead times
are necessary for the bringing into production of newly discovered
resources, exploration programs and their organisation} evaluation^
of the potential for development of new energy sources - e.g. the use
of minidams for hydro, the use of dormant volcanoes for geothermal
energy generation etc.
Much, of this work in Caribbean countries at this stage has to devolve onto the shoulders of engineers, geologists, geophysicists, etc.,
since so little is really known about our resource situation with respect
to energy.

It should also be clear that while the set of activities

described here in this step are presented sequentially, in practice the
work can be (and probably ought to be), carried out in parallel with
the work in Steps 1 and 2.
Step

4 - Setting Objectives
The first three steps in this planning method are really just about

the generation, organization and interpretation of information.

Once

this work is done, the basis for formulating policies and programs is
really laid.

At the heart of plan and policy formulation is the setting

of a complex of objectives and targets over some time horizon.
From the-information derived from the first, three steps, it maybecome clear that possibilities exist in the country for developing more
indigenous supplies of energy, but that this will only have an impact in
the medium or long-term.

This, plus information that there is currently

considerable wastage of energy in various sectors/areas of activity may
lead to the identification of increased conservation as a short/mediumterm objective, and the development of indigenous energy sources as a

._
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medium to long-term objective.

Or it may have become clear that the

exploitation of certain substitution possibilities e.g. greater use
of bagasse instead of oil in the sugar industry may lead to substantial
savings.

Achieving this the® becomes a target of policy.

Some set of objectives th@a is specified.
(a)

The list may read;

Hold down/reduce the foreign exchange cost of energy

imports;
(b)

Expand the production and use of tadigeaous energy supply

(c)

Increase exports to pay for the increased cost of energy

imports?
(d)

Attract increased flows of foreign aid from OPEC countries

to help fiaoose oil iapost costs»
broad objectives then have to be broken down into detailed
(usually quantified) targets.

These targets then become the real

specific goals of the planners in the system.
It will be found that a choice lias to be made of the fundamental
philosophical and operational approach to energy planning. Briefly,,
there are three fundamental approaches possible.

The first approach is

essentially: "How can the cost/quantum of energy used in the economy be
minimized?"

This conceptual notion seems to govern current approaches

to shott and medium-term energy planning in many countries.

It implies

that the real concern of the planners is summed up more fully in the
questions ®fGiven desired levels of activity, how can the energy required
to sustain them be provided most efficiently, at minimum social cost,
and how will this cost be best financed?"
A second approach essentially askss "For a given quantum of energy
(defined as affordable given some specific configuration of costs and
resources), what is the mastinmsi amount of economic activity that can be
obtained?"

This involves seeking to vire the available energy to its

most productive/most desirable uses and so use it most efficiently.
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This approach which is implicit in the policy formulations of some countries
in the depths of fundamental economic crisis 'boils down to a maximization
under constraints problem in which some quantum of foreign exchange available for energy purchases say is the constraint, and the level of
economic activity the objective function to be maximized.

The first

approach by contrast is akin to a minimization subject to constraint
problem in which the maintenance of some desired level of activity acts
as the constraint and the costs of the energy required to produce it are
what, is minimized.
The third approach is the canonical classical method of economics.
This approach recognizes that neither the level of economic activity nor
the cost of energy ought to be set "arbitrarily".

The two interact and

ought to be simultaneously determined at some "optimal point".

In this

approach then, the fundamental philosophical injunction would be to use
energy from each source, and in each use, up to the point where the
marginal social benefit just equals the marginal social cost.
Th$ differences in the policy objectives from using these different
approaches is profound.

The second approach leads naturally to a policy

which emphasizes conservation, the use of rationing, the cessation of
certain activities in favour of others regarded as socially more valuable
etc.

The third leads to a willingness to import large quantities of

expensive energy if it would be used in sectors which are extremely
lucrative.

It also tends to lead to the use of prices as signalling

devices as opposed to state imposed rationing or state controlled deployment of energy to different users using a directive approach.
The third approach is logically, the correct one.

The problem,

--however, -is- that it- is almost impossible to operationalize meaningfully. In practice, the approach to energy planning currently in vogue in
many countries, seem to be implicitly or explicitly a mixture of the first
and second approaches.

One can expect however that as the issue becomes

better understood, the more subtle and sophisticated third approach will
attract greater attention and greater intellectual effort will be devoted
to successfully operationalizing it.
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Steps 4h 5 and 6 - Strategies and their Implications
Targets for energy policy having been worked out, the next step is
to devise a set of strategies for actually implementing them.

For

example, a conservation target may require the use of public education
techniques, the introduction of some system of taxes, subsidies and
a new pricing policy.

Increasing the flow of aid may involve the strategy

of stimulating a change in oil-importing Third World countries currently
acquiescent and supportive policies towards OPEC, and their taking a
harder and more demanding line towards the organization.
The strategy having been devised, their implications, the repercussions from employing them etc., have to be worked out.

Reactions

by other sectors in the situation to the strategies deployed is to be
expected, anticipated and allowed for in the strategy set worked up.
At this stage, specific projects have to be identified, planned, costed,
evaluated and compared.

Here then the role of the project analyst

is logically to be found.
Step -H~ 1 - Calculation of resource balances
The complex of programs and plans for the energy sector and for the
patterns of energy usage require certain resources to carry them out.
Decisions to develop?more hydro-power or to expand indigenous oil
production necessarily involve certain demands on the society's
resources of say foreign exchange in order to acquire the capital
stock necessary.

Similarly the successful carrying out of the proposed

programs may require the deployment of various categories of specialized
skills of the acquisition and diversion of land from other uses to the
development of alternative energy sources.

Conservation type programs

whether they center on retro-fitting existing plant and equipment, or
improving the efficiency of electricity generation may also impose some
resource cost on the economy which needs to be calculated.
The costing of all the various programs and plans is undertaken
through the computation of certain resource balances.

These balances

include foreign exchange costs, labour required, high-level technical
skills needed etc.

The computation of such balances is done as a method
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of ensuring that the demands of the various energy projects and programs
for resources, whether skilled manpower, foreign exchange or whatever,
are harmonized with the quantities of these resources expected to be
available.
Usually it will be found that resource demands and resource
availabilities do not match up on the first iteration.

This means

that the set of programs and projects identified needs to be reviewed,
pruned, other less costly ways of doing things found, and/or that ways
be found to increase the quantum of resources initially thought to be
available.

The balances are then recomputed again, if necessary, until

expected resource demands can be reasonably held to match expected
resource availabilities.
A very important, very difficult arid very tedious task should now
be performed.
programs.

That is, the time phasing of the various projects and

This involves a period-by-*period analysis of the various

projects to be undertaken, the resource flows necessary in each period,
resource availabilities in each period, the implications for the whole
system of the scheduling of the various projects etc.
A set of projects with together require

.certain amount of foreign

exchange or a certain number of engineers may appear quite feasible if
assessed over say a five-year plan period and total resource demands
compared with expected total resource availabilities of foreign exchange
and engineers over the period as a whole.
But differences in the timing of resource needs as compared to the
timing of the resources becoming available could throw the entire program
into chaos and confusion.

Thus if 80 percent of the foreign exchange is

required in the first two years during the period of heaviest construction
activity but 80 percent of the foreign e&change expected to become available will be received in the fourth year, serious dislocations and waste
can occur if the problem is not anticipated and expedients devised to
cope with it.
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Step

8 - Execution
Plans mean nothing unless they are executed.

The purpose of

planning is to inform action, not to act as a substitute for it.
After plans are vjorked out and policies articulated and announced we
face the task of implementation.

This raises a different set of

problems centered on politics, communication, organization, law,
international relations etc.
This is not the place to elaborate on the problems of execution.
However it may be useful to say a few words on what is often the most
critical aspect of execution - organization.
Successful execution of energy plans like any plans involves
certain basic organizational imperatives which are as fundamental to
success as they are ignored.

It is no use, first of all, to have

plans concocted in a central planning office with minimal or no
participation from the people who will be affected by the plan or who
will have to execute it.

Such, plans are very likely to remain stillborn.

It is necessary to involve in the planning process, the line
organizations who the issues affect and especially the people on the
ground and on the line who know the particular problems and issues,
who have to deal with them on a day to day basis, and who have crucial
knowledge and expertise indispensable to proper planning.

It is also

important to involve people from a motivational point of view.

It has

been demonstrated over and over that people react negatively to decisions
made which affect them but where they were ignored in the decision
making process.

And in the same way people are usually more highly

motivated to carry out a task if they have been consulted and their
participation sought, even if their specific advice is not accepted.
It is also necessary to have a system in operation whereby once
decisions are arrived at they can in fact reach down into the line
organizations and affect what they do.

Naturally this implies certain

things about authority, the ability to deploy power etc.

It makes little

sense for a central planning office to come up with an approved
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energy plan which has certain implications for the generation of
electricity, if it is unable, to get the electricity company to carry
out agreed on decisions.
Finally, we may mention another major organizational problem, and
one which nullifies one of the most important advantages that planning
has to offer - that is, ensuring effective coordination between the
activities of different organizations. ,
Step -H-

9 - Review

At the end of the plan period, it is necessary to have a review.
This is by now well-known to be sound managerial practice and should
need in consequence no elaboration.
Some Specific Problems of Caribbean Energy Planning
Before concluding we outline briefly some specific problems that
arise in trying to develop energy planning in the Caribbean region.
(1)

First of all, outside of Cuba, planning is a poorly developed

function in the Caribbean.

Despite all the paraphernalia of several

development plans and appropriately titled ministries and department,
there is little experience with real planning in the region, and even
less understanding of what planning is all about, how it should really
proceed, what are its true advantages and limitations, and little
grasp of the various subtleties that come with a sophisticated understanding of planning.
Consequently, energy planning is hamstrung by the weakness of planning
as a whole, and the need to integrate energy planning with the forward
planning for other sectors/areas of activity in the economy, is vitiated
by the absence or the anaemic nature of such sectoral activity - area
planning.
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(2)

A second problem that arises centres around the difficulties

associated with inducing effective cooperation in the region.

It turns

out that in several areas associated with energy policy - e.g.
information acquisition and sharing, training of personnel, the purchasing
and marketing of petroleum products - Caribbean cooperation would be
desirable, if not absolutely necessary.

But bringing the territories

together in meaningful joint ventures has proven hitherto to be a
herculean task with few real lasting successes.
(3)

It is very important that in assessing the situation, a

careful study be done of the international oil and energy markets, and
a careful, reasoned judgement about the likely future course of oil
prices

JEsa48i Whether many of the alternative energy technologies

currently being mooted, prove to be economic successess or economic
disasters depends in large part on whether the relative price of oil
continues to escalate or whether it falls.
If oil prices fall in real terms, many of the alternative energy
technologies that governments hastily invested large capital outlays
in, would be effectively bankrupted.

Current conventional wisdom in

the shape of forecasts providing each other as usual with mutual
reinforcement, choruses «ith near unanimity that oil prices will
continue to rise and energy costs go up.

(The Age of Cheap Energy

is over, etc. etc. etc.).
However conventional wisdom on the future of oil

prices has

proven in the past to be disastrously wrong - e.g. pre 1973 predictions
of a falling real price for oil in the long-term.

It may well be

wrong again. Offla?a guess as to what will happen here has the most
important implications for the kind of energy policies a country adopts.
(4)

The Caribbean region is characterized, inter alia, by

its condition of technological dependence on the metropole and the
underdevelopment of indigenous technological capabilities.

This
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general situation coupled with the region's considerable.inexpertise
with respect to energy matters is fostering a reliance on metropolitan
analyses and interpretations of the region's energy problems, as well
as a near total dependence on metropolitan technologies and solutions
for dealing with these problems.
There is a not inconsiderable danger that in the area of energy like
in other areas previously, the region will once again fail to develop
the technological capability that would enable it to identify, analyse
and find solutions for its problems with full cognizance of the
peculiarities and special characteristics of the particular environment
that we are dealing with in the Caribbean.

ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING IN THE
WIDER CARIBBEAN AND LATIN AMERICA CONSTRAINTS TO AN EFFECTIVE
REGIONAL INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE
By Everill McRae
Cooperative Republic of Guyana

Introduction
There are a number of factors common to most States in the Caribbean
which impede the formulation and evaluation of development plans.

These

include, for example the weakness of the statistical and research bases.
Plan implementation often suffers as well due to the dearth of locally
available expertise and to financial constraints.
It is against this background, that the last decade has seen several
initiatives to establish regional integration schemes.

The 1977 initiation

of attempts to promote a Caribbean Programme for Environmental Planning is
both timely and appropriate.

The principal objective of the Programme,

as stated in the Draft Action Plan, is "to assist the Governments in the
Region to improve the quality of the information on which national
development and environmental management policies are based, and thus to
improve the ability of each government to identify various options, and
to make rational choices among alternative patterns of development and
appropriate allocation of resources.

Further more the Action Plan will

establish a framework for activities requiring regional cooperation in
order to strengthen the capability of the States and Territories of
the Wider Caribbean Region to implement sound environmental practices
and thus to achieve sustainable development of the region".
(E/CEPAL/PROY.3/4.3).
While the realisation of both objectives is crucial to the success
of the Project the sources of weakness of Caribbean Regional Institutions
suggest that, in the context of the political framework, the achievement
of the first aim is likely to be less problematic than the second.
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Summary
It is recognised that the countries of the Wider Caribbean and Latin
America exhibit a number of similar features of environmental impact, as a
result of the development process.

There is then likely to be objectives

common to most of the national policies for environmental planning
It is argued that the strategies for achieving these objectives and
the institutional arrangements devised for implementing the strategies
are likely to be varied in character.

The reason being offered for this

variance in methodology and organisation is expressed in the theoretical
relationship between the national planning 'environment' and planning
'style' and the resultant institutional framework.
This variance does not, however, negate the benefits that can be
derived from regional cooperation; it in fact brings into focus the caution
required in formulating the techniques and institutions for cooperative
action.

Care should be taken to allocate to regional organisation only

those responsibilities for which they can exercise authority.

In other

words the decision-making status of national governments should not be
undermined.
Finally, in view of the financial constraints being experienced by
most, if not all nations, it is felt that steps should be taken to ensure
that the available assistance by the existing international agencies is
being fully utilized.

This begs the question of the existing structural

and organisational capacity of the Region's states to exploit such assistance.
The immediate need as seen, is then for intensified assistance to
nations to establish or improve their internal planning agencies.
Educational programmes, seminars and discussions should continue on a
regular basis, with the continued support and service of a Regional
Authority (ILPES) and its Sub-Regional Secretariat comprising the
CEPAL Group.
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Effectiveness in Planning
In his discussion of 'the Nature of Planning and the Educational
Response" at the Town and Country Planning School, (September 1977)
Professor Trevallion made the compelling argument that planning as a
process represents no more than carefully institutionalised replicas of
the everyday habit of human thinking processes (problem solving,
diagnostic, iterative, cyclical, continuous).
He felt that we move with ease in a conceptual world of great
complexity; interpreting our input of information and regulating the
output of our behaviour or action according to an elaborate set of
criteria.

He states:

"the sheer ingenuity of the human thought processes
enables us to understand the presentation of another's
thought processes without necessarily assuming that
one's own appreciation is incorrect.

This action

facilitates comparing and bringing into conformity
differing appreciations with the common ground delineated.

But differing views must eventually affect

the course of events which they attempt to define.
Planning reflects and adds its own reflection to the
process, it is attempting to analyse and adds its
contribution", (pp. 61)
This translation of the human mind model to other decision-making
systems is adopted by well-known theorists.

Karl Deutch's Q-976) work

on political decision-making is one example.
An obvious objection to the analogy between planning and
individual thinking might be that of over-simplification of both
processes.

However, the analogy is here considered rather appropriate

since it captures the existence of the influence of consciousness or
value systems on the interpretation of the environment by the
individual - the planner.

In other words, a problem only exists

because it is defined as such.
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In planning therefore, we identify societal variables for manipulation and this brings us to the objectives we strive to achieve.
Objectives can be said to provide a bridge between the goals of the
planner and the way in which he or she perceives the world.

Development

objectives are necessarily normative if one does not attempt to hide one's
value judgements.

It can be argued that the conceptualization of problems

and their measurement could mould policy objectives, planning methodology
and implementation.
Thus even when the Caribbean nations share the ultimate goal of
effective environmental management, there can be a fundamental variance
between the objectives of one society and another, reflected in the
features upon which influence is focussed.
The literature in development problems makes repeated references to
different economic, social, psychological, political and other factors,
as being responsible in various degrees and combinations, for the success
or failures attained.

In discussions, of planning 'environments' and

planning 'styles', the argument goes that the socio-political context as
well as the level of theoretical and technical sophistication influences
the planning strategy.

Yeh (1976) said that there was usually little

'goodness-of-fit' between the planning objectives and methodologies of
countries with, for example different levels of statistical systems.
For him, the reason is the differences in cultural values and political
planning environments.
In summary, in any State the parameters mentioned above influence
and are in turn influenced by one another to constitute the socioeconomic and political fabric of the society - the 'environment' as it
were, in which planning, including environmental planning must be pursued.
Available theories and methodologies are imposed on the planning
'environment'.

The resulting process of modifications and adaptations of

these methodologies produces a planning 'style' which is in turn the
basis of, and is reflected in the institutional arrangements of the State.
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However some theorists point out that the political influence is
undoubtedly, the dominant one in the planning context.
"It seems clear that despite the repeated claims of
urban planners to be non-political policy and
technical advisers, the city planner definitely is an
actor in the urban political arena" (.Rabinovitz 1969.
p. 154).
Rabinovitz felt that the adjustments to plans are seen to occur as the
process of planning proceeds, not because of changes in technical standards,
but because of the pressures of politics.

Indeed, she continues, it is

possible that an organisation acts as an intermediate and not a determinative factor; therefore it is also possible that effectiveness depends
not on organisation but on the type of political system in a given
community.
The question is what are the implications of the range of Caribbean
Political Systems for effective management of the environment at the
Regional level?

Environmental Planning in the Wider Caribbean
The States of the Wider Caribbean can be seen to exhibit a wide
range of linguistic, cultural, climatic, demographic and physical
characteristics, to which must be added the varying levels of economic
development and financial resources.
If one subscribes to the relationship (.outlined above) between
effectiveness and organisation, then the Caribbean Governments are seen
to be faced with the task of establishing a regional institutional
machinery which would effectively harmonize the diversity of respective
national interests, and integrate the internal organisations designed to
\

safeguard these interests.

This, link between the institutional machinery

and the success of regional integration schemes is very crucial, and it
focuses attention on the planning processes adopted by individual states.
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If on the other hand, one agrees that the achievement of any degree
of regional integration would be influenced less by the economic and social
objectives than by the political will of the States, then herein lies the
dilemma facing environmental planning.

And planners, seeking as we do to

enhance the prospects for conservation and for sustainable development at
the Regional level, would be further constrained by the weakness of the
institutional structure.
Generally speaking, environmental planning can be seen as the process
which integrates conservation and development, by attempting to rationally
allocate the use of resources.

The basis for this allocation is the

assessment of the environment, the monitoring of the impact of development
on the ecological life-support systems, and the evaluation of these systems.
The Regional institution must be designed to assist governments effectively
to perform these tasks.
Perhaps some reference can here be made to some of the views expressed
in the Report of the First Meeting of Planning Officials (.1979) . While
there was a call for environmental management to be made on explicit
fundamental policy of all CACE governments, and environmental parameters
to be incorporated into all aspects of development planning (p.15) another
author opined that planning as a tool for development was never really
fully tried (p.11).

Indeed many papers, whether related to the development

of agricultural communication, industry or transport bore a measure of
consensus that planning in the region at the national level was not only
of a backward nature and failing to come to grips with the extant
possibilities, but had reached varying levels of legitimation where it
was practised (.p. 18).
Again the question arises about the significance of the national
planning 'environment* and its influence on the emphasis and 'style'
of planning the existing level of planning activity in the Region is not
without significance if an appropriate institutional structure is aimed
at.
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There should be caution lest the Regional organisation appears to
lack effectiveness because national systems are not yet geared to fully
utilise the benefits of a sophisticated international organisation.
Yet another author at the last Meeting was reported to have emphasized
that the Caribbean is not yet ready for grand schemes, but rather for
beneficial participation in the international environment of the
21st Century (p.50).
The Essentiality of Regional Cooperation
The call for the formulation and implementation of strategies aimed
at the achievement of sustainable- development, reaches far beyond the
boundaries of the Caribbean and Latin America.

The World Conservation

Strategy (IVCN, UNEP, WWF, 1980) expresses the hope that it "will help
governments, inter-governmental bodies, private organisations-and
individuals to cooperate with each other and jointly deploy the limited
means available to much greater effect".
The notion of- integration schemes is not new in the Region though
these have hitherto been most related to economic development.

As

Allister Mc Intyre, Secretary General of CARICOM put it, "economic
integration represents a central element in development strategy designed
to overcome by joint, and concerted action among neighbouring countries,
some of the basic constraints to development" (Mc Intyre: 30 in Hall and
Blake) there is no doubt that countries of the Region appreciate that
integration schemes are-no. less crucial to the environmental planning
process.

The linkages and externalities can be analogous, for example,

to the protection of ecosystems on physical degradation of the environment.
Perhaps, however, the over-riding impetus to cooperation should be
financial constraints.

Can many of the countries of the Region afford

to relinquish the. benefits that can be derived through access to a
regionally compiled data system, skills and expertise in. resource
management, through regional, or strengthened national training facilities
reduced risk through, research-oriented management techniques?
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The CARICOM Framework
If, for discreetness of focus, the English-speaking Caribbean is
separated out as a sub-regional unit, an empirical example of the likely
constraints to cooperation and integration can be seen in an examination
of the existing Caribbean Economic Community (CARICOM) and the inter-action
of Member Countries as they participate in the solution of similar
problems while striving to safeguard their respective interests.
Hall and Blake in their study of the Administrative Organisation
and relations in CARICOM identified four categories of factors which
appear to have been crucial in determining the nature of the arrangements - legacies of previous attempts at regional integration, the
structure of national administration, the objectives of the integration
process and the disparity between Member States.
In their analysis of the principles underlying the institutional
structure and the distribution of power between the regional and national
institutions, the above categories of factors were again influencial.
It can be appreciated that the operational principles of an institution
would have a critical impact on the distribution of power between levels
of administration.
In the case of CARICOM, it was found that the institutional arrangements left all the effective power at the national level, as illustrated
by an examination of the decision-making process and the coordinating and
servicing functions assigned to the Secretariat.

Indeed Member States

retained the crucial aspects of decision-making - initiating and deciding;
even after a decision has been taken, they retain exclusive control over
its implementation.
Yet, a unique feature of the administration of CARICOM is the absence
of national coordinating agencies primarily responsible for regional
affairs.

Instead each area of activity at the regional level is dealt

with by the Minister and Officials within whose portfolio it falls.
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The reluctance of CARICOM Member States to Invest regional institutions
with decision-making and executive powers has left some of the regional
institutions without the capacity to undertake regional activity requiring
these powers.

Nor is there any mechanism for making decisions taken at

regional level, binding at national level.

It is to this combination of

circumstances that earlier mention of the weakness of regional
institutional structures refers.

Appropriate Institutional Arrangements
The relationship between systems structure and systems performance
is intricate and reciprocal.

Whatever the branch of planning, the

methodology to be used has to be institutionalised in one form or another
in order to provide a basis for action or policy-making leading to action.
With regards to supra-national organisations, appropriateness is keyed
to the capacity of the national systems to utilize the level of technology,
to assimilate new concepts and adopt new techniques.
In this specific case, the formulation of the Regional organisation
is against the background of national characteristics (at least for most
of the English-speaking Caribbean) including the problem of inadequate
information, the dearth of technical skills and in some cases of human
resources and the lack of weakness of technology policies.

It is felt

therefore that institutional arrangements for the effective implementation
of an environmental planning programme over a geographical Region as
defined (the Wider Caribbean and Latin America) is fraught with operational
difficulties.

Furthermore, the degree of flexibility required for

adapting to changing circumstances is likely to be strained by the range
of national dissimilarities involved.
Any attempts to establish a determinate organisation, would require
decision-making and executive powers at the Regional level, for the
conversion of policy into action.
objectionable to respective States.

Such an imposition would be understandably
The focus should be on international

cooperation with an intermediate Regional organisation monitoring and
servicing the national activities.
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There is no question about the invaluable work in the form of aid,
technical assistance and research already being conducted in the Caribbean
and Latin America by the well-known international bodies.

It is being

suggested that these functions should now be consolidated in preference
to the establishment of new organisations and institutions.
It is recommended that the greatest need is for the States to be
assisted with the establishment or improvement of their national planning
systems, with a view to increasing their structural capacity for improved
environmental management.

The existing educational programmes should be

intensified, so that the awareness of all peoples in the Region is
expanded into an environmental ethic.
The Latin American Institute for Social and Economic Planning (ILPES)
should be the 'umbrella' organisation supported by the Secretariat of CEPAL
organisations.
at one level.

National organisations would interact amongst themselves
National organisations would also interact with ILPES

through CEPAL.
ILPES is presently involved in a programme to support national cooperation.

Their programme also includes the creation of the ground work

of information of work done by planning bodies in the development of
planning methods appropriate to the Region.
The Joint ECLA/UNEP Project for Environmental Management proposes
work in environmental assessment, including the identification of activities
and events which have an impact on the environment, and the identification
of gaps in knowledge.

It is later proposed to identify the existing human

and institutional resources within the region to deal with environmental
problems.
It is felt the.existing agencies have on-going programmes geared to
establish an effective service and coordinating function to national
planning activities.
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There should be early consolidation so that national attempts at
rationalising their internal systems would be supported by access to a
Regional data system, fora for discussion of problems and progress,
opportunity for devising techniques of cooperation to their mutual
benefit and knowledge of the available expertise and training facilities
and experiments in devising appropriate technology.
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INTERVENTION
By Mr. Karl John
Director of Planning
on
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT ISSUES IN
THE CONTEXT OF DEVELOPMENT: ST. VINCENT
I would like to briefly elaborate on some of the conflicts between
pursuit of economic development, strategies and some environmental manage-'
ment.

I will use the case of St. Vincent as an example.

Now one of the

key aims of economic development planning in St. Vincent is improving the •
performance of the agricultural sector.
(i) Improving the performance of the Agricultural Sector
Out of a total surface area of 85,000 acres, approximately 50 per cent
of St. Vincent has slopes of over 30

and is unsuitable for any type of

cultivation.

Areas with slopes of over 20° are suitable only for tree crops

and pasture.

It is hardly surprising therefore, that the 1972-73 Agricultural

Census showed the State as having a mere 28,000 acres of arable land.
The options for. increasing agricultural output are principally
(a) increasing output through improved cultural practices including intensified application of chemicals;

(b) bringing virgin land under production;

(c) a combination of (a) and (b).
On the island of St. Vincent, the major threat to the environment
identified earlier is erosion.

This is due mainly to (a) high rainfall,

(b) steep slopes, (c) porous, unstable volcanic soil, (d) low infiltration
rates in certain areas.
Since there is no. appreciable under-utilization of existing agricultural
land in St. Vincent, any extension of production will have to be mainly into
the Central Mountain Area and the Northern Fringe Zone.

Both of these land

systems are characterized by. excessively steep slopes and high rainfall
(consistently over, the erosion-hazard threshold figure of 80").

Any attempt,

consequently, to.extend cultivation into these areas should therefore be
buttressed by terracing,, contour planting, stream bed grading, the provision
of silt-traps, the avoidance-of . mechanical operations, minimal removal of
vegetation, and- similar measures aimed at enhancing soil conservation.

Intensified use of chemicals to bring about enhanced agricultural
development also poses serious problems for environmental management in
St. Vincent (as elsewhere).

Present use of pesticides and weedicides along

with fertilizers have already led to instances of eutrophication and pollution
of waterways, the destruction of river animals (crayfish);

and there is

growing evidence that a threat from this source (in addition to that from
silt produced from land erosion) is posed to. the coral reefs found in the
South and South-West land system.
In a general sense finally, the attempt to improve the performance
of the agricultural sector suggests the need for a parallel intensification of environmental management activity.

Even apparently innocuous

efforts at crop diversification imposed on simple ecosystems can lead
to rapid déstabilisation of these systems and result in rapid environmental
deterioration.

INTERVENTION
By Dr. T. E. Aldridge
Director, Environmental Control, Jamaica
on
DIMENSIONS AND STATUS OF ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING
IN THE CARIBBEAN-LATIN AMERICAN REGION
Among its other benefits the Caribbean Environment Project has the
potential for stimulating environmental planning in the Region.

This is

a conclusion drawn from familiarity with the Project and some degree of
involvement in its development within the United Nations Environment Programme
and in its Caribbean-Latin American phase.

Regardless of the valuable

contribution of the Caribbean Environment Project the dimension

and com-

plexities of environmental planning are so extensive that a very sober and
detailed examination will be necessary.
The context in which this examination of environmental planning is an
imperative, is one where, the Region already suffers from quite alarming
environmental conditions.

One example of conditions in the Region is the

problem of control of faecal wastes, sewage, and industrial waste-waters.
In Jamaica less than 20 per cent of the urban population can be considered
to have access to sewage control facilities which are satisfactory with regard
to environmental impact and. social and economic costs.

Yet in these areas,

over the next 20 years population increases in excess of 30 per cent are
likely.

Environmental planning therefore is a matter of urgency, to be

treated in very active ways.
The notion- and basis of environmental planning can be put forward in
fairly simple terms:

the majority of conditions and processes in our natural

environments have taken millions of years to develop to the present state of
stability.

Although there is a certain amount of resilience in these natural,

processes and. conditions-,, there are also limitations which if exceeded may
even lead to irreversible conditions.

The fact that we have to face up to

in the Region, is that even at. our.present inadequate- state of economic development, because, we have-not taken sufficient account of. environmental factors in
agriculture, manufacturing, industry, transportation, housing and community
development, and in other, sectors-,. we have triggered off environmental
reactions of immense consequence.

Thus the need for a good measure of

harmony between positive economic and social development and environment is
as relevant to this Region as to the industrialized countries, and possibly
more so.
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Although the basis of environmental planning may be simple enough

to

state, the actual application of environmental planning is quite complex.
It involves a range of disciplines, a number of social and economic sectors,
and a number of institutions, organizations and groups in the public and
private sector.

The synthesis of the required information, scientific and

technological parameters is not easy, the mechanisms for involving institutions and people require creative structuring and nurturing, and there is
a huge problem in reconciling what appears to be conflicts between social
and economic choices and environmental requirements.
As indicated earlier, the longer term and the day to day activities
of environmental planning cannot be~ carried out without close inter-action
with sectors concerned with agriculture, fisheries, health, industry,
manufacturing, construction, tourism and others.

The relationships between

environmental planning and these sectors are not vague.

The relationships

are tangible and real to the extent that activities in these sectors simply
cannot be sustained without due regard to environment.
Environmental planning has bearing on other fields of planning: social
and economic planning;

physical planning;

regional, or community level..

and planning of the global,

Even a relatively small country like Jamaica

cannot ignore global environmental issues and conditions.

The movement

of dust clouds from as far afield as the.Sahara not only affects our Regional
and territorial environment, but reminds us of international problems such
as desertification.
At the present time there are both, consistencies and inconsistencies
between "ideal" environmental planning and other fields of planning.

In

physical planning for example, as practised in the Region there are certain
conflicts between our systems of land, sub-division, and even ownership,
and the requirements for effective control of erosion and sediments.

It

would seem however that the areas of irreconcilable differences between
environmental planning and other fields of.planning, are few.

On the other

hand, the opportunities for. bringing, a high degree of creative harmony among
the planning fields,.are many and should be taken.
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In considering the dimensions of environmental planning full regard must
be given to human and social factors.

The writer sees environmental planning

primarily as an integral part of sound social and economic development, as a
reality and as an active and effective approach towards environmental planning.
It should be said however, that some of our attitudinal, and psychological
characteristics, and prevalent values, reinforce good environmental planning. .
Others however, do not, and this is a critical area in environmental planning.
Indeed, apart from the widespread problems in the Region of appropriate
technology, shortage of personnel and resources, some of the human constraints
to effective environmental planning are formidable.
Some of. the more-technical techniques: for environmental planning are
quite clearcut.

Others like the critical process of environmental assess-

ments still require, a great deal of development in order to permit good
decisions, and positive actions, which take account of social and economic
factors.

In-this regard one would., like to consider a process where people

can participate informally-as one. of the techniques of environmental planning.
One common problem in.the Region.is the inadequacy of mechanisms in
the Government sector and outside for.synthesis in environmental planning.
Another common problem is the lack of provision for financing pollution
abatement and environmental action in general.
Clearly, the Region, is in the early stages of development of environmental planning as an. active and effective process.

A number of countries

in the Region have good structural framework which can be developed and
linked to the. other fields of planning*,.

The whole question of environmental

planning is in need of further, specific examination.

